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Abstract

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) is an important Intelligent Trans

portation System (ITS) technology, which distinguishes each vehicle as unique by 
recognising the characters in their number plates via image analysis and pattern 
recognition techniques. In an ANPR system, the most crucial part is number plate 
detection. The research presented in this thesis focuses on the detection mechanism 
and will rely on a third-party Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software for 
character recognition.

Number Plate Detection (NPD) is a well-explored problem with many successful 
solutions. Although most of these solutions are reasonably fast and robust, they can 
be further improved to make them even faster and more robust to deal with various 
complex conditions in real-time.

This thesis first presents a region-based NPD algorithm, which provides much 

more accurate detection results than previous NPD algorithms and is robust against 
interference characters in images. Then, a fast and robust edge-based NPD algorithm 
is developed. Tins algorithm can detect various number plates under various condi
tions in real-time with a high detection rate and a very low false positive rate. Similar 
work has not been reported elsewhere.

Besides character information, the colour information of number plates also plays 

an important role in identifying each number plate as unique. Hence, this thesis also 
develops algorithms for classifying number plate colours. Histogram-based image 
matching methods are investigated, and a Gaussian Weighted Histogram Intersection 
(GWHI) algorithm is presented. This algorithm is shown to be much more robust

xvi



against various colour variations than previous methods. Furthermore, a novel Colour 
Edge Co-occurrence Histogram (CECH) method is presented. It is shown to be 
particularly applicable for rapidly matching compound objects, such as number plates.

Finally, histogram-based image matching technique on a hexagonal image struc
ture is investigated. Gevers' idea of using Colour Ratio Gradient (CRG) for robust 
object matching is redefined on hexagonal structure, arid a novel Symmetric Colour 
Ratio Gradient (SCRG) method is developed. Experimental results demonstrate that 
the proposed SCRG method outperforms the Gevers’ CRG method.

More contributions can be found in the appendices. A new virtual hexagonal 
structure is proposed, on which the time used for mapping a square-based image 
to liexagon-based image is dramatically reduced. Two basic image transformation 

operations and a novel edge detection algorithm are performed on the new structure.
The results obtained in this thesis can also be applied to many other areas such 

as Character Detection, Text Detection, and Image/Video Retrieval.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

In recent years, much research on Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) has been 
reported. An important element of ITS technology is Automatic Number Plate Recog
nition (ANPR), which not only recognises and counts vehicles, but also distinguishes 
each as unique by recognising the characters in the number plates via image analysis 
and pattern recognition techniques. One significant advantage of an ANPR system 
is that it assumes that every vehicle already has a unique identification (the number 
plate). Thus, no additional transmitter or responder is required to be installed on 
the vehicle.

In any object recognition system, there are two major problems that need to be 
solved: that of detecting and localising the object in a scene, and that of recognising 
it. Generally, “detection” means the perception that some object exists in a scene, 
and “localisation” is the process of determining or marking the location or site of the 
object in the scene. In our research, the process that we call “detection” not only 

confirms the existence of the object, but also describes its location in the scene.
In an ANPR system, the most crucial part is believed by most researchers to be 

detecting number plates efficiently and robustly, which not only finds out if there 
is a number plate (or multiple number plates) in an image, but also marks its (or 
their) location(s) in the image. The research to be presented in this thesis mainly 
focuses on the detection mechanism and will rely on a third-party Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) software for recognition.

1
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Number Plate Detection (NPD) is a fairly well-explored problem with many suc

cessful solutions. Though most of these solutions are reasonably fast and robust, 
they can be further improved to make them even faster to meet the requirements for 

more advanced applications, such as multiple stage recognition of video frames in a 
real-time video stream for improved accuracy. They can also be made more robust 
to deal with various complex conditions.

In this thesis, the detection of number plates is investigated. Techniques for ac
curate, fast and robust number plate detection under various conditions and number 

plate classification with various appearances are developed. Applications for hexago
nal image structure are also presented.

In this chapter, an overview of our work is given, which includes a review of related 
research work, the major problems in this research, the contributions by the author 
in this thesis and their significance, and the organisation of the thesis.

In the rest of this chapter, a general view of the ANPR is given in Section 1.1, 
including the basic principles of ANPR and its applications. A four-module model of 
ANPR system is used to illustrate the principles of the overall system. This is followed 
by a more detailed explanation about the techniques in each module. The most crucial 
stage for an efficient and robust ANPR system is the number plate detection stage. 
Due to its significant and positive effects for ANPR, many researchers have studied 
this topic. So, in Section 1.2, major methods used for NPD are briefly reviewed. To 
make the structure of this section clearer, those techniques are grouped into several 
main classes according to their basic principles. In each class, the basic idea is first 
introduced. Algorithms in each group are then analysed and compared in general in 
terms of robustness and the environments to which they apply. The major factors 
that have made NPD unsolved and difficult are then analysed in Section 1.3. In 

Section 1.4, the author’s contributions to the filed of NPD by this thesis are briefly 

introduced. Finally, the organisation of the thesis is presented in Section 1.5.
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1.1 Automatic Number Plate Recognition

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR), also known by various other names:

• Automatic Licence Plate Recognition,

• Automatic Vehicle Identification,

• Car Plate Recognition, or

• Licence Plate Recognition,

is a mass surveillance method that uses OCR techniques on vehicle images to auto
matically read the number plates on vehicles.

In an ANPR system, a camera captures vehicle images or video, and software in a 
computer processes the captured images or video and recognises the information on 
number plates by applying various image processing and optical pattern recognition 
techniques [68].

Computer-based number plate recognition emerged in the 1980’s. Currently, there 
are multiple commercial number plate recognition systems available. Some developers 
of ANPR systems are listed as follows:

• “COPS2000" by IEG America Inc. [1]

• Dacolian High-end ANPR Systems [20]

• Roke Manor Research’s ANPR Engine [28]

• CARMEN ANPR technology by Adaptive Recognition Hungary [57]

• “SeeCar” by Hi-Tech Solutions [97]

• Neurodynamics ANPR [107]

• AutoVu Technologies Inc. [109]

• PIPS Technology Inc. [110]
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As of 2006 systems can scan number plates as fast as around one per second on 
vehicles travelling up to 160km/h. They are used by various police forces and as 
a method of electronic toll collection on pay-per-use roads, and monitoring traffic 
activity such as traffic light adherence in an intersection. ANPR will often store the 
images captured by the cameras as well as the text from the number plate, with 
some configurable to store a photograph of the driver. It plays an important role in 
numerous applications. Examples are [68]:

• traffic control

• electronic toll collection

• identification of stolen vehicles

• red light camera

• speed enforcement

• automated parking attendant

In addition to above usages, ANPR systems may also be used for/by:

• border crossing control

• petrol stations surveillance

• car parks or road entry systems to control access

• customer identification

A key point for most traffic-related applications, such as road traffic monitoring 
or parking lot access control, is the need to automatically detect and recognise vehicle 

number plates in uncontrolled open environments [94].
Due to different working environments, ANPR techniques vary from application 

to application [9], Although ANPR is a well developed technology, there are still 
many problems to be solved.

In the following, the main techniques of ANPR are analysed and compared.
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1.1.1 System Model

ANPR systems are generally composed of two units for all applications: an image 
acquisition unit (e.g., a camera) and an image analysis unit (a general-purpose com
puting device). The image acquisition unit is situated on a pole and focuses on the 
adjacent road lane, or installed above the vehicle lane to capture the images of on
coming vehicles. The acquired images are then transferred to the image analysis unit 
for processing and analysing.

In this thesis, we define a four-module model to illustrate the constitution and 

principles of a number plate recognition system. They are: I) image acquisition, 2) 
number plate detection, 3) character isolation, and 4) character recognition, as shown 
in Figure 1.1.

Image Acquisition

Number plate 
Detection

Character Isolation

Character Recognition

Figure 1.1: The general model of ANPR system.

Each module in this model corresponds to a major task of an ANPR system. 

These four tasks can be modified to make the overall algorithms more robust and 
adapt to environmental differences for different applications. However, this modular 
approach makes it simple to describe the main techniques of ANPR systems, and the 
flexibility of the recognition system is also maximised.

An example of ANPR system is shown in Figure 1.2.
We now discuss and analyse the main techniques used for each task.
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Number Plate Detection

Character Isolation

Character Recognition

X V P 8 0 I
Recognition outcome: “XVP 801”

Figure 1.2: An example of ANPR system.
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1.1.2 Image Acquisition

The performance of the overall ANPR system can be affected by the quality of ac
quired images. Possible difficulties caused by the image acquisition system for the 
image analysis software include:

• poor image resolution, usually because the plate is too far away;

• obscuring number plates, both deliberate and careless obscurity of number 
plates:

• blurry images, particularly motion blur, which is most likely with mobile units; 
and

• poor lighting and low contrast due to overexposure or reflection or shadows.

Thus, high-quality image acquisition under various conditions is an important step.
There are two broad approaches for image acquisition: triggered and 11011-triggered.
Most existing number plate recognition systems use the triggered approach, where 

hardware (e.g., an inductive loop sensor within the vehicle lane) is used to indicate 
when the image should be captured, which in turn triggers the number plate recogni
tion process. The triggered approach is considered to suffer from three drawbacks [6]. 
Firstly, the positioning of the external sensors may be difficult. Secondly, the trigger
ing hardware will add additional costs to the system. Thirdly, the acquired images 
may not be appropriate for recognition when the number plate is partially out of the 
camera held of view.

In the 11011-triggered approach, the camera captures video images at a predefined 
frame rate once the system is activated. The system software deals with the entire 

video sequence to find if there is a vehicle in a certain frame. Then, the recognition 
process is triggered by an internal signal that a vehicle has been detected in the input 
video sequence rather than by an external signal produced by a triggering device. This 
approach does not require any triggering hardware. Traditionally, pixel differencing 
algorithms are used to detect the presence of a moving object. However, this algorithm
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is generally computationally expensive, especially for images with higher resolutions. 
Fast algorithms are therefore needed to extract the regions which are more likely to 
contain a number plate. Low resolution-based processing has been used to solve this 

problem in [6].

1.1.3 Number Plate Detection

Prior to character recognition, the number plate must be extracted correctly from 
the background vehicle images. This task is considered to be the most crucial step 
in an ANPR system, as it affects the overall accuracy and processing speed of the 
whole system significantly. Whether the locations of number plates can be found from 
input images directly determines the success of the ANPR task. Moreover, an efficient 
detection algorithm is essential to an efficient ANPR system. However, because of 
problems including poor image quality due to ambient lighting conditions, image 
perspective distortion resulting mainly from the viewing angle between the camera 
and the vehicle, other disturbance characters or reflections on the vehicle surface 
which may influence number plate localisation, and colour similarities between the 
number plate and the background vehicle body, it is often difficult to locate the 
number plate accurately and efficiently.

Many methods have been proposed to extract number plates from vehicle images. 
These methods will be discussed later in this chapter.

1.1.4 Character Isolation

Before the character recognition procedure, individual character images must be iso
lated or segmented from the extracted number plate images, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
This step is not necessary in some non-segmented recognition approaches.

Various approaches have been proposed in the literature. The simplest method 

is based on vertical projections of binarised number plate images [93] [95] [130]. The 
projection-based method is simple and fast. However, a change of camera position
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with respect to the vehicle will cause perspective distortion of the plate in the image, 
and neither the vertical nor horizontal axes of the image coincide with those changes 

of the plates. The projection-based approach does not work well on images with 
tilted number plates or on those number plates that have more than one row of 
characters. The region analysis-based method [117] is another popular method used 
to segment the characters which overcomes the drawback of the projection-based 

isolation method.

1.1.5 Character Recognition

Recognition of characters is the last step in an ANPR system. A wide variety of 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) methods have been considered for individual 
character recognition. These methods can be broadly classified into matching-based 
methods and learning-based methods.

A straightforward method for character recognition or classification is to use tem
plate matching [95] [129] [130]. In the standard template matching algorithm, template 
images of each character in each font nsecl in number plates are created and stored in 
a database in advance, and become the references for comparison. Then, a search is 
made by the template matching method to find whether a similar image exists within 
the searching area. This algorithm, however, tends to have detection errors and recog

nition problems if the colour and the brightness of the objects change with external 
illumination conditions. Rather than comparing the character images themselves, 

other features are used for template matching, for example, using the comparison 
between the Hotelling-transformed counterparts and prototypes [49], using the linear 
sum of intensity projection and intensity variance of projection direction [67], and 
using histograms as features [93].

Besides the matching-based methods, many learning-based methods are widely 
used as well, such as those using multilayer neural networks [88] and Support Vector 

Machines [67].
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There is a tradeoff between these two groups of approaches: learning-based meth

ods can generally achieve relatively better accuracy, but at the cost of increased time 
complexity. Moreover, proper features must be extracted from the input images when 
a learning-based algorithm is used, both to improve the speed of the classifier and to 
obtain better results.

1.1.6 Summary

ANPR is not a new topic. However, although numerous methods have been proposed, 
the problem has not been solved thoroughly. Ideally, the image acquisition must be 
able to obtain the best contrast possible between plate background and characters, 
and each algorithm in the recognition chain should be able, like humans, to find 
the plate, recognise what is relevant and important, and complete the recognition, 
reassessing if something does not seem quite right [111].

As mentioned above, in an ANPR, system, the most crucial part is number plates 
detection. Hence, our research in this thesis mainly focuses on the detection mech
anism and will rely on a third-party OCR software for recognition. Next, the main 
methods used for detecting number plates are briefly reviewed.

1.2 Main Methods for Number Plate Detection

In ANPR systems, the most crucial part is considered to be detecting number plates 
efficiently and robustly. Many methods have been proposed to segment the number 

plate from a vehicle image. In this section, these methods are grouped into several 
classes according to the major features that are used to locate number plates. In 
the following, four kinds of number plate detection methods are discussed and com
pared: texture-based methods, vertical lines-based methods, colour-based methods 
and shape-based methods.
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1.2.1 Texture-Based Methods

The main idea of the texture-based methods is that the characters in a number plate 
always have a colour that is distinct from the background of the number plate, which 
indicates that the following important properties can be used to detect the plate:

1. The areas of number plates usually have relatively high contrast in vehicle 
images;

2. Colour changes are more frequent in the number plate area, which in turn results 
in strong colour variance and high density of edges;

3. If an image sub-region contains a plate, the characters are distributed more 
evenly than other non-number-plate regions.

Many methods based on this idea have been proposed. Due to different illumina
tion conditions, many approaches use the gradient information of colour or grey-level 
intensities, such as high local variances [68][108][117], high edge density [3], and high 
spatial frequencies [49], to make the algorithms more robust.

Although such methods show a good performance in dealing with problems such 
as boundary deformation, where the boundary frames of number plates are nearly 
invisible, they show weaknesses when images contain other text, or have similar evenly 
distributed texture as the number plates do. In this case, even though prior knowledge 
of the number plates is combined, these methods are still liable to high false positive 
rates.

1.2.2 Vertical Lines-Based Methods

The second class of methods is based on vertical line detection. The main idea is that 

after extracting the edges from the input image, the lines of the frames of number 
plates can be extracted. After doing so, morphological operations are usually applied 
to remove unwanted objects that do not satisfy some specific geometric features of 
number plates. Then, the aspect ratio of the number plate is used to filter the obtained
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vertical edges to find the correct pairs of vertical edges which cover a rectangular-area 
of similar aspect ratio as that of of number plate [95].

These approaches are relatively simple and fast, and are not easily confused by 
other character regions as long as they do not have clear frames around them. How
ever, the drawback is that they are too sensitive to unwanted edges which may appear 
in the fronts of vehicles. Therefore, these methods cannot be used independently. 
Moreover, a basic assumption of these methods is that only the number plate has 
frames with vertical edges in a vehicle image. This assumption is not true for many 
cases where there are abundant vertical edges from a radiator or where more than 

one vehicle image is captured in a single frame.

1.2.3 Colour-Based Methods

The third method attempts to overcome the previous shortcomings by introducing 
colour information. Instead of using grey-level intensity information, the idea is to 
use a unique colour or colour sequence of number plates to find them from the back
ground. Different colours are normally used in number plates for background and 
foreground. This can be utilised to distinguish number plate areas from background 
images. In some places, the colour combination of a plate and text is unique, and 
this combination occurs only in a number plate region. This information of colour 

difference and the sequence of colours in scanning lines of number plate areas can be 
utilised as an important feature to locate number plates.

However, deciding the colour at a certain point in an image is a difficult problem. 
Neural network classifiers are usually used to classify colours of pixels [66] [118]. Them 
the colour sequence codes within a scanning line of the cross section of the number 
plate from left to right are extracted as a feature of the number plate. Based on 

this feature, learning-based methods incorporating standard back propagation neural 
networks are used to extract the number plate area. Examples are standard Back 
Propagation Neural Network [89] and the distributed genetic algorithm [69].

These methods overcome some of the previous shortcomings by analysing colour
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information. However, it is still very difficult to use only colour information to extract 
a specific object from an image if vehicles may have similar colours to that of the 
background of number plates. More importantly, colours of number plates in images 
vary greatly due to the different lighting conditions under which images are captured, 
and to the colour fading effect of number plates, which makes plates appear unevenly 
coloured. Thus, it is not easy to segment number plates directly by using information 
on the plates’ colours. Additionally, as we discussed before, colour image processing 
usually takes more time than grey-level image processing.

1.2.4 Shape-Based Methods

Besides the texture, vertical lines, and colour feature mentioned above, the shapes 
of the characters in number plates [54] and the symmetry of number plates [65] have 

also been utilised to extract number plates from vehicle images.
For the shape-based methods, the main idea is based on the consideration that 

the characters have line-type shapes locally and blob-type shapes globally. Based on 
these, the candidate characters can Ire detected directly, which in turn extracts the 
number plate from the background vehicle images. Gaussian multi-scale analysis is 
used to detect both local and global shapes.

These methods make use of the shape features of the characters in the number 
plates, which are insensitive to the affine transform of the number plate and can 
extract the characters of interest directly. The disadvantage of these methods is that 

they are easily affected by other characters in the vehicle images.
On the other hand, symmetry is used as a major feature for car number plate 

extraction as well. With a symmetry transform, points of interest on images can be 

extracted efficiently using locality constraints and mirror symmetry. A Generalized 
Symmetry Transform can evaluate the symmetry between two points by combining 

distance weight functions, phase weight functions, and logarithmic mapping of the 
gradient magnitudes.

By using these methods, the four corners bounding a number plate can be located
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efficiently. A candidate plate can then be constructed by sequencing these four corners 
in order, thereby eliminating many false candidates by geometric constraints. The 
fact that the total interior angle of four corners is 360° is also imposed as a geometric 
constraint. Compared to other localisation methods which have been limited to a 
direct frontal view of the number plate, this method can easily achieve compensation 
of perspective distortion by perspective transformation to implement image warping, 
thereby mapping an arbitrary quadrilateral onto a rectangle. However, like the ver
tical line-based methods, it would have problems with number plates which do not 

show clear corner information.

1.3 Main Problems with Number Plate Detection

Although many methods and systems have been proposed for accurate and efficient 
algorithms for detecting number plates, this problem is still not completely solved. 
For our research, remaining major problems are discussed here.

1.3.1 Detecting Colour Number Plates

In most places, the text and the background colours of number plates vary, and 

different colour combinations may denote different types of vehicles or the places 
of origin of the vehicles. So, colours and their combinations can supply additional 
information to that given by the characters in the number plates. However, until now 
there has not been a system that can not only localise number plates but also identify 
the major colours of the detected number plates. Moreover, many of the previously 

proposed colour-based ANPR systems can only process limited colour combinations 
of number plates. Also, in some countries, personalised number plates are allowed, 
where different colour combinations are selectable and certain colour combination 
may not offer strong contrast within vehicle images. Hence, detecting number plates
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with various colours, and identifying the colour schemes of number plates, are two 
key interest points of our research.

1.3.2 Robust Detection under Various Conditions

Of the various working environments, outdoor scenes and non-stationary backgrounds 
may be the two factors that most influence the quality of images acquired and in turn 
the complexity of the techniques needed [9]. Detection algorithms for ANPR systems 
designed to operate in the real world must be able to deal with a series of degradations 
and complications. In some cases, there may be more than one row of major characters 
in a number plate, which makes the recognition algorithms more complicated. In some 
cases, plates are simple but the surrounding information can cause confusion [111]. 
Moreover, various illuminating conditions, camera deployment, and shutter speed can 
add further variability to the plate images. All these factors add to the requirements 
for a robust detection algorithm under various complex conditions. Beside these, 
nearly all customers require the ability to read number plates from more than one 
country of origin, and this poses a considerable challenge to developers in maintaining 
high recognition accuracy over a wide diversity of plate styles.

1.3.3 Real-Time Detection

So far. we have not considered the processing speed issue. For different ANPR appli
cations, although most of the basic processing remains the same, there may be great 

environmental differences, making the algorithms incomparable. Future applications 
of ANPR systems will inevitably include outdoor environments, e.g., on freeways, 
where vehicles move at high speed in a complex illumination environment. So, a ro

bust detection algorithm that can localise number plates exactly and efficiently and 
can meet real-time requirements is another key interest for our research.
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1.4 The Author’s Contributions to the Field of 

NPD by This Thesis

In this thesis, our focus is on developing algorithms for number plate detection. We 
not only discover the exact positions of number plates from input vehicle images, 
efficiently and robustly, but also identify the major colour schemes of detected number 
plates. Based on our literature review and some analysis of previous methods for 
NPD and related topics, special efforts are made to make better use of the common 
characteristics of number plates, such as edge and colour information. Features that 
have been successfully used in previous methods are refined, new features are defined, 
and our new methods are developed, for seeking a better solution to this problem.

During my PhD study, two algorithms for number plate detection are developed. 

Robust methods for classifying number plate colors are proposed. The major tech
niques developed in this thesis can also be used for many other areas with or without 
modifications, such as text detection from complex backgrounds, image understanding 
and image retrieval.

This thesis material has been published in more than twenty-one peer-reviewed 
conference papers or journal articles. The major contributions made in this thesis are 
listed in Table 1.1 and are briefly introduced as follows.

1.4.1 A Region-Based NPD Algorithm

Our first task is to solve the “accuracy" requirement problem of the detection algo
rithm. A detection algorithm that focuses on regions is presented for accurate number 
plate detection. This algorithm features higher robustness against non-number-plate 
characters and much more accurate detection results than most existing methods. 
In other words, the regions detected as number plates are very close to the regions 
covered by real number plates. We say it is a “region-based" method because the 
region candidate, which is then further classified, is obtained directly from the image
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Table 1.1: The author’s contributions to the state of the art of NPD by this thesis.

Topics Major Originalities Major Results

A Region-Based 
NPD Algorithm

1. Proposed the region-based idea for 1. The proposed NPD algorithm can 
number plate detection. detect number plates with arbitrary

colours that meet the condition;
2. The proposed NPD algorithm is 
robust to interference characters;
3. The detection results using the 
proposed NPD algorithm are much 
more accurate than any other exist
ing NPD algorithms.

A Robust and Fast 
NPD Algorithm

1. Trained a cascade classifier using 
the AdaBoost learning algorithm for 
number plate detection;
2. Proposed to use both global and 
local features;
3. Proposed a NPD algorithm which 
operates on vertical edge maps of in
put vehicle images and redefined the 
vertical edge.

1. The proposed NPD algorithm can 
successfully detect various number 
plates from images with various com
plex backgrounds and taken under 
various conditions;
2. The overall detection rate is 96.4% 
with a very low false positive rate;
3. The average processing speed is 
around 10 frames per second.

Histogram-Based 
Image Matching 
Methods for Classi
fying Number Plate 
Colours

1. Introduced a weight function to 
histogram intersection and proposed 
Gaussian-Weighted Histogram Inter
section method;
2. Introduced relative direction and 
proposed Colour Edge Cooccurrence 
Histogram method;
3. Proposed a method for identifying 
the major colour scheme of a number 
plate.

1. The proposed GWHI is much less 
sensitive to colour variations than ex
isting HI algorithms;
2. The proposed CECH is much less 
sensitive to colour variations and 
faster than previous HI algorithms;
3. The proposed method is able to 
identify the major colour schemes of 
number plates though there are huge 
colour variations.

Applications on 
Hexagonal linage 
Structure

1. Extended the conventional Colour 
Ratio Gradients to hexagonal struc
ture and proposed Symmetric Colour 
Ratio Gradients;
2. Proposed a new virtual hexagonal 
structure;
3. Completed two basic image trans
formation operations and edge de
tection operation on the new virtual 
hexagonal structure.

1. The proposed SCRG keeps all the 
advantages of the conventional CRG, 
but is less sensitive to object rotation;
2. The proposed virtual hexagonal 
structure does not introduce image 
distortion;
3. Image transformations can be per
formed faster on the new virtual 
hexagonal structure than previous 
mimicking schemes.
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segmentation outcomes. This is the major distinction between this algorithm and 

most existing NPD methods, in which the region candidates are generated indirectly 
from some features of number plates. The mean shift procedure [31] for mode seeking 
is utilised to filter and segment colour vehicle images into image sub-regions, based on 
colours of number plates and vehicle bodies. Again, unlike other colour-based meth
ods, our algorithm does not need to work out what exactly these colours are, which, 
as is well known, is almost impossible to accomplish in practice. This algorithm as
sumes that the colours used for the backgrounds of number plates are different from 
those used for vehicle bodies, at the position where the plates are mounted.

Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can accurately lo
cate number plates for those vehicle images where the background colour of a number 
plate is different from the colour of the vehicle the number plate belongs to. Further
more, when there are interference characters, i.e., other characters that should not 
be included in any number plate, on vehicle bodies or next to the number plate, our 
algorithm shows excellent performance in dealing with these situations, thanks to the 
region-focused idea proposed in the algorithm.

More importantly, since this algorithm is based on an idea that focuses on regions, 
and all region candidates are obtained directly from image segmentation results, our 
detected areas of number plates are always very close (around 95% similarity) to the 
real areas covered by number plates.

1.4.2 A Fast and Robust Edge-Based NPD Algorithm

Our second task in this thesis aims at high-speed detection. Unlike the first algorithm, 
the major features of this algorithm are its processing speed and robustness in dealing 
with various number plates under various complex conditions.

In this algorithm, previous success in applying cascade classifiers trained by the 
Adaboost learning algorithm for rapid face recognition [115] and text detection [11] is 

adapted and extended to detect number plates in complex environments in real-time. 
To adapt this idea to our research problem, previous methods are improved. First,
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instead of acting on grey-level images as in [11] and [114], our algorithm is based 
on vertical edges of input images. Second, our algorithm makes use of both global 
features and local features of number plates, for a fast detection algorithm with less 
false alarms. For these two purposes, we redefine the vertical edges and define two 
new global features for this algorithm.

Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can successfully 
detect number plates of various appearances and sizes, from images with various 
complex backgrounds taken under various illuminating conditions and view angles, 
which has never been reported before. The overall detection rate is 96.4% with a very 

low false positive rate, and the processing time is less than 0.1 seconds per frame.

1.4.3 Histogram-Based Methods for Classifying Number Plate 

Colours

As mentioned earlier, number plates not only contain some characters but also have 
very limited sets of colour schemes in the text and background, and sometimes colour 
schemes of number plates also carry important information. Being able to classify 
the main colours of number plates may also prove useful for several successive steps, 
such as character recognition. Hence, some of our efforts have been applied to number 
plate classification based on their major foreground and background colours. We have 
been trying to avoid figuring out what the exact colour is at each image point, so we 

study histogram-based classification methods.
Methods for generating colour histograms and measuring the similarities of two 

histograms are investigated and improved. Novel colour features and histogram com

paring methods, such as Gaussian weighted histogram intersection, and the colour edge 
co-occurrence histogram, are proposed and used for classifying number plate images. 
Compared with previous methods, both of the proposed methods demonstrate better 
performance against colour variations, mainly caused by variant illumination inten
sities and the colour fading effect of number plates. These newly proposed methods
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are demonstrated in the way to be directly used for general-purpose image retrieval 

or image indexing.

1.4.4 Applications on Hexagonal Image Structure

The final major contribution the author made in this thesis is in applications of 
hexagonal image structure. A complete review of computer vision with hexagonal 

structures is performed, which assesses the advantages of using the hexagonal struc
ture for digital image processing, typical simulation and addressing schemes, and 

current research in image processing on hexagonal grids. We develop pixel-based im
age processing techniques and analyse them comparatively on the Spiral Architecture. 
A new symmetric colour ratio gradient defined on hexagonal structure is included.

Also, a new virtual hexagonal structure is constructed in Appendix A. On this 
new structure, we can significantly improve the performance of image processing 
on hexagonal structure in terms of speed and complexity. In Appendix B, a new 
edge detection method is presented. The use of bilateral filtering combined with 
the advantages of hexagonal image architecture produces encouraging edge detection 
performance under the same experimental conditions.

1.5 Organisation of This Thesis

The organisation of the rest of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 presents the region- 
based NPD algorithm, together with its experimental results. Then, Chapter 3 de
scribes the details of a new edge-based algorithm using both global and local features. 

Then, Chapter 4 investigates and then constructs multiple features which are mainly 
based on colour histograms, and these features are applied for classifying number 
plate colours. Finally, in Chapter 5, applications of the hexagonal image structure 
are described. Chapter 6 contains conclusions and proposals for future work.



Chapter 2

A Region-Based NPD Algorithm

For a pattern recognition problem, the first essential step is to find interesting targets 
as candidates. More complicated analysis, such as making a correct decision about 
which class the candidate belongs to, is then performed on each candidate. Since 

such analysis is usually computationally expensive, few systems directly scan the 
whole image space examining if there is a desired object in each scanned image sub
window. For the problem of number plate detection, a candidate can be either a 
pixel (called a pixel candidate) or an image sub-region (called a region candidate). 
With pixel candidates, to find the location of a number plate which usually needs to 
be represented by a region, further operations to generate regions are needed after 
classification, to link the positive pixels, i.e., pixels that are identified as belonging 

to or close to the region of a number plate, to obtain a region-like detection result. 
On the other hand, with region candidates, the positive regions, i.e., regions that are 

classified as number plates, can be directly exported as the detection results.
Methods based on region candidates have been widely used for number plate 

detection, such as the ones proposed in [2] and [3], which are based on edge features 
of number plates. This method of obtaining region candidates has advantages such 
as easy computation, but it also has some disadvantages. The major problem arises 
because region candidates are generated from features of number plates, such as edge 
features, and do not always match the real regions of a number plate. For example, 
they may be smaller than the real region due to sparsely distributed or too few

21
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characters, or they may be broken parts of a complete number plate due to uneven 
intervals between characters in a number plate. Some examples will be given at the 
end of this chapter to show these problems.

In this chapter, a region-based detection algorithm will be proposed that focuses 
on region candidates. Unlike most existing NPD methods, our algorithm directly ob
tains region candidates through an image segmentation process performed on vehicle 
images. Our experimental results will show that the region candidates obtained in 
this way are much closer to the real regions of number plates than those generated 
in previous systems. Moreover, this algorithm makes use of colour information in 

images during image segmentation. However, unlike some existing colour-based NPD 
algorithms which can only be used to detect number plates with certain colours, such 
as the one proposed in [9] using colour edges and fuzzy theory, our algorithm can 

deal with any combinations of text colours and background colours of the number 
plates. The only restriction imposed on the algorithm is that the background colour 
of a number plate must be different from the vehicle colour, at the position where the 
plate is mounted.

The proposed algorithm follows the general pattern classification procedure: can
didate generation, feature extraction, and classification. The flow chart of the algo
rithm is shown in Figure 2.1. The mean shift procedure [15] is employed to filter and 
segment input images because of its high performance and discontinuity-preserving 

smoothing, which directly returns various region candidates. These are then analysed 
and classified, to decide whether a candidate contains a number plate. Three features 
are defined and extracted from each region candidate for classification purpose, and 
a feature vector composed of these features is then used as input to a classifier to 
make the classification. A classifier based on Mahalanobis distance [23] is employed. 
Candidates which are classified as “number plates” will be exported as detection re
sults. Experimental results will show that the proposed region-based NPD algorithm 
is more robust to interference characters, i.e., other regions in the image that also 
contain characters, and the detected regions are closer to the real number plates than
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those found by the methods proposed in [2] and [3].

Input colour vehicle images

■H
Candidate Region 

Generation

Feature Extraction

- .

Classification S
Iw

Output “Number Plate’' Regions

Figure 2.1: The flow chart of the proposed region-based NPD algorithm.

The algorithm is presented in three sections, each covering one of the modules 
shown in Figure 2.1: region candidate generation, feature extraction, and classifica
tion. Section 2.1 first shows how the region candidates are obtained in our algorithm. 
Since our candidate generation method is based on image segmentation results using 
the mean shift procedure [31], introduced by Comaniciu and Meer in [14] and [15], it. 
is presented in this section. Then, in Section 2.2, the three features used for classi
fication are defined: red angularity, asped ratio, and edge density. Last, a classifier 

based on Mahalanobis distance [23] is trained and employed to classify candidates. 
Regions that are classified as “number plates’’ will be exported as detection results. 
At the end of this chapter, experimental results are displayed which demonstrate the 

robustness of the proposed algorithm and the accuracy of our detection results.
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2.1 Mean Shift for Image Segmentation

Most number plates have strikingly different colours from those of vehicle bodies 
so they can be easily identified. It is thus possible to extract the regions of number 
plates directly based on their background colours. Hence, the basic assumption of this 
algorithm is that the background colours of number plates to be detected, whatever 
they are, are different from the vehicle colour at the positions where the plates are 
mounted. Examples of such cases include a yellow number plate on a non-yellow 
vehicle, a white number plate on a 11011-white vehicle and a black number plate on a 
non-black vehicle.

Many practical methods have been proposed for segmenting colour images. Co- 
maniciu and Meer in [14] proposed a practical method employing a density estimation- 
based non-parametric clustering approach, called mean shift,, on colour images for 
discontinuity-preserving filtering and image segmentation (also see [15]), which has 
achieved high quality and discontinuity-preserving segmentation results. In our algo
rithm, we adopt the mean shift segmentation procedure proposed by Comaniciu and 
Meer in [14] to obtain region candidates directly, some of which may contain number 
plates. In the following subsections, we will introduce the mean shift segmentation 
procedure in more details.

2.1.1 Mean Shift

Image segmentation can be viewed as a feature clustering problem in a feature space, 

where each image point is a feature and each dominant colour represents a cluster of 
features, or in other words a cluster of image points with the same characteristics. Ar
bitrarily structured feature spaces, such as natural images, can only be analysed using 
a non-parametric method, since these methods do not have any embedded assump

tions, such as the number of clusters there will be in the feature space. Numerous 
non-parametric clustering methods have been developed in the literature, and in [15]
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they are grouped into two large classes: hierarchical clustering and density estima
tion. The hierarchical clustering techniques either aggregate or divide the data space 
based on some similarity measurement. These methods tend to be computationally 
expensive and the definition of a meaningful stopping criterion for the fusion (or 
division) of the data is not straightforward [15]. The rationale behind the density 
estimation-based non-parametric clustering approach is that the distribution of the 
feature space can be regarded as the empirical Probability Density Function (PDF) 
of the represented parameter: dense regions in the feature space thus correspond to 
local maxima of the PDF, that is, to the modes of the unknown density [15]. Once 

the location of a mode is determined, the cluster associated with it can be described 
based on the local structure of the feature space [53] Touzani:1989:PRL [119].

The method of mode detection proposed by Comaniciu and Meer in [14] and [15] 
is based on the mean shift procedure, proposed by Fukunaga and Hostetler [31].

The mean shift algorithm is a nonparametrie statistical method for seeking the 
main modes of a sample distribution, or in other words seeking where the density 
function of samples takes local maxima. The mean shift estimate of the gradient of a 
density function and the associated iterative procedure for mode seeking were devel
oped by Fukunaga and Hostetler [31], but were then neglected until Cheng’s paper [12] 
rekindled the interest. Recently, Comaniciu proposed a practical method employ
ing mean shift in the joint spatial-range domain of colour images for discontinuity
preserving filtering and image segmentation [15].

Using mean shift filtering in the joint spatial range domain, each data point is 
associated with a point of convergence, which represents the local mode of the density 
in a multi-dimensional space. The output of the mean shift filter for a pixel is defined 
as the range value of the convergence point. The procedure continues until all pixels in 
the image are scanned. Since this process takes into account simultaneously both the 
spatial and range information of the image, it can achieve high-quality discontinuity
preserving spatial filtering. For image segmentation, convergence points which are 
sufficiently close to each other in the joint spatial range domain are further fused
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to obtain homogeneous regions in the image. The detailed procedure for mean shift 

image segmentation in the joint spatial-range domain follows.

Density Estimation

Given an n-point data set aq, i = 1, 2,..., n in the d-dimensional space Rd, denote its 
density function by f(x). The goal is to estimate this density function from the given 
point samples, commonly denoted by f(x), where indicates an estimate. Using 
the kernel density estimation method, a multivariate kernel density estimator f(x) 

with kernel K(x) and window radius (bandwidth) h is given by [14]

/(x) = i E K
i= 1

X — Xi

h
[2.1)

Kernel functions used for density estimation are generally radially symmetric ker
nels that satisfy

K(x) = ck4k(\\x\\2). (2.2)

In this case the function k(x) is called the profile of the kernel K(x) and k(x) is 
defined for x > 0. The normalisation constant C/,.^, which makes K(x) integrate to
one, satisfies

Rd
K{x)dx — 1. (2.3)

It is assumed strictly positive.
Employing the profile notation, the density estimator in Equation 2.1 can be

rewritten as

fh,K{x) Ck,d
nhd (2-4)

2=1 \ /

The first step in the analysis of a feature space with the underlying density function 
/(x) is to find the modes of this density. According to the definition that the modes 

correspond to the local maxima of PDF, they are located among the zeros of the 
gradient V/(x) = 0. The mean shift procedure is an elegant way to locate these 
zeros without estimating the density function f(x).
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Density Gradient Estimation

The density gradient estimator is obtained as the gradient of the density estimator 
by exploiting the linearity of Equation 2.4:

o n / 2'
2C]^ d K \ / I X Xj

V/ft,/c(x) = VfhtK{x) = ~ Xi)k>
i— 1 h

For a simple expression, we define the function

9(x) = ~k'{x),

(2.5)

(2.6)

assuming that the derivative of the kernel profile k exists for all x G [0, oo), except 
for a finite set of points. Using g(x) for the profile, the kernel G(x) is defined as

G(x) = cg4g(\\x\\2),

where cg j is the corresponding normalisation constant. 
Introducing g(x) into Equation 2.5 yields
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where 5,(||2qyi||2) is assumed to be a positive number, which is easy to satisfy 
for all profiles met in practice.

Both terms of the product in Equation 2.8 have a special significance. From 
Equation 2.4, the hist term is proportional to the density estimate at x using the 
kernel G

Cg,d ’V "v ( -A Xi

i= 1 h (2.9)

The second term is the mean shift rrih,G(x), where
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X (2.10)
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is the difference between the sample mean, using the kernel G, and x, the centre of 
the kernel (window).

Hence, searching for the modes of the density requires finding the points where the 
difference between the sample mean and the centre of the kernel (window) converges 
to zero, in other words, where the mean shift mh,dx) converges to zero.

Convergence of the Mean Shift

Denote the sequence of successive locations of the sample mean with shadow kernel 

G by {yj}j=1.2,..., from Equation 2.10. Then

i>tf(ii£Kau2)

Vj+ l = —n----------------------------------------— O'11)
£.9(11^11 )

2 = 1

is the weighted mean at y3 computed with kernel G, and y\ is the centre of the initial 
position of the kernel, i.e., y\ = xt. The corresponding sequence of density estimates 

computed with kernel /v, denoted by {fh,i<{j)}j=1.2.... is given by

kM) = IhAVj) 9 = 1)2....... (2.12)

It was proved in [15] that if the kernel K has a convex and monotonically decreas

ing profile, the sequences {2/y}j=1,2,... and {fh,}<{j)}j=1.2.... are monotonically increasing 
and converge.

Mean Shift-Based Mode Detection

In [15], Comaniciu and Meer also suggested a practical procedure for mode detection 

using the mean shift procedure. This procedure is described as follows.

Denote the convergence points of the sequences {yj}j=1.2,... and {fh,K(j)}j=i,2, by 

yc and fh K = fhj<{yc) respectively. The magnitude of the mean shift vector converges 
to zero. From Equations 2.10 and 2.11, the jth mean shift vector is

mh,G(x) = yj+i - yj (2-13)
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and at the limit, m^dUc) — He ~ Vc — 0- In other words, the gradient of the density 
estimate in Equation 2.4 computed at yc is zero

fh,K(Vc) = 0. (2.14)

Hence, yc is a stationary point of fh,K-
Moreover, the set of all locations that converge to the same mode comprises the 

basin of attraction of that mode.
The practical algorithm for mode detection is:

1. Run the mean shift procedure to find the stationary points of fh,K\

2. Prune these points by retaining only the local maxima.

In the next sub-section, the detailed procedure using the mode-seeking method 
for image smoothing and segmentation is discussed.

2.1.2 Mean Shift for Image Segmentation

The feature space analysis technique described earlier is application-independent and 
thus can he used to develop vision algorithms for a wide variety of tasks. In [14] 
and [15], the authors discussed two applications: discontinuity-preserving smooth
ing and image segmentation. In these applications, the above mean shift procedure 

is applied to the image data points in the joint spatial- range domain for discontinuity
preserving smoothing. Then, mean shift segmentation is implemented on the smoothed 
image.

Before proceeding to describe the algorithms, the issue of which colour space to 
employ must be settled. The purpose of a colour space (also called colour model 

or colour system) is to facilitate the specification of colours in some standard and 
generally accepted way. Most colour models in use today are oriented either toward 
hardware (such as for colour monitors and printers) or toward applications where 
colour manipulation is a goal (such as in the creation of colour graphics for anima
tion) [37] [70]. Some example of color models in use today are RGB (red, green, blue)
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model and other color models based on the RGB model, CMYK (cyan, magenta, 

yellow, black) model, YUV scheme, HSV (hue, saturation, value) model, also known 
as HSB (hue, saturation, brightness) model, and CIE Luv and CIE Lab colour spaces.

To obtain a meaningful segmentation, perceived colour differences should corre
spond to Euclidean distances in the colour space which has been chosen to represent 
the features (image points). A Euclidean metric, however, is not guaranteed for all 
colour spaces. The CIE Luv and CIE Lab colour models are especially designed to 
best approximate perceptually uniform colour spaces [70]. In both cases, the L, the 
lightness (relative brightness), coordinate is defined in the same way. The two spaces 

differ only through the other two chromaticity coordinates. In our experiments, we 
employ the CIE Luv colour space [70].

When applying computer techniques for image processing, an image in two-dimen
sional (2-D) space can typically be digitised as a 2-D lattice of /^-dimensional (p-D) 
vectors, where p is one for grey-level images and three for colour images to represent 
the intensity value at the point determined by the 2-D lattice. The space of the 
lattice is known as the spatial domain, while the domain for the representation of grey 
level or colour value is known as the range domain. For both domains, a Euclidean 
metric is assumed. After a proper normalisation, the space and range vectors can 
be concatenated to obtain a joint spatial-range domain of dimension d = p -j- 2. 
For example, both the location and range vectors can be normalised to the range 

of [0. 1]. Thus, the multivariate kernel is defined as the product of two radially 
symmetric kernels, which is defined as follows, and the Euclidean metric allows a 
single bandwidth parameter for each domain

where xs is the spatial part and xr is the range part of a feature vector, k(x) is the 
common profile used in both domains, hs and hr are the employed kernel bandwidths, 
and C is the corresponding normalisation constant. In our work, the uniform kernel 
function is used. We only need to set the bandwidth parameter (hs, hr), which
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controls the size of the kernel and this determines the resolution of the mode detection.

The key to using mean shift for image segmentation is using mean shift for 
discontinuity-preserving image smoothing. Image smoothing is usually done by re
placing the pixel in the centre of a window by the weighted average of the pixels 
in the window. It indiscriminately blurs the image, removing not only noise but 
also salient information. Discontinuity-preserving smoothing techniques, on the other 
hand, adaptively reduce the amount of smoothing near abrupt changes in the local 

structure, i.e., edges.

Let 2...n be the original image points, let i,2,...,n be the points of con
vergence, and let {Li}i=ibe a set of labels indicating different segmented regions.

1. For each image point {xl}i=\o...n> run the mean shift filtering procedure until
convergence and store the convergence point in zt = yhC: as shown below:

(a) For each image point (aq}^=1 2i...;n, initialise j = 1 and y^\ = xz. The first 
subscript i of yZJ denotes the zth image point, and the second subscript j 
denotes the jth iteration.

(b) Compute Vij+i according to Equation 2.11 until convergence oi yi c.

(c) Assign Zj = (xf,ylc), which specihes the filtered data z* at the spatial 
location of x\ to have the range components of the point of convergence

Vic-

2. Delineate the clusters (suppose there are m clusters), denoted by {Cp}p=i^....,rru 
in the joint domain by grouping together all z2 which are closer than hs in 

the spatial domain and hr in the range domain under a Euclidean metric, i.e., 
concatenate the basins of attraction of the corresponding convergence points.

3. For each i = 1, 2,..., n, assign Lx — {p\zi E Cp}.

4. Eliminate spatial regions that contains less than M pixels.

Thus, using the mean shift procedure in the joint spatial-range domain, the input 
colour vehicle images are segmented into many regions. Parameters hr, hs, and M
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are set experimentally. The selection of M is related to the proportion of the size of 
regions of number plates in the vehicle images.

2.1.3 Segmentation Results

The mean shift segmentation algorithm described above with (hr, hs, M) = (5, 6.5,400) 
was employed to extract the region candidates from the input vehicle images, which 
have dimension of 324 x 243 pixels. The selection of M is related to the proportion 
of the size of regions of number plates in the vehicle images. Regions that are smaller 

than 400 pixels, which is approximately 0.5% of the size of the original vehicle image, 
will be eliminated.

Figure 2.2 shows the experimental results of performing mean shift segmentation 
on two vehicle images, where pixels in the same region share one single colour, and 

different regions are represented by different colours. Figure 2.3 shows two examples 
of vehicle images where the image segmentation algorithm fails to segment the area 
of number plates from the background.

In Figure 2.2(a), there is a yellow number plate mounted on the dark-red car. 
Using the mean shift algorithm for segmentation, it can be seen that, the boundary 

of the number plate is very well preserved, while regions in which a small variance in 
colour exists are delineated as a single region (see the region of number plate). Note 

that the foreground characters in the number plate also have a colour dramatically 
different from the background colour of the number plate, but they are delineated as 
the same region of the number plate too. This is because the region of each character 
is much smaller than the smallest region size M. Hence, regions of these characters 
are eliminated, i.e., merged to the closest significant region.

Figure 2.2(c) shows another example of image segmentation, where there is a 
white number plate mounted on a white car. Our segmentation algorithm still gives a 
satisfactory segmentation result in terms that the number plate being delineated as an 
outstanding region from the background, thanks to the edge-preserving performance 
of the mean shift segmentation algorithm.
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(a) Original vehicle image (b) Segmented vehicle image of (a)

(c) Original vehicle image (d) Segmented vehicle image of (c)

Figure 2.2: Two examples of image segmentation using the mean shift algorithm.

(b)

Figure 2.3: Two typical examples of number plates that do not meet the assumption.
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Figures 2.3(a) and (b) show two examples of vehicle images where the image seg
mentation algorithm fails to segment the area of number plates from the background. 
Figure 2.3(a) shows one typical example of this case, where the number plate has a 
same colour as that of the vehicle. In Figure 2.3(a), it can be seen that the background 
colour of the number plate in the middle of the image is almost the same with that of 
the car. Figure 2.3(b) shows another example of number plates that do not meet the 
condition. In this image, although the colour of the car body (dark blue) is different 
from the background colour of the number plate (black), it appears very similar in 
the image at the location where the plate is mounted due to the illumination effect.

Furthermore, the segmentation is not very sensitive to the choice of the resolution 
parameters hs and hr. Note that all our images, with dimension of 324 x 243 pixels, 
used the same parameters, where hs = 5 corresponds to an 11 x 11 spatial window. 
The range parameter hr and the smallest significant feature size M control the number 
of regions in the segmented image. The more an image deviates from the assumed 
piecewise constant model, the larger values have to be used for hr and M to discard 
the effect of small local variations in the image space.

It can be seen that some regions apparently do not qualify as regions of number 
plates, as they are either too small or too big. To reduce unnecessary computation, 
regions that definitely cannot be number plates should be removed as early as possible 
before further processing. The region candidates are thus filtered according to the 

number of pixels (or the size of areas) of regions. Those candidates, which are very 
small or very large wrill then be removed. The remained region candidates are called 
Regions of Interest (ROIs).

2.2 Feature Extraction

After the ROIs have been obtained, various features are applied to correctly differ
entiate number plates from background areas. Features that have been used in the
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literature include the size of the region, its width (or height), the orientation of char
acters, edge intensity, and the position of the region in the input image. For our 

algorithm, three features are defined and extracted: red angularity, aspect ratio, and 
edge density. These features are defined as follows.

2.2.1 Feature 1: Rectangularity

Number plates take rectangular shapes with predetermined length to width ratios 
for each kind of number plate. Due to different view angles and an uneven or curvy 
road surface, however, captured images of number plates in vehicle images are usu
ally not the standard rectangle shape. Under limited distortion, number plates in 
vehicle images can still be viewed approximately as rectangular shapes with a certain 
aspect ratio. This is the most important shape feature of number plates and we use 

rectangularity to describe it.
Rectangularity is a measurement that represents how well an object fits its mini

mum enclosing rectangle (MER) [7], which is defined as:

R =
Amer

(2.16)

where Aq is the area of the object, and Amer is the area of the object’s MER. The 
area here is defined as the number of pixels within the image region of the object.

The ratio R represents how well an object fills its minimum enclosing rectangle. 
It takes a maximum value of 1.0 for rectangular objects, assumes the value 7t/4 for 
circular objects, and becomes small for slender and curved objects. Since the MER 
of an object is always equal to or larger than the object itself, the rectangle fit factor 

is bounded in (0, 1],
It is easy to compute the horizontal and vertical extent of an object while it 

is being extracted from an image. One needs only the minimum and maximum 
row and column numbers for this computation. For objects of random orientation, 
however, horizontal and vertical may not be the directions of interest. In this case, it
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is necessary to locate the major axis of the object and measure the length and width 

relative to it.
There are several ways to establish the principal axis of an object once the bound

ary of the object is known. One can compute a best fit straight (or curved) line 
through the points in the object. The principal axis can also be computed from mo
ments. One quick and straightforward method is to use the MER around the object 
by rotating the object region as a rigid body to find its MER. With this method, the 
object is rotated as a rigid body through 90° in steps of AO. After each incremental 
rotation, a horizontally oriented enclosing rectangle is fitted to the boundary. The 
rotating angle at which the enclosing rectangle takes the minimum value is picked out, 

and the size of the enclosing rectangle at this angle is taken as the Amer• Finally, 
the rectangularity of an image region can be computed using Equation 2.16.

Obviously, the selection of the step size AO affects the overall processing time of 
the algorithm, and smaller steps require longer computing times. In our algorithm, we 
set the range of the rotation angle as [—45°, 45°] and the rotation step as AO — 10°.

2.2.2 Feature 2: Aspect Ratio

The aspect ratio, also called the width-to-height ratio, is the ratio of the width, VE, 
to the height, H, of the image region’s MER [7], which is defined as

7?=E (2.17)

Since the MER of an object region can be computed by rotating the region as 

shown above, the width and the height of the object's MER are taken as the width 
and the height of the region respectively to compute its aspect ratio.

From the above method of computing rectangularity and aspect ratio of a region 
candidate, it can be seen that these two features are invariant to rotation of number 
plates. They are also insensitive to perspective distortion.
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2.2.3 Feature 3: Edge Density

Applying the above two features to filter the ROIs, many non-number-plate regions 
can be removed. However, there are still many region candidates left which take 

similar values of rectangularity and aspect ratio as number plates, such as regions of 
head lights of vehicles. Hence more features are needed to deal with such cases.

The image regions of number plates usually have higher local variance in their 
intensity values due to the presence of text, so an important feature of number plates 
is the local variance of intensities, which is described using the edge density.

The edge density of a region R is measured by averaging the intensities of all edge 
pixels within a region as:

where E(i,j) represents the strength of the edge at point (z,j), and N is the number 
of pixels in region R. Region /? is each region candidate that is being examined.

It has been observed that most vehicles have more horizontal edges than vertical 
edges [130], while regions of number plates or other character regions always contain 
abundant vertical edges due to the presence of text. To reduce unnecessary com
putation, only the vertical edges Ey are used to compute the edge density. In this 
algorithm, edge information is acquired by applying a 3 x 3 Sobel edge detector in 

the “vertical” direction only.

2.3 Classification

When features have been extracted, there are several methods for using these features 

for object classification.
The most straightforward method is to set a threshold for each feature so as to 

make a positive or negative decision directly based on the feature values obtained. 
This corresponds to the simplest binary classification. In this way, some ROIs are

(2.18)
(cj)cR
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rejected as long as there is one feature value which gives a negative outcome. To 
improve the classification accuracy, the gross confidence value [33] and possibility 
value [117] have been defined to measure the possibility that the region contains 

a number plate. Using these values or methods, only one threshold is needed to 
make the decision. The possibility value is usually computed as the weighted sum of 
several features. Obviously, the selection of weighting coefficients critically affects the 
classification rate. However, in practice, these weights are generally set empirically, 
as in [117], where they were tuned for a class of images.

The second method is to generate a feature map based on one or a few key 
features. Then a proper binarisation algorithm is applied to convert the feature map 

into a binary-level image. Morphological operations, such as an opening operation, 
and some specific merging rules are needed to join small broken blocks into larger 
ones to find the final plate region [3].

The last method is to input the features to a classifier, trained for example using 
a neural network [68], to make the decision.

in our proposed algorithm, a compromise method is adopted. For each Region 
of Interest (ROI), the three features are extracted to compose a feature vector, de
noted by x. A minimum-distance-based classifier is then applied to make the decision, 
where the Mahalanobis distance [23] is used as the distance measurement. We gen
erate the models of number plates in the first place through training using sample 

images. Then the Mahalanobis distance between a given feature vector and that of 
each model is computed. An input feature vector x is classified by measuring the Ma
halanobis distance from x to each centroid and attributing x to the model in which 
the Mahalanobis distance is minimum. In this way, no threshold is needed at all, and 

the training process is not hard to control, unlike some complex classifiers.

2.3.1 Statistical Data of the Three Features

In order to use Mahalanobis distance as a minimum distance classifier, each feature of 
the model must have a normal distribution. A study was therefore made to validate
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the distribution of probabilities of the chosen features.
According to our observations, our experiments identified two classes of number 

plates which have a distinct difference in their aspect ratios. So, including non

plate regions, in total three classes of regions are defined: plates-1, plates-2, and 
non-plates. Statistics show that the probability distributions of the three features 
of the two classes of number plate regions take approximately normal distributions. 
Figure 2.4 shows the estimated Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of the three 
features of two classes of number plates.

Mean values for the three classes of regions are shown in Table 2.1. It can be seen 
that the two classes of plate regions share similar high rectangularity features, but 
they are differentiated from each other in aspect ratio and edge density.

Table 2.1: The statistical mean values of the three features for three classes of regions

Class Rectangularity Aspect Ratio Edge Density
Plate-1 0.93 2.63 159.46
Plate-2 0.93 3.78 219.13

Non-plate 0.72 3.42 24.28

In this table, to reduce unnecessary computation, region candidates with sizes 

smaller than 0.5% or larger than 5% of image size, or with rectangularity values 
smaller than 0.5, or with aspect ratios less than 1 or larger than 5 are removed 
from the list of ROIs before classification. When the distance between the camera 
and vehicle is fixed or approximately fixed, the proportion of the size of the number 

plate to the size of the vehicle image is basically determined. Thus, parameters for 
the proportions can be chosen based on experiments. However, once assigned, these 

parameters need not be adjusted for other vehicles.
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0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 0.8

(a) Rectangularity of Plate-1

0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05

(b) Rectangularity of Plate-2

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 1

(c) Aspect ratio of Plate-1

2 3 4 5 6

(d) Aspect ratio of Plate-2

(e) Edge density of Plate-1 (f) Edge density of Plate-2

Figure 2.4: The estimated PDFs of the features of two kinds of number plates.
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2.3.2 Mahalanobis Distance-Based Classification

After identifying the two classes of number plates and the class of 11011-plate, we can 
now train a classifier which is based on Mahalanobis distance [23]. To obtain such 

a classifier, it is needed to learn the mean vectors {mfc}fc=ij2,3 and the covariance 
matrices {Cfc}fc=i,2,3 of the feature vectors of the three classes of regions from a train
ing data set. In our experiments, 80% of the sample data was randomly selected for 
training to compute the mean vectors and covariance matrices, and the rest were used 
for testing. During the testing process, the Mahalanobis distance is computed and a 

given feature vector is attributed to the closest class. Hence, no threshold is needed 
for making decision.

The testing procedure is illustrated in more details as follows.

1. For each candidate, compute the values of the three features and compose the 
feature vector, denoted by x, as:

f X, t ^ rectangularity '
X = X-2 = aspect ratio

\ X3 J V edge density /

where the three features are defined in Subsection 2.2.

2. Compute the Mahalanobis distance from the feature vector x to the mean vec
tors m7, of the three classes {w/,.}A.=1 2,3 as:

d2k= ||x - mfc||2 = (x - nik)'C~l(^ - mk),

where k = 1,2.3.

3. Assign the region candidate with feature vector x to the nearest class of the 

nearest mode. In our experiments, as long as d\ < d3 or d2 < d3, the region is 
classified as a number plate.

The above procedure is repeated until all region candidates have been classified. 
The region candidates that are classified as “number plates'’ are exported to the next 
stage.
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2.4 Experiments

Segmenting vehicle images using the mean shift procedure, extracting three features 
from each ROI. and using the Mahalanobis classifier to make classification, constitute 
the proposed region-based algorithm for number plate detection. This section presents 

the experimental results and analysis.

2.4.1 Experimental Setup

We have implemented the algorithm using Visual C++ programming language and 
tested it on 97 vehicle images. Vehicle images were randomly captured at a highway 
intersection in New South Wales, Australia with an Olympus C5060 digital camera 
during a three-hour period. The camera was fixed on one side of the highway facing 
the incoming traffic. Therefore, the distance between the camera and the target 
vehicles is roughly fixed. All captured vehicle images are with resolution of 324 x 243 
pixels.

Among the 96 vehicle images, there are 97 identifiable number plates with human 
eyes. 15 of 97 number plates do not have a background colour which is different 
from the colour of vehicle body at the location where the number plates are mounted. 
In other words, 15.5% of number plates in our randomly captured vehicle images 
do not meet the assumption of the algorithm. Figure 2.3 shows two examples of 
number plates that do not meet the condition. In either example of this figure, our 
image segmentation algorithm fails to segment the area of number plates from the 
background. As its consequence, the NPD algorithm fails to detect the number plates.

2.4.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

Overall Performance

Performing number plate detection using our algorithm on the 96 vehicle images, 89 
of 97 number plates have been correctly detected, which include all of 82 number
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plates that meet the condition and 7 number plates which do not meet the condition. 

Hence, the overall detection rate is 91.8% for all number plates, and 100% for number 
plates that meet the condition of the algorithm. There is no non-number-plate region 
which has been detected as a number plate. In other words, the false positive rate of 
the algorithm is zero for the tested vehicle images.

The average time elapsed for processing one image is 1.2 seconds tested on a PC 
with Intel Pentium IV 2.8GHz CPU and 480MB of RAM.

Next, more experimental results are shown and compared with other methods in 
terms of the robustness against interference characters and the detection accuracy of 

the algorithm.

Robustness Against Interference Characters

The proposed algorithm shows high robustness against interference characters that 
may result in detection errors. Interference characters are non-number-plate char
acters on vehicle bodies or in the background that should not be included in any 
number plate. Since most interference characters have very similar characteristics to 
those of real number plates, few existing NPD algorithms can differentiate them from 
real number plates.

Figure 2.5 shows one case where there are interference characters (“ISUZU” in the 
upper part of the image) on the truck body. Since the interference characters have 
similar features to those in the number plate, when local edges or texture are used 
as the key feature in generating region candidates, they will cause a misclassihcation, 
since the region of '"ISUZU’' also has similar dimensions and shape as a number plate1. 
Instead, our algorithm will succeed thanks to the mean shift segmentation (see the 

detected number plate in Figure 2.5(b)).
Figure 2.6 shows another case that often happens with Australian vehicles, where 

there are interference characters (two green letter P’s) next to the number plate2.

1 Semantically, a number plate that contains only five letters is also acceptable in Australia.
2The green letter “P” stands for “provisional”, which is used to indicate a stage of driver 

experience.
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(a) Original vehicle image

(X'J V 983
(b) Detected number plate

Figure 2.5: Interference characters (“ISUZU") on a truck and the detection result.

(a) Original vehicle image (b) Detected number plate

Figure 2.6: Interference characters (two green letter P’s) that are next to the number 
plate and the detection result.
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Using the texture-basecl methods, as shown in [2] and [3], the region candidates will 

unavoidably become wider in horizontal direction, and will encompass both interfer
ence characters. As a consequence, the dimension of the candidate does not meet the 
prior knowledge of number plates, and this in turn causes a failure to detect the num
ber plate. In comparison, the proposed algorithm has no difficulty at all in dealing 
with these situations (see the detected result in Figure 2.6(b)), thanks again to our 
region-based idea and the mean shift segmentation.

Accuracy

The proposed algorithm also demonstrates high detection accuracy, i.e., the detected 
regions of number plates are very close to the regions covered by real number plates.

To show the accuracy of detected results using the proposed algorithm, our exper
imental results are compared with those obtained using the texture-based methods 
described in [2] and [3]. For those cases where both algorithms can successfully detect 
number plates, experimental results demonstrate that the detected regions using our 
algorithm are always much closer to the real number plates (see Figure 2.7(c) and 
Figure 2.8(c)).

In this thesis, an error rate, denoted by e, is introduced to measure the normalised 
difference between the area (the total number of pixels) of a detected plate and the 

area of its real one, which is defined as

-detected Area]

A-real

where Areaj is the total number of pixels in the area of a real number plate, and 

^detected is the total number of pixels in the detected number plate. The real number 
plate is obtained manually with the help of the Adobe® Photoshop® software [18]. 
The lower the error rate e is, the closer the detected area is to the real area and the 
higher the detection accuracy is.

Since the region of a detected number plate can both miss out some pixels of the 
region of a real number plate and cover some pixels which do not belong to the region
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(a) Original vehicle image

Figure 2.7: Comparison of the number plate detection results obtained using the 
texture-based method and our region-based method.

(a) Original vehicle image

Figure 2.8: Comparison of the number plate detection results obtained using the 
texture-based method and our region-based method.
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of a real number plate, rather than simply calculating the number difference of pixels 

between the detected region and the real region, we count the mismatched pixels 
in the region of the detected number plate. This includes the number of detected 
number plate pixels where none exists in reality and the number of missed number 
plate pixels which actually exist in reality. The sum of above two numbers is then 
divided by the total number of pixels in the region of real number plate, in order to 
make the resultant error rate independent of the size of a number plate.

Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show two examples of the accurate detection results using our 
proposed NPD algorithm. Using the texture-based methods (see Figure 2.7(b) and 
Figure 2.8(b)), the detected regions can only match on 60.8% and 67.4% of the real 
plate regions. Using the proposed method (see Figure 2.7(c) and Figure 2.8(c)), the 
matching rates are 98.7% and 97.5% respectively.

A statistical analysis of the detection accuracy with our algorithm using the def
inition in Equation 2.19 on 97 detection results is shown in Figure 2.9. From the 
distribution of the difference rate e, an average mismatch rate of 4.9% can be ob
tained using the proposed method.

Figure 2.9: Estimated PDF of the error rate e.

Although the shapes of regions obtained using texture-based methods can be 
further modified to make them closer to a rectangle by continually adjusting the 
parameters used in the morphological operations, region candidates generated from
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the features of characters do not necessarily match the region of the real number 
plate. This mismatch may in turn result in detection and recognition mistakes, as 
demonstrated above. The accurate detection results obtained using our regions-based 
algorithm may in turn ease and secure the success of several successive tasks, such as 
skew correction, character isolation and character recognition.

In above experiments, we compared our detection results with those obtained using 
the texture-based method. Most existing NPD algorithms cannot produce detection 
results as accurate as the ones produced by our region-based NPD algorithm, which 
can be easily derived from their detection mechanisms.

Discussion

We have demonstrated the robustness of the proposed NPD algorithm against inter
ference characters and the accurate detection results. As our experimental results 
have demonstrated, the algorithm is good at detecting number plates with arbitrary 
colours, as long as the background colours of number plates are different from the 
vehicle colours at the positions where the plates are mounted. This assumption can 
be easily met in many other places around the world, since most countries request 
number plates have a different colour from the vehicle body for them to be easily 
identified by police. In our experiments, around 85% of randomly captured num
ber plates meet this condition. Our experiments have also shown that, in some 
cases where this condition does not hold true, it is still possible to correctly detect a 
number plate, given that there is an enclosed frame surrounding the number plate. 

Moreover, the current average time used for processing a 324 x 243 image is about 1 
second. This is apparently not fast enough for those applications which request real

time detection. With further algorithm optimisation and parallel implementation, 
the processing speed may be improved to scan several images per second to meet the 
requirements for most applications.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter has introduced a region-based algorithm for accurate number plate de
tection. In this algorithm, region candidates are obtained directly from image segmen

tation results. The mean shift procedure is applied in a joint spatial -range domain for 
discontinuity-preserving image filtering and image segmentation. Each region candi
date is then investigated to decide if it really contains a number plate. Three features 
are defined for this purpose. A simple classifier based on the Mahalanobis distance is 
constructed to make the decision, and no threshold is required.

The steps of implementing this algorithm include generation of region candidates, 
feature extraction, and classification. The main contributions of this chapter are:

1. Proposed a region-based NPD algorithm, where the region candidates are ob
tained directly through image segmentation, rather than generated from other 

features.

2. Used the mean shift procedure for discontinuity-preserving image smoothing 
and image segmentation to generate region candidates.

3. Three features of number plate regions, rectangularity, aspect ratio, and edge 
density, were defined.

4. Described the use of a Mahalanobis classifier for making decisions.

5. The performance of the algorithm was presented.

Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed region-based algorithm is 
robust when detecting number plates on vehicles which have different colours to that 

of the number plate where the plate is mounted. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is 
demonstrated to be robust when dealing with vehicles where interference characters 
exist. Experimental results also show more accurate detection results than using 
the previous texture-based methods, since region candidates in our algorithm were 
directly obtained from colour images.



Chapter 3

A Fast and Robust Edge-Based 
NPD Algorithm

The algorithm proposed in Chapter 2, despite its robustness in dealing with interfer
ence characters and the accuracy of its detection results, has limitations. Firstly, the 
image segmentation method it uses requires scanning every pixel of an input image 
and seeking a convergence point originating from that pixel. This is usually time
consuming, so such an algorithm cannot meet the requirement for real-time detection. 
Secondly, as explained in Chapter 2, two of the three features used in the algorithm,
i.e., rectangularity and aspect ratio, are not invariant to perspective distortions, which 
usually occur in practice, especially in applications with complex environments.

In previous years, some researchers worked on number plate detection in complex 
conditions, such as number plates with various colours, sizes, and taken under various 
illuminations, various view angles, or with various backgrounds. Chang et al. [9] 
proposed a number plate detection algorithm using colour edges and fuzzy theory. 
Their algorithm can only be used to detect number plates with certain colours. In [74], 

Matas and Zimmermann proposed an algorithm to detect number plates and road 
signs under various conditions. In their method, the objects of interest (number 
plates) were decomposed into the spatial configuration of category-specific extremal 
regions (e.g., letters or digits). They used those subsets of number plate regions that 
were likely to correspond to a letter or a digit as basic units of number plates. This

50
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makes their algorithm robust to the changes of viewpoint and occlusion, since a failure 
to detect some components does not imply the object is not detected. However, this 
algorithm can hardly distinguish other regions that also contain characters (called 
interference characters in Chapter 2) from the true number plates. Kim et ah [68] 
proposed another number plate detection algorithm using both statistical features 
and number plate templates. After the statistical features were used to select the 
Regions of Interest (ROIs), the number plate templates were employed to match the 
ROIs. In most cases, however, standard number plate templates that can be applied 
for matching various number plates are very difficult to construct. Moreover, this 
algorithm can only work on number plates with fixed dimensions in vehicle images. 
Hence, the application of this algorithm is greatly restricted. In other words, many 
practical applications are still in need of an efficient number plate detection algorithm 

that works under various conditions in real-time.
Recently, Viola and Jones [113] [114] proposed an efficient object detection method 

that uses a boosted cascade of simple features. This method has been applied suc
cessfully for face detection [113] [114] and text extraction [11]. In this chapter, these 
ideas will be adapted to solve our problem, and a new cascade classifier for detecting 
number plates will be constructed.

The system presented in [11] and the system proposed in [113] and [114] involve 
training a cascade classifier using the AdaBoost learning algorithm [29]. The Ad- 
aBoost algorithm will be described in Section 3.4. It is a method for selecting and 
combining a set of weak classifiers in a weighted manner to construct a strong clas

sifier., where each of the weak classifiers corresponds to one of many simple image 
features. Typically, a large set of features are specified in advance and the AdaBoost 
algorithm selects which ones to use and how to combine them. The resulting strong 
classifier is then applied to the sub-regions of an image to obtain potential locations 

of objects of interest.
The “simple image features” used in the above systems are all Haar-like features
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that have been widely used for object detection. A set of Haar-like features can rep
resent the interior structure of an object invariant to some transformations, such as 
translation, scaling, and reflection. Classifiers based on Haar-like features can extract 
objects from complex backgrounds independent of variations in colour, illumination, 
position, and size of the objects, as shown in [81] and [114]. However, one problem as
sociated with these algorithms is the use of a large number of features in the classifier, 
which makes the system very complex and unstable [131] [132], Chen and Yuille [11] 
constructed a simple cascade classifier for text detection using statistical features. 
Their algorithm could detect text regions in various natural scenes. However, only 
statistical features were used in their algorithm, which resulted in high false positive 
rates in practice, so some non-number-plate regions were also identified as number 
plates.

Statistical analysis shows that number plates have unique global and local features. 
Globally, for instance, the region of a number plate as a whole usually contains a large 
amount of uniformly distributed edge information due to the presence of text. Locally, 
for several adjacent pixels in a small neighbourhood, their values often appear with 
certain structures.

In this chapter, an AdaBoost-based object detection method is refined and applied 
to number plate detection. Similar to the work of [If], [113] and [114], we will 
construct a cascade classifier and train it to classify sub-regions of an image as either 
number plates or non-number-plates. However, unlike the previous work, which was 
based on grey-level images, our algorithm acts on the vertical edge maps of input 
images. As well as local Haar-like features, we also use global statistical features to 
simplify our algorithm and improve its efficiency, and reduce its false positive rate.

In the following sections of this chapter, the AdaBoost algorithm for fast and 
robust number plate detection will be presented in detail. An efficient and robust al

gorithm for number plate detection will be proposed which can detect number plates 
under various conditions in real-time, using both global statistical features and lo
cal Haar-like features. A new six-layer cascade classifier will be constructed. The
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classifiers based on global statistical features will be trained through simple learning 
procedures to improve the processing speed and lower the false positive rate. This 
will be followed by the construction of classifiers based on Haar features, which will 
further improve the detection rate and lower the false positive rate. The AdaBoost 
learning procedure [29] will be used to select important Haar-like features and con
struct strong classifiers at each layer. The final classifier will be a cascade of the 
above two kinds of classifiers.

The following sections will show that there are two major points of originality 
in the proposed algorithm. The first point is that our cascade classifier will act 

on vertical edge maps rather than the raw image data or the intensity data used by 
previous systems. This enables our algorithm to deal with number plates with various 
appearances with a single design. We will also define a new vertical edge map that 
makes the algorithm more efficient. The second point is that our cascade classifier 

is composed of two kinds of classifiers, which are based on either global features or 
local features. The classifiers based on global features decrease the complexity of 
the system, and the classifiers based on local features make it possible to successfully 
detect number plates in various conditions. Hence, the proposed algorithm is robust to 
variations in illumination, view angle, position, size, and colour of number plates when 
tested in various complex environments. Finally, we analysed the relationship between 
the scaling factor and both the detection rate and processing time experimentally. On 
the basis of the analysis, an optimal scaling factor is selected for the algorithm. It will 
be shown in our experiments that both a high detection rate (with low false positive 
rate) and high speed are achieved when the algorithm is used to detect number plates 
in various complex conditions.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. An overview of the proposed 

algorithm is given first in Section 3.1. This is followed by a detailed definition of 
vertical edge in Section 3.2, since the proposed detection algorithm acts on vertical 
edge maps of vehicle images. Then, the two kinds of features used in this algorithm,
i.e., two global statistical features, Edge Density and Edge Density Variance, and
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local Haar-like features, are defined in Section 3.3, which are both based on the newly 
defined vertical edge maps. Then it comes to the description of using the AdaBoost 
algorithm to train the classifiers in Section 3.4. Experimental results and analysis are 
presented in Section 3.5. The chapter is summarised in Section 3.6.

3.1 Overview of the Algorithm

As in [11] and [114], the basic idea of the proposed detection algorithm is to use a 
variable scanning window moving around on the input vehicle image (the window is 

called the scanning window hereafter). At each position, the image area covered by 
the scanning window will be classified using a pre-trained classifier as eit her a number

plate area (a positive decision) or a non-nurnber-plate area (a negative decision). To 
make the algorithm robust to various sizes of number plates, the size of the scanning 
window in our algorithm is variable.

The core of this algorithm, which decides the overall performance, including the 
processing speed and detection rate of the detection algorithm, is the performance of 
the pre-trained classifier.

The classifier used in our algorithm can be viewed as an extension of Viola and 
Jones' idea in [114]. They proposed a method for combining a succession of simple 

classifiers in a cascade structure, which achieved increased detection performance 
while radically reducing computation time.

The overall form of the classification process can be taken as a degenerate deci
sion tree containing multi-layer classifiers, which is called a “cascade’" by Viola and 
Jones [114], as shown in Figure 3.1. The key idea is that smaller, and therefore more 
efficient, boosted classifiers can be constructed which reject many of the negative sub

windows while detecting almost all the positive instances. Simpler classifiers are used 
to reject the majority of sub-windows before more complex classifiers are called upon 

to achieve low false positive rates. This kind of cascade classifier has been shown to
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be capable of dramatically increasing the speed of the detector by focusing attention 
on promising regions of images that are being examined [11] [114]. A positive result 
from the first classifier triggers the evaluation of a second classifier, which has also 
been trained to achieve very high detection rates. A positive result from the second 
classifier triggers a third classifier, and so on. A negative outcome at any layer leads 
to the immediate rejection of the image region. In other words, those image sub
windows that are not rejected by the initial classifier will be processed by a sequence 
of classifiers, each slightly more complex than the last one. If any classifier rejects the 
sub-window, no further processing will be performed. The structure of the cascade 
reflects the fact that within any single image an overwhelming majority of evaluated 

sub-windows are negative, i.e., non-target regions. In this way, the cascaded classifier 
attempts to reject as many negatives as possible at the earliest stage possible. While 
a positive instance will trigger the evaluation of every classifier in the cascade, this is 
a relatively rare event. As a result, this method was very fast for face detection [113].

Multi-Layer Classifiers

NumberTarget
Regions

Background

False False

Figure 3.1: The working flow of a cascade classifier.

For our NPD problem, we adopt Viola and Jones’ idea of the cascade classifier and 
construct a new six-layer cascade classifier to detect number plates. We say it is new 
because we use not only local Haar-like features, as did previous systems, but also 
two newly defined global statistical features. Moreover, our detector acts on vertical 
edge maps of input images rather than their raw image data or intensity data. Both 
factors help to make our cascade classifier simpler than the ones shown in [113], which 
in turn leads to a more efficient and reliable detection algorithm.
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In this section, two aspects of the algorithm are discussed, training and testing. 

The former is a process to train the classifier to make correct decisions using pre
classified samples. The latter is a process to use the pre-trained classifier to classify 
each image sub-region covered by the scalable scanning window.

3.1.1 Training

To obtain a classifier which can make correct decisions, pre-classified positive samples,
i.e., number plate images, and negative samples, i.e., non-number-plate images, are 
used for training. We will describe a process for training an extremely simple and 
efficient classifier which can be used as a “supervised" focus of attention operator. The 
term “supervised” means that the attentional operator is trained to detect examples 
of a particular class.

In our experiments, all positive samples were obtained through manually labelling 
number plate areas in vehicle images captured under various conditions. All negative 
samples are extracted from vehicle images from which number plates have already 

been removed manually.
To obtain a cascade classifier for number plate detection, the classifier on each 

layer is trained independently. Features of each sample are first computed and input 
to the training procedure to find a classifier which meets the predefined classification 
accuracy. Among the classifiers, the classifiers on the first two layers are based on 
global features, and the classifiers on the other four layers are based on local Haar-like 
features. We now discuss the details of training the classifier on each layer.

To train the classifier on the first layer, the value of the first global feature, called 
Edge Density (to be defined in Section 3.3), is first computed for each input sample. 
Statistical methods are used to select a threshold that can correctly classify all positive 
samples (i.e., using the selected threshold, the edge densities of all positive samples 
are on the “positive” side). Note that the threshold is not unique. Also note that for 
a given threshold some negative samples may be wrongly classified as “positive”, i.e., 
some non-number-plate areas may also be classified as a “number plate”. These are
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referred as false positives. Hence, a threshold which can correctly classify all positive 
samples and produce the least number of false positives is selected.

For the second layer classifier, another global feature is employed. It is called the 
Edge Density Variance, and will also be defined in Section 3.3. Unlike the first layer, 
all input samples used to train the classifier on the second layer are from “positive” 
classification outcomes using the first classifier after training. Since the false positive 
rate of the first classifier is usually nonzero, samples which are classified as “positive” 
by the first classifier contain both real positive samples and some negative samples. To 
make sure enough negative samples are used to train the second classifier (e.g., at least 
1000 negative samples), more negative samples than those obtained while training the 
first classifier are required. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2 using an typical example. 
Suppose the false positive rate of the first trained classifier is 10%. If 500 negative 
samples are input to the first classifier, there will be only 50 (500 x 10%) negative 
samples available to train the second classifier. Hence, to have enough number of 
negative samples to train the second classifier, tens of thousands of negative samples 
are input to the first classifier. By properly selecting another threshold acting on 
the second global feature, which can classify all positive samples as “positive” and 
produce minimum false positives, the classifier on the second layer, which is based on 
the second global feature, is thus obtained. Again, the training of the second classifier 
is implemented using statistical methods similar to those used for the first classifier.

Similarly, the samples used to train the classifier on the third layer are those 
samples which are classified as “positive” by the classifiers on the first two layers. 
Thus, more initial samples will be needed to train the third classifier than those used 
for training the second classifier. Moreover, unlike the first two layers, which are 
both based on global features, the classifiers on the third through sixth layers are 

all based on local Haar-like features. More details about the features will be given 
in Section 3.3. We will find in that section that within any image area the total 
number of Haar-like features is very large, far larger than the total number of pixels 
within the area. To ensure fast classification, the AdaBoost learning algorithm is
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used to select multiple best-performing classifiers (called weak classifiers), each based 
on some Haar-like feature, and combine these multiple weak classifiers to construct 
one classifier (referred as strong classifier). As we will describe in Section 3.4, this 
procedure is completed in multiple rounds. In each round, an optimal weak classifier 
is selected. The AdaBoost algorithm introduces a weight for each sample. Through 
continuously increasing the weights of “hard” samples in each round and selecting the 
corresponding best-performing weak classifiers until the constructed strong classifier 
meets the predefined accuracy requirement, a strong classifier is constructed and the 
training on this layer is finished.

We use a typical example to illustrate the principles of our cascaded classifiers 
in the first three layers, which is shown in Figure 3.2. This flow chart shows only 
the classifiers on the first three layers and the numbers of samples indicated in the 
figure are only for illustrative purpose. Note that, the first two classifiers, which 
are based on global statistical features, are requested to correctly classify all positive 
samples. This is equivalent to a detection rate of 100%. Hence, all of 100 positive 
samples input to the first classifier are correctly classified as “positive” and input to 
the second classifier, then to the third classifier without any loss. The actual detection 
rate of the third classifier, which is trained through the AdaBoost algorithm and is 
based on local Haar-like features, is assumed 99% in this figure. Hence, 99 of 100 
positive samples are correctly classified as “positive” using the third classifier. What 
is more, it is assumed that the false positive rates of both of the first two classifiers 
are 10%, and 20% for the third classifier in this example. Hence, 50 of 500 negative 
samples are classified wrongly as “positive” by the first classifier, and are input to 
the second classifier, while the other 450 negatives are all rejected. In the same way, 
5 of 50 negative samples that are input to the second classifier are classified wrongly 

as “positive” by the second classifier, and input to the third classifier. In the third 
layer, since the false positive rate of this classifier is assumed to be 20%, only 1 of 5 
negative samples can go through this layer, while others are all rejected.

The training of the remaining classifiers on the other three layers follows exactly
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Figure 3.2: The flow chart illustrating the principle of our new cascade classifier.

the same rules as that of layer three, apart from the fact that the samples used to 
train the classifier on each layer are the “positive” classification outcomes from the 
classifier obtained in the preceding stage.

Since both global and local features in this algorithm are generated from vertical 
edge maps of input images, the vertical edge maps of images are computed first before 
any feature is extracted. Section 3.2 defines a new vertical edge map on which our 
detector acts. Furthermore, for the convenience of training, all sample image regions 
are scaled to 48 x 16 pixels before they are used for training. This size is selected as 

roughly the size of the smallest number plate which is still recognisable in a vehicle 
image. All vehicle images in our experiments are 512 x 384 pixels.

3.1.2 Testing

After the cascade classifier has been constructed and trained to reach a predefined 
classification accuracy, it can be tested for number plate detection.

In the testing procedure, an input image is selected and a scanning window moves 
around the whole image space with a horizontal step of half the window width and 
a vertical step of half the window height. At each position, global and local features 
of the sub-region are extracted as needed and the trained cascade classifier acting
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on those features then classifies the image region covered by the scanning window 
as either positive, i.e. a “number plate”, or negative, i.e., a “non-number-plate”. 
This procedure proceeds through the whole image until all image regions have been 
classified.

Furthermore, since our detector acts on vertical edge maps of input images, vertical 
edge map detection is first performed before the detection begins.

To detect number plates of multiple sizes, the detection is carried out using mul
tiple scales. Note that all vehicle images in our experiments are 512 x 384 pixels. 
The basic scanning window is set as 48 x 16, which is less than 0.1 times the image 

width and 0.05 times the image height respectively, and the basic scanning window 
accounts for less than 0.5% of the image area. The window size is then scaled up 
from the basic size to 300 x 100, which is about 60% of image width and 30% of 
image height, or about 15% of the image size. This design makes it possible for our 
algorithm to detect number plates with various sizes. Figure 3.3 gives an example 
that shows detectable number plates using our algorithm that have approximately 
the minimum size of 48 x 16 pixels (see Figure 3.3(a)) and maximum size of 300 x 100 
pixels (see Figure 3.3(b)). In both cases, the vehicle images have 512 x 384 pixels.

(a) The smallest number plate (b) The biggest number plate

Figure 3.3: The smallest and biggest number plates that can be detected using our 
algorithm.
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As an example to illustrate how the scaling factor works, if the scaling factor is 
1.5 and the size of the basic window is 48 x 16, the window size at the second scale 
will be (48 x 1.5) x (16 x 1.5), or 72 x 24, and the window size at the third scale will be 
(72 x 1.5) x (24 x 1.5), or 108 x 36. This scaling continues until it reaches the maximum 

size, i.e., 300 x 100. The basic size and the maximum size of the scanning window are 
selected according to the approximate sizes of the smallest and largest number plates 
to be detected using the algorithm. The above settings allow the algorithm to detect 
number plates with sizes from 48 x 16 to 300 x 100 of a vehicle image with size of 
512 x 384.

The selection of the scaling factor clearly affects both the processing speed and the 
detection performance. In Section 3.5, the selection of the scaling factor is discussed 
and an optimal scaling factor is defined for our experiments.

3.2 Vertical Edge Detection

Unlike other systems that also use cascade classifiers, such as the ones shown in [11] 
and [114], our detector works on the vertical edge maps of input images rather than 
their raw image data or grey-level intensity data. In this section, we first explain 
the benefits of using vertical edges for number plate detection. Then, the conven
tional method of detecting vertical edges is introduced. Since the vertical edge maps 
computed in this way do not suppress all horizontal edges, we define and construct 
a new vertical edge map. Experimental results, from synthetic images and real vehi

cle images, are presented showing the differences in the vertical edge maps obtained 
using the two methods. Based on our vertical edge maps, local and global features 
will be defined in Section 3.3, and an edge-based NPD algorithm will accordingly be 

developed.
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3.2.1 Why Use Vertical Edges?

As introduced earlier in this chapter, the proposed NPD algorithm acts on vertical 
edge information of input vehicle images. Furthermore, to minimise the computa
tional cost of our algorithm, instead of detecting fine edge maps (e.g., single-pixel- 
width edges that are expressed in binary-level images), which usually need more 
computation than simply detecting gradients, the gradient information of the grey- 
level intensities of input images is used as edge information. This avoids the usually 
time-consuming procedure for refining edges which is necessary for producing a hue 

edge map, and this in turn simplifies our algorithm and helps to achieve the target 

of real-time detection.

Using Gradients

Vehicle number plates of different countries or regions can be of various text (fore
ground) colours and background colours. Each such combination is referred as a 
“colour scheme”. For example, number plates can be black text on a yellow back
ground, blue text on a white background, white text on a red background, or black 
text on a white background. Figure 3.4 shows some examples of number plate im
ages taken from true life showing various colour schemes. Images in the left column 
of Figure 3.4 show number plates with black text on yellow background (the first 

three rows), black text on white background (the fourth row from top), red text on 
white background (the fifth from top), white text on black background (the second 
from bottom), and white text on blue background (the last one). Also note that, 
although the first three images have the same colour scheme of black text on a yellow 

background, their appearances are very different.
When converted to grey-level images, all number plates appear as either darker 

text on a lighter background or lighter text on a darker background, as shown in 
the middle column of Figure 3.4. We say “lighter” when the pixel’s intensity is 
higher, and “darker" when the pixel’s intensity is lower, than another pixel's. Colour 
differences, which can be as large as 224 for true-colour images, have now been reduced
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Figure 3.4: Original number plate images, their grey-level images and their gradient 
strength maps.
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to a grey-level difference, taking values in the range of [0.255]. Note that there are 
still two possibilities, that the text can be either darker or lighter, and therefore 
correspondingly the background must be lighter or darker, and the intensities of 
pixels in the lighter and darker areas, which originate from the different colours, still 
have a large variance.

Using the gradient of grey-level intensities rather than the intensities themselves, 
only the intensity difference between the foreground and background matters, while 
the absolute intensity value does not matter. In a gradient map, as shown in the right 
column of Figure 3.4, it can be seen that the boundaries of characters always have 
stronger gradient intensities than other places in the same number plate. Apparently, 

the gradient operation highlights the change of intensity values, and the text usually 
has dramatically different intensities from the backgrounds of number plates, which 
allows them to be identified.

Hence, using gradient information of images, number plates with various colours 
can be treated the same, i.e., stronger intensities at the boundaries of characters and 
lower intensities at other areas.

Using the gradient data can also help to reduce the negative effect caused by 
the different illuminating conditions under which the images are captured. This 
is because not only the colour itself but also the illuminating condition can cause 
differences in the grey-level intensities (see tire first three images in the left column 
of Figure 3.4). Using gradient information of grey-level intensities, this difference can 
also be neglected to a great extent (see the first three images in the right column of 
Figure 3.4). Although the gradient intensities of different number plates may still be 
different, they are rather stable in a given number plate.

Using Vertical Edges

In our algorithm, we have focused on vertical edges, to reduce unnecessary computa
tion as much as possible.
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Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that there are several major charac
ters1 in a number plate. For instance, though the valid number of major characters 

in number plates in Australia can be from one to seven, in most cases, there are five 
to seven major characters in a number plate. What is more, most Australian plates 
are of the form of “xxx-xxx” (with the “x” representing either a letter or a number), 
which are referred as “major characters”2.

A number plate can be mounted either horizontally or vertically on a vehicle body, 
though the latter case is very infrequent and is usually banned. Figure 3.5(a) shows 
an example of a horizontally mounted number plate, which is the most common. 

Figure 3.5(b) shows another example where the number plate is mounted vertically 
on one side of a motorcycle.

(b) Vertically mounted number plate(a) Horizontally mounted number plate

Figure 3.5: Examples of horizontally and vertically mounted number plates.

In this research, it is assumed that all number plates of interest are mounted

An some countries or regions such as Australia, plates tend to bear the State or territory name 
and a state motto at the bottom of the plate. Recent issues of plates (since the 1990s) also often 
use the State’s colors and may include some imagery related to the state (such as its logo as a dot 
separating groups of numbers).

2These forms were used for a long period of time from the 1970s to the late 1990s. More recently 
as these series have been exhausted, different States have chosen different continuations, so the 
commonality with respect to format is at an end. Nevertheless, most plates are the same size for a 
given vehicle, so they retain some consistency.
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horizontally on vehicle bodies. In this case, the general direction of the text line is 
always from left to right, forming one or two lines, and each major character in a 
number plate is generally in a vertical orientation. Note that the number plates can 

be rotated some small angle, and the view angles can also vary greatly, as will be 
shown in the experiments in Section 3.5. Thus, under the above assumptions, due to 
the presence of the vertically oriented characters in number plates, there are always 
some vertical strokes, no matter which characters are included in the plates.

Moreover, it has been observed that most vehicles have more horizontal bound
aries than vertical boundaries [130], as images that contain number plates may also 
contain window frames, exhausts, bumper bars, and so on, which usually have strong 
horizontal edges. Figure 3.6 gives an example, where the image in (c) shows the 
horizontal edge map and the image in (d) shows the vertical edge map of the image 
in (a). It can be seen that, in the vertical edge map (d), horizontal edges have been 
well suppressed. Note that most of the horizonal edges are in the background area, 
with only a few in the plate area. Comparing the two images shown in (b) and (d), it 
is evident that, by considering the vertical edge map, many background edges can be 
eliminated, while only a few edges in the number plate are affected. Hence, vertical 
edge detection is preferable to all-direction edge detection.

Thus, in our algorithm, vertical edge detection is first performed on input images. 
The resultant vertical edge maps will be employed throughout the detection algo
rithm. Next, details are given about how to compute the vertical edge maps for our 

purposes, starting from a conventional method.

3.2.2 Conventional Method of Detecting Vertical Edges

Using vertical edge maps for number plate detection has been reported by several 

researchers, including [2], [3] and [130]. Previous edge-based algorithms, to be detailed 
next, directly used the partial-derivative of grey-level intensities in the x (horizontal) 
direction as the vertical edge map. In this way, vertical edges can be computed easily 
by convolving input images with a unidirectional gradient operator in one round.
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(c) Horizontal edge map (d) Vertical edge map

Figure 3.6: Various edge maps of a vehicle image.
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However, by doing so, many nearly horizontal edges may be treated as vertical edges, 
so that horizontal edge pixels are not well suppressed. We define a new vertical edge 
map for our algorithm which only contains pixels of near-vertical edges. Using this 
new vertical edge map, more background regions can be excluded from the set of 
region candidates of number plates for further analysis in an early stage.

In this section, we first introduce the conventional method that has been used 
widely by previous researchers. Then, we present our new vertical edge map. The 
differences in the vertical edge maps are compared and analysed, from which the 
superiority of the new method over the previous method can be seen clearly.

A digital grey-level image can typically be represented as a 2-D intensity function 
/ of the coordinates (x,y). The most common type of edge detection process uses a 
spatial gradient operator, of which there have been several variations.

Mathematically, the gradient of f(xgij) is defined as the vector

Vf =
’ gx ' = ' df/dx '

. Gy . . df/dy _
Ml

The gradient magnitude, denoted by g(x,y), and the gradient direction, denoted 
by 6(x,y), are computed as

g0, y) = magiyf) = JG\ T Gl =

and
*“■' T

(3.2)

(3.3)O(x.y)

A fundamental property of the gradient vector is that it points in the direction of 
the maximum rate of change of / at pixel (x, y), and the angle at which this maximum 
rate of change occurs is 6(x,y).

It is customary to approximate the derivatives by the differences in pixel values 

over a small neighbourhood in an image. Approximations of these derivative functions 
include the Roberts, Prewitt, and Sobel operators. The Sobel operator, which is of 
sufficient quality to be of practical use in many applications, has been used extensively, 
and was used in [2], [3] and [130] for edge detection.
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The Sobel operator, as shown in Figure 3.7, uses intensity values in a 3 x 3 

neighbourhood around each image pixel to approximate the corresponding partial 
derivatives, and it uses only integer values for the coefficients which weight the image 
intensities in the neighbourhood of a reference pixel to produce the derivative ap
proximation. Figure 3.7(a) shows a neighbourhood of size 3x3, on which the Sobel 
operator, consisting of two masks as shown in Figures 3.7(b) and (c), is defined, where 
the 2 indicates a pixel’s intensity values.

*1

z4 ^6

U 00
tv z9

1 2 1

0 0 0

-1 -2 -1

-1 0 1

-2 0 2

-1 0 i

(a) The 3x3 region (b) Mask in x direction (c) Mask in y direction

Figure 3.7: A 3 x 3 region of an image (the z’s are grey-level values) and the Sobel 
masks used to compute the gradient at the centre point in x (horizontal) direction 
and y (vertical) direction respectively.

Using the Sobel operator, the partial derivative in the x (horizontal) direction at 

the centre point of the region, i.e., point z5, is given by the difference

Gx = (23 + 2 x z6 + zq) — (zi + 2 x Z4 + Zj). (3-4)

Similarly, the derivative in the y (vertical) direction is approximated by the dif
ference

Gy — (zi + 2 x Z2 + £3) — (zj + 2 x z% + Z9). (3-5)

After the two partial derivatives are computed using Equations 3.4 and 3.5, an 
approximation of the gradient map of the input image can be obtained using Equa
tion 3.2.
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Because the partial derivative Gx shows the change of intensity in the x (horizon
tal) direction, it is more sensitive to vertical edges than horizontal edges. Therefore, 
a simple and straightforward method to obtain vertical edge maps, which was used 

in the previous vertical-edge-based NPD algorithms in [2], [3] and [130], is to directly 
use the value of the Gx component as the intensity of vertical edges. Vertical edge 
detection can then be completed in one round by convolving the input image with 
the Sobel mask in the x direction, as shown in Figure 3.7(b). In other words, scan 
the input image and apply Equation 3.4 to each pixel in the image. Usually there is 
a threshold to determine how strong the Gx of a pixel must be for it to be treated as 
an edge pixel.

Since this method is simple and easily implemented, it has been widely used. 
However, as will be shown later in Figure 3.10, both vertical and nearly horizontal 
edges may be kept in the resultant vertical edge map. A simple example can illustrate 
this.

Suppose a 3 x 3 image region, centred at the image pixel C, has the grey-level 
intensities shown in the left picture of Figure 3.8. Obviously, the edge around pixel 
C is not a vertical one (see the right picture of the figure).

Figure 3.8: A non-vertical edge pixel in a 3 x 3 region of an image.

However, in the conventional method, the partial derivative Gx at pixel C is 
computed using the x direction Sobel operator by

Gx = (100 + 2 x 100 + 20) - (20 + 2 x 100 + 20) = 80,

which gives a non-zero strength of vertical edge. Hence, point C is recorded as a 
vertical edge pixel.

20 100 100

100 c 100

20 20 20
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In our proposed algorithm, we alter the conventional definition to define a new 
vertical edge.

3.2.3 Proposed Method of Detecting Vertical Edges

which are approximately at right angles to the horizontal line.
Note that the direction of the edge at pixel (x,y), represented by an angle from 

the horizontal line to the edge line, is perpendicular to the direction of the maximum 

rate of change of / at pixel (x,y), i.e., the gradient angle 6(x,y). Hence, it can easily 
be decided if the edge at a certain pixel is at a right angle to the horizontal plane. 

In our algorithm, we introduce the edge angle at a pixel (x,y), denoted by a(x,y), 
which is the complement of the gradient angle 0(x,y) at the same pixel, defined as

where a(x,y) takes a value in the range [0, 180°).
Whether the edge at a pixel is vertical or not is judged by its edge angle a(x,y). 

Image pixels with edge angles greater than 45° and less than 135° are kept and 
recorded as vertical edges. We use a mathematical term to define this.

Denote the intensity of the vertical edge at (x, y) by Ev(.x, y), where the subscript 
“V” stands for “vertical”, which is defined as follows:

where G(x,y) is the gradient strength computed using Equation 3.2.
The above computations are performed pixel by pixel for all pixels of the input 

image. The resultant Ev is normalised to the range of [0, 255] using the maximum 
and minimum values of the Ey as

A more reliable method for obtaining genuine vertical edges is to keep only edge pixels

(3.6)

(3.7)

E'v(x, y) = 255 x
Ev(x,y) - min(Xiy)eF(Ev(x,y))

(3.8)
max{x,y)eF(Ev(x,y)) - min{x^y)eF(Ev(x,y))'
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Hence, using our definition as shown in Equation 3.7, the pixels in a vertical edge 

map are all vertical-like edges. We say “vertical-like” but not “vertical" because, as 
can be seen from the definition in Equation 3.7, the edge to be treated as “vertical" 
does not have to have an exact right edge angle. Edges with directions that are 
closer to the vertical line than the horizontal line will be treated as vertical edges. 
Edges with directions closer to horizontal direction, i.e., 0° < a(x,y) < 45° or 135° < 
a(x,y) < 180°, will be suppressed in the resultant vertical edge map. Note that all 
possible characters, i.e., 0 ~ 9, and A ~ Z, used in number plates have such vertical
like edges, as long as the characters are oriented vertically, which is guaranteed by our 

assumption that all number plates are mounted horizontally on vehicles. Figure 3.9 
gives some examples of vertical edge maps extracted from corresponding number 

plates.

SUE-57T

u i a-19
JiSW.r TOWARDS 2QQQ.J

AB 98
NEW SOUTH WALES

247 IMO
QUEENSLAND - SUNSHINE STATE,

Figure 3.9: Comparison of the vertical edge maps of number plate images computed 
using the conventional method and our method.
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We return to the example shown in Figure 3.8 and recompute the vertical edge 
strength using our method to see whether point C is a vertical edge point. Because 

the edge angle at point C is

a tan' Gx
a,

180
7T

tan'
80 '

240
x 180

7T
18° < 45°,

the strength of vertical edge at point C is set to zero according to Equation 3.7, no 
matter how big its gradient is, and hence the point C is not recorded as a vertical 
edge point.

In Figure 3.10, a real vehicle image is used to show the difference between the 
two vertical edge maps, which are created using the conventional method and our 
method respectively. It can be seen from the Figures 3.10(c) and (d) that, using our 
method, non-vertical edges have been suppressed and hence more edge pixels in the 
background area have been removed (e.g., the edges on the ground and the edges near 
the curb), while most edges in the number plate region are preserved.

Moreover, as can be seen from Equation 3.7, using our definition of vertical edge, 
an edge pixel does not have to have an edge angle of precisely 90 degrees to the 
horizontal plane to be treated as a “vertical" edge pixel. It only needs to be more 
close to a true vertical line than a horizontal line (using 45° and 135° as thresholds). 
Hence, for the practicability of applying our vertical edge to detect number plates, the 
inclinations of characters, which may be caused by rotation or different view angles, 
still has wide latitude.

Although more computation is needed than in the conventional method (since 
we need to compute both Equations 3.4 and 3.5, instead of Equation 3.4 only in 

the conventional method, and Equation 3.6), our method is still simple and easy to 
implement. With most current commercial PCs, the vertical edge detection using our 

method can be done within several milliseconds for our images.
More experimental results at the end of this chapter will also demonstrate that, 

using our vertical edges and two global features defined on the vertical edges, a large 
fraction of background areas (around 80%) can be rejected at an early stage, which 
leads to a more stable and simple cascade classifier in our system, while keeping a
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'a) Original vehicle image (b) Gradient map for all directions

(c) Vertical edge map (conventional (d) Vertical edge map (our method)
method)

Figure 3.10: Comparison of the vertical edge maps of a vehicle image obtained using 
the conventional method and our method.
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high detection rate and a very low false positive rate.

3.3 Global and Local Features

In our detection algorithm, image sub-regions covered by the scanning window at each 
position are classified by a pre-trained classifier based on feature values obtained from 
each region. Viola and Jones in [114] summarised two major benefits of employing 
features rather than pixel values directly. The main reason is that features can act 
to encode ad-hoc domain knowledge that is difficult to learn using a finite quantity 
of training data [113]. Another critical motivation for using simple features is that a 
feature-based system can operate much faster than a pixel-based system.

The problem in our research is different, however, from the application described 
in [113] and [114], since the appearances of number plates have very large variance. 
However, after the preprocessing for vertical edge detection, all vehicle images with 
various appearances are converted to vertical edge maps which are black and white 
images represented in grey-level intensities indicating the strength of the vertical 
edge at each image pixel. Hence, in our algorithm, it is possible to employ Haar-like 
features similar to those that have been successful in the systems presented in [11], 

[113] and [114].
Since only local features are used in the above systems, classifiers based on such 

simple features usually need many features. This in turn makes the system complex 
and unstable [131][132]. Hence, in this algorithm, as well as local Haar-like features 

we consider global statistical features. We will describe each of these two kinds of 
features in detail in the following subsections. Moreover, for rapid computing of these 
features, an intermediate representation of images proposed by Viola and Jones [113], 
the integral image, will be used.
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3.3.1 Local Haar-Like Features

The simple local features to be introduced reminiscent of Haar basis functions were 
used by Papageorgiou et al. in [87], and also in the systems described in [11], [113] 
and [114]. The Haar basis functions are a set of basis functions which encode differ
ences in average intensities between different regions. In [86], Oren et al. introduced 
the idea of using an over-complete or redundant representation for pedestrian de
tection. In [87], this idea was further developed to use an expressive, over-complete 
set of basis functions to define the structure of an object class. Papageorgiou [87] 

introduced an extension of the two-dimensional (2-D) basis functions, where a Haar 
basis representation was used to capture the structural similarities between instances 

of an object class.
The set of local features used for our algorithm consists of a number of rectangles 

covering adjacent image regions (see Figure 3.11). Hence, they are all called rectangle 
features as in [114].

Figure 3.11: Four types of Haar-like features shown relative to the scanning window.

A Haar-like feature is determined by its type and the size and position of the 
rectangles in the image region. As shown in Figure 3.11, the value of a Haar-like 
feature is defined as the difference between the average of the pixel values (in our 
algorithm, the vertical edge intensities) in white rectangles and grey rectangles. These 
rectangles have the same size and shape for computing a single Haar-like feature and 
are horizontally or vertically adjacent. Since the number, size and position of the
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rectangles in the image region are all variable, there will be many Haar-like features 
in an image region. More specifically, four types of Haar-like features are used in 

our work. The value of a two-rectangle feature is the difference between the sum of 
the pixel values within two rectangular regions which are vertically or horizontally 
adjacent (see the upper two figures in Figure 3.11). The value of a three-rectangle 
feature is the sum within two outside rectangles subtracted from the sum in a center 
rectangle (see the bottom-left figure in Figure 3.11). Finally, a four-rectangle feature 
computes the difference between diagonal pairs of rectangles (see the bottom-right 
figure in Figure 3.11). These rectangles can have any size and position, as long as 
they are located within the image region.

With the definition of Haar-like features, there will be hundreds of thousands 
of rectangle features associated with each scanning window, a number much larger 
than the number of pixels in the image region. Hence, Haar-like features obtained in 
above way form a set of over-complete features, which capture the interior structure 
of an object and are invariant to certain transformations. However, the dictionary 
consisting of all the Haar feature values is too large. For example, there are hundreds 
of thousands of such Haar-like features in a 48 x 16 image region. Clearly, it is too 
time-consuming to compute all the features for classification.

As we will show, even though each feature can be computed very efficiently through 
the use of an intermediate image representation, computing the complete set is pro

hibitively expensive for an application which requires real-time classification. Actu
ally, a very small number of these features will be selected and combined to form an 

effective classifier. The main challenge is to find the best features.
The AdaBoost algorithm [29] is a good choice to select a small number of fea

tures from a very large number of potential features. The classifier trained using 
the AdaBoost algorithm is a combination of a set of weak classifiers, each using one 
feature.
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3.3.2 Global Statistical Features

Using Haar-like features provides a fast and simple method to obtain a large set of 
features, from which the best-performing ones can be selected and used to construct 
a strong classifier by the AdaBoost learning algorithm [29]. However, one of the 
problems in the previous object detection systems that used this method is that too 
many features were included in the final classifier, making the systems very complex 
and unstable [131] [132].

Our observation on number plate images shows that the regions of number plates 
have some common simple characteristics. Firstly, a number plate region usually 
contains rich edge information, due to the presence of text. Secondly, most edges in 
the region of a number plate are vertical edges [130]. Thirdly, the vertical edges are 
distributed relatively uniformly in the region of a number plate.

From these observations, it seems logical to combine both local and global features 
while constructing our cascade classifier. In this section, two global features are 
defined, Edge Density and Edge Density Variance. These two features are referred 
as global features, compared with the local Haar-like features introduced earlier, since 
they describe the overall distribution characteristics of edges in the region of a number 
plate as a whole, and are described in more detail in the following.

Edge Density

The edge density describes an image region as a whole. It is defined as

where Ey(x,y) is the magnitude of the vertical edge at location (x,y), and N is the 
number of non-zero vertical edge pixels in the image region. The vertical edges can 

be computed using Equation 3.7, as discussed in Section 3.2.
In this algorithm, during training, the size of the block is fixed to be the size of 

sample images, which is always 48 x 16. During the testing procedure, the size of the 
image sub-window varies according to the change of the scale of the scanning window.

(3.9)
x y
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Edge Density Variance

As well as containing a high density of vertical edges, the area of a number plate also 
contains more evenly distributed edges, both in the image space (spatial distribution) 
and in their strength values (range distribution). In the spatial distribution, there 
are roughly equal numbers of edges in each part of a number plate region, such as 
left part, middle part, and right part, or upper part and bottom part. In the range 
distribution, most edge pixels in a number plate have roughly equal intensities. Note 
that, this “uniformity” of edge distribution is considered in individual parts of a 
region rather than for individual pixels within the region. Hence, to digitise such 
“uniformity” feature, each image sub-region (often called a “block”) is first divided 
into multiple equal-sized sub-blocks. Moreover, even though the edge intensity values 
of different number plates in various environments can be very different, the edge 
strength of characters within a single number plate are usually very similar.

Figure 3.12 shows a typical example. It can be seen clearly that in the region of a 
number plate, there are roughly equal numbers of edges distributed in the left part, 
middle part, right part, upper part and bottom part of the number plate, while in 
the background area, the distributions are not as balanced in the parts of the image. 
Hence, we say the edges of characters are usually distributed more evenly in both 
spatial and range spaces than in the background region which does not contain any 

text. In the next figure, we will show how the “part” is defined.

(a) Regions with characters (b) Regions with other boundaries

Figure 3.12: Two regions that have typically different edge distributions.

This property also holds true for vertical edge maps. Figure 3.13 gives the vertical 
edge maps of the two image regions that are shown in Figure 3.12. In the figure, the
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red lines divide the regions into 12 parts (each part is referred as a sub-block; hence, 
the whole region is also referred as a block). It can be seen from the two images that, 
in the number plate block, each sub-block contains vertical edges with nearly equal 
strengthes, while in the region of the background, there are vertical edges in only a 
few sub-blocks and most sub-blocks do not contain any vertical edges. Hence, we can 
claim that, for the vertical edge distribution, the regions of number plates usually 
contain vertical edges that are more evenly distributed in both the image space and 
their intensities than in most background regions that do not contain text.

Figure 3.13: The distributions of the vertical edges of the two regions shown in 
Figure 3.12.

We use an edge density variance to describe this kind of “uniformity".
A similar “density variance” was introduced in [72], and a modified definition 

was used in [10]. However, the density variance defined in [72] only describes the 
uniformity in the spatial domain but not in the range domain, and the one modified 
by Chen et al. in [10] cannot adapt to variable numbers of pixels in the blocks. 
Therefore, the density variance feature is redefined in our algorithm so as to better 
discriminate text regions from background regions.

To obtain the feature, an image block is first divided into sub-blocks, as shown in 

Figure 3.13. In our experiments, we always set the number of sub-blocks to 12, and 
the division used is shown as the red lines in the figures.

Let Eyi denote the mean value of the vertical edge strength of sub-block z, and 
let Ey denote the mean value of the vertical edge strength in the whole block. Then, 

the Edge Density Variance (EDV) of a given block, where Ey ^ 0, denoted by a^v,
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is defined as
^ 1 (3.10)

A • Ay

where K is the number of the sub-blocks in the image block, 12 in our algorithm and 

above example.
It can be seen from Equation 3.10 that, the EDV, which takes values from 0 to 

1, is a normalised average difference between the mean strength of vertical edges in 
each sub-block and the mean strength of vertical edges of the whole block. In this 
way, no matter whether the edges in a block are strong or weak in terms of their 

absolute intensity values, the density variance remains low as long as their strength 
is similarly distributed over each sub-block.

Recall that in our detection algorithm, the size of the scanning window, i.e., the 
image block in Equation 3.10, is variable. The size of each sub-block is thus also 
variable. Our definition of the EDV assures stable values for blocks with various 
sizes. For instance, when the scanning window is scaled up, which leads to sparser 
edges in the block (lower edge density), the size of each sub-block will also be scaled 
up, which also leads to sparser edge distribution in each sub-block. Theoretically, 
then, the EDV is invariant to scale change. In this way, it is possible to collect 
statistical data on edge variation of number plates with dramatically different sizes.

Note also that the above definition of edge density variance is quite different to 

the conventional concept of edge variance, which has also been used widely for object 
detection. For clarity, the conventional definition of the edge variance is also given as
follows:

T.u.9)MMx,y)- Evf
(3.H)

where Ev(x, y) is the magnitude of vertical edge intensity at pixel (x,y). Ev is the 
mean value of the vertical edge intensity in the local window, and N is the number 
of pixels in the window W.

It can be seen that, this definition of edge variance describes the average difference 
between the vertical edge strength of each pixel and the average edge strength in the 
investigated image window. However, our definition of edge density variance describes
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the average difference between each sub-block and the whole block in terms of edge 

strength. With the presence of text, such variance is usually low due to the uniformity 
among the sub-blocks. In contrast, the previously defined edge variance is used to 
reflect the variance of edge strength at each pixel. The change of edge strength is 
usually high and frequent for text regions compared with uniform region.

3.3.3 Computing Features Rapidly

To compute these local and global features rapidly at many scales, Viola and Jones [114] 
introduced a new image representation called an integral image. Through this inter
mediate image representation, the Haar-like and global statistical features defined 
above can be computed very rapidly at various scales.

The pixel value of the integral image corresponding to a given image at location 
(x, y), denoted by ii(x, y), is the sum of the pixel values at all locations located above 
and to the left of coordinate (x,y) in the given image (see Figure 3.14), i.e.,

where i(x', ?/) is the pixel value of the original image at location (V, y'). Note that for 
our algorithm the value of i(x', y') is actually the pixel value of the vertical edge map 
at location (x'.y1), and the resultant integral image in our algorithm is the integral 
image of the vertical edge maps.

Let us denote the sum of the pixel values in the image of vertical edges in the row 
direction as s(x, y):

(3.12)

y
(3.13)

and define
s(x, —1) = 0 (3.14)

and

= 0. (3.15)
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Figure 3.14: The value of the integral image at pixel (x, y) is the sum of all the pixels 
which are located above and to the left of the current pixel.

Using the following pair of recurrences

s(x,y) = s(x, y - 1) + i(x,y) (3.16)

and

ii(x,y) = ii(x — Icy) + s(x,y), (3.17)

the integral image can be computed in one pass over the image of vertical edges.
Using the integral image, the sum of the pixel values within any rectangle (called 

the rectangular sum) can be computed through four additions. By “any”, we mean 

any rectangle of arbitrary size and position. Figure 3.15 shows such an example, 
where the sum of the pixel values within rectangle D can be computed with four 
array references.

In this example, the value of the integral image at position cp denoted by zzQ, is 

the sum of the pixels in rectangle A, the value of the integral image at position (3, 
denoted by Up, is the sum of the pixels in rectangle A U B, the value of the integral 
image at position 7, denoted by zz7, is the sum of the pixels in rectangle A\JC, and 
the value of the integral image at position 3, denoted by iig, is the sum of the pixels 
in rectangle A U B U C U D3. The sum of pixels in rectangle D can now be computed
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Figure 3.15: Computing rectangular sum rapidly using the integral image.

very efficiently by the following four additions:

y: i(x, y) = its + iia - Up -
(x,y)eD

Hence, the difference between two rectangular sums can be computed in eight 
references. Since the two-rectangle features defined above involve adjacent rectangular 
sums, they can be computed with only six array references, as shown in Figure 3.16. 

From Figure 3.16(a):

yy i(x,y) = iie + iia — Up — iis (3.18)
(x,y)eL

and
£ i(x,y) = Hq + Up — n7 — iie. (3.19)

Cx,y)eR
Therefore, the difference between the sums of light intensities of the pixels lying within 
the rectangles L and R can be computed using the following six references:

y^ i(x,y) — i(pc, y) = + 2 Up — 2 iie — iz7 — iia + Us- (3.20)
(x,y)eR (x,y)eL 3

3The notation “A U Bv means the set of pixels consisting of all the pixels from rectangle A, or 
all the pixels from rectangle B, or all the pixels from both rectangles A and B.
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Figure 3.16: Computing four types of Haar-like features using the integral image.
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Similarly, the difference between the sums of light intensities of the pixels lying 

within the rectangles U and B in Figure 3.16(b) can also be computed in six references: 
zzQ, Up, zz7, iis, iie, and zz^, as:

i(x,y) — i(x, y) = ii^ + 2zz7 — 2iis — Re — iia + Up- (3-21)
(x,y)eB {x,y)<E.U

The difference between the sums of light intensities of the pixels lying within the 
rectangles L, M, and R in Figure 3.16(c) can be computed in eight references: zzQ, 

zip, zz7, iis, iiei Rc,-> ^z^, and zzt. The difference between the sums of light intensities 
of the pixels within the rectangles UL, f/if, BL, and BR in Figure 3.16 (d) can be 
computed in nine references: zza, Up, zz7, iis, iR, zz<y iiv, iie, and iiL.

Similarly, to compute the above two global statistical features using the integral 
image for each scanning window, the sum of the pixel values within each scanning 
window can be obtained using an integral image via four additions. The edge density 
can then be obtained easily by dividing ii(x,y) by the dimension of the window.

3.4 Learning Classification Functions

Given a feature set and training samples of positive and negative images, any machine 

learning approach can be used to learn a classification function. Recall that there are 
hundreds of thousands of features associated with each image sub-window, a number 
far larger than the number of pixels. Even though each feature can be computed 

very efficiently using the method of integral image, computing the complete set is 
prohibitively expensive for real-time classification. Our hypothesis is that a very 
small number of these features can be selected and combined to form an effective 
classifier. The main challenge is how to fold these features.

In our system, a variant of the AdaBoost algorithm is used both to select the 
features and train the classifier. In its original form, this algorithm is used to boost 
the classification performance of a simple learning algorithm, e.g., it might be used
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to boost the performance of a simple perceptron [26], which is the simplest binary 
classifier based on a single feature. It does this by combining a collection of weak 
classification functions to form a stronger classifier. In the language of boosting, the 
simple learning algorithm is called a “weak learner”. For example, the perceptron 
learning algorithm searches over the set of possible perceptrons and returns the per
ceptron with the lowest classification error. The learner is called “weak” because it 
is not expected even the best classification function to classify the training data well. 
In other words, for a given problem the best perceptron may only need to classify 
the training data correctly for 51% of samples. To boost the weak learner, it is called 
upon to solve a sequence of learning problems. After the first round of learning, the 
examples are re-weighted to emphasise those which were incorrectly classified by the 
previous weak classifier. The final strong classifier takes the form of a perceptron, 
a weighted combination of weak classifiers and a a threshold. Freund and Schapire 
in [29] proved that the training error of the strong classifier approaches zero expo
nentially with the number of rounds.

The conventional AdaBoost procedure can readily be interpreted as a greedy fea
ture selection process. Consider the general problem of boosting, in which a large set 
of classification functions are combined using a weighted majority vote. The chal
lenge is to associate a large weight with each “good” classification function and a 
smaller weight with “poor” functions. AdaBoost is an aggressive mechanism for se

lecting a small set of good classification functions which nevertheless have significant 
variety. Drawing an analogy between weak classifiers and features, AdaBoost is an 

effective procedure for searching out a small number of good “features”, which also 
have significant variety.

One practical method for completing this analogy is to restrict the weak learner 
to the set of classification functions, each of which depends on one single feature. 
In support of this goal, the weak learning algorithm is designed to select the single 
feature which best separates the positive and negative examples, i.e., with the least 
separation error. For each feature, the weak learner determines the optimal threshold
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classification function, such that a minimum number of examples are misclassified. A 

weak classifier, denoted by h(x, f,p,0), thus consists of a feature (denoted by /), a 
threshold (denoted by 6), and a polarity (denoted by p) which indicates the direction 
of the inequality as follows:

In our algorithm, x is a 48 x 16-pixel image sub-region covered by the scanning window 

that scans through the whole image space.
In practice, no single feature can perform the classification task with a very low 

error. Features which are selected early in the process usually yield error rates between 
0.1 and 0.3. Features selected in later rounds, as the task becomes more and more 
difficult, yield error rates between 0.4 and 0.5.

3.4.1 AdaBoost: an Overview

The AdaBoost learning algorithm originated from a method called “boosting”, a gen
eral method which attempts to “boost” the accuracy of any given learning algorithm, 
and the “Ada” in the name “AdaBoost” stands for “adaptive” [96]. In [63], Kearns 
and Valiant raised the question of whether a “weak” learning algorithm, which per
forms just slightly better than random guessing, can be “boosted” into an arbitrarily 

accurate “strong” one. Freund and Schapire [30] introduced the AdaBoost algorithm 
in 1995, thereby solving many practical difficulties of earlier boosting algorithms. The 
most basic property of the AdaBoost algorithm is its ability to reduce the training 

error. If each hypothesis made by these weak classifiers is slightly better than random 
guesses, the training error drops exponentially and quickly. This adaptability gives 
the AdaBoost algorithm its name.

Practically, the AdaBoost algorithm has many advantages. It is fast, simple and 
easy to program, and does not require prior knowledge about the weak learner. Hence 
it can be flexibly combined with any method for finding weak hypotheses. Thus,

0, otherwise
(3.22)
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instead of trying to design a learning algorithm that is accurate over the entire space, 
we only need to find hypotheses made by weak learning algorithms that are better 
than random guessing.

The basic idea of the AdaBoost algorithm is as follows. After a weak classifier 
is constructed, the samples are re-weighted to emphasise those samples which were 
incorrectly classified. Then, the next weak classifier is trained using the re-weighted 

samples. A number of such weak classifiers are trained in this way until the required 
false positive rate is met. The final classifier (called a strong classifier) will be con
structed by combining these weak classifiers using a set of weights that are determined 
by their classification errors.

3.4.2 Selecting Weak Classifiers

As shown in Equation 3.23 below, the standard AdaBoost algorithm [29] learns a 
strong classifier, denoted by ), by combining a set of T weak classifiers, denoted
by ht(I), using a set of weights {cq, t = 1, 2,..., T} as

T
Cf Ada (-0 = sign C^atht{I)). (3.23)

t=i

The selection of weak classifiers ht(I) and weights {cq, t = 1, 2,..., T} is learned 
via supervised off-line training.

The algorithm takes a training set yz : i — 1,2,..., N} as its input, where It 
is the input, or the image sub-regions covered by the scanning windows in our case, 
yz is the classification decision, which takes values in a label set Y, and N is the total 

number of samples. Since our classification problem is a binary one, it can be assumed 

that Y — {0, 1}, where yx — 1 indicates a number plate, i.e., a positive decision, and 
yx — 0 indicates a non-number-plate (background), i.e., a negative decision.

The AdaBoost algorithm calls the obtained weak or base learning algorithms ht(I) 
repeatedly in a series of rounds t — 1, 2,..., T in turn. AdaBoost proceeds by defining 
a set of weights Dt(i) on the samples. In the first round, where t = 1, the samples 
are equally weighted.
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The pseudocode for the AdaBoost algorithm is shown as follows. T hypotheses 
are constructed, each using a single feature. The final hypothesis is a weighted linear 
combination of the T hypotheses where the weights are inversely proportional to the 
training errors of the hypotheses.

• Given sample data (x\, y\(xjv, Un), where xz e X and y% £ Y = 
{0, 1} for positive and negative samples respectively.

• Initialise weights w\^ = , A- for yl = 0, 1, where M and L are
the number of negative and positive samples respectively. The first 

subscript t of wt,n stands for the tth round, and the second subscript 
n stands for the nth sample.

• For any round t = 1,2,..., T:

1. Normalise the weights as wt^ <-------j—-----.
Sj=i wt,j

2. Select the best weak classifier with respect to the minimum 
weighted error

et = min y^ Wi\h.(xi, /, p, 9) - yt|,
f.p,e 'l

and define the weak classifier at round t as ht(x) = h(x: /t, pt, 6t), 
where ft) pt, and 9t are the minimisers of error et.

3. Update the weights as:

'Wt+l ,i

where ez = 0 if a sample x% is classified correctly, ez 
wise, and 6t =’ ' L l —tt

• The final strong classifier is

where at

H(x) =
b if Ef=i a,A{x) > | Ef=i

1 0, otherwise

log 77 = log (
A \

1 other-
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The algorithm described above is used to select key weak classifiers from the set of 
possible weak classifiers. The weak classifier selection algorithm proceeds as follows. 
For each feature, the examples are firstly sorted based on their feature values. The 
AdaBoost optimal threshold for that feature can then be computed in a single pass 
over this sorted list. For each element in the sorted list, four sums are maintained 
and evaluated: the total sum of positive sample weights (denoted by T+), the total 
sum of negative sample weights (denoted by T~), the sum of positive weights below 
the current threshold (denoted by S+), and the sum of negative weights below the 
current threshold (denoted by S~). The error for a threshold which splits the range 

between the current and previous example in the sorted list is

e = min(5+ T (T~ S~), S~ + (T+ - A+)). (3.24)

or the minimum of the error of labelling all examples below the current example 
negative and labelling the examples above positive versus the error of the converse. 

These sums are easily updated as the search proceeds.

3.4.3 Cascade of Classifiers

In this algorithm, following the Viola and Jones’ idea of constructing a cascade of 
classifiers [114], a six-layer cascade classifier is constructed. Among the six classifiers, 

the first two are trained using a simple method based on statistical analysis, and the 
last four are combinations of simple classifiers each using one Haar-like feature, which 
are selected and combined using the AdaBoost machine learning algorithm described 
in the previous section.

Given a trained cascade of classifiers, the false positive rate of the cascade is
K

i=nr (3-25)
2—1

where F is the false positive rate of the cascaded classifier, K is the number of 
classifiers, and /) is the false positive rate of the zth classifier on the examples that 
reach it.
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The detection rate is

D = \[d,, (3.26)
i=1

where 12 is the detection rate of the cascade classifier, K is the number of classifiers, 
and dz is the detection rate of the zth classifier on the examples that reach it.

Given concrete goals for the overall false positive rate and detection rate, target 
rates can be determined for each stage in the cascade process. For example, a detec
tion rate of 0.9 can be achieved by a 10-stage classifier if each stage has a detection 
rate of 0.99, since 0.9 « 0.9910. While achieving this detection rate may seem a 

tough task, it is made significantly easier because each stage need only achieve a false 
positive rate as high as 30%, since 0.3010 « 6 x 10-6.

Higher thresholds yield classifiers with fewer false positives and a lower detection 
rate. Lower thresholds yield classifiers with more false positives and a higher detection 
rate.

The number of cascade stages and the size of each stage must be sufficient to 
achieve adequate detection performance while minimising computation. The overall 
training process involves two types of tradeoffs. In most cases, classifiers with more 
features will achieve higher detection rates and lower false positive rates. At the same 
time, classifiers with more features require more time to compute. In our experiments, 
we define the number of classifier layers as six. We also set the acceptable detection 

rate of the zth classifier, i.e., % in Equation 3.26, as 98% and the acceptable false 
positive rate of each classifier, i.e., ft in Equation 3.25, as 1%. Each of the last four 
layers of the cascaded classifier is trained by the AdaBoost algorithm described above 
with the number of features used being increased until the target detection and false 

positive rates are met for the layer. The rates are determined by testing the current 
detector on a pre-classified data set. If the overall target false positive rate is not yet 
met, then another layer is added to the cascade. The negative sample set for training 
subsequent layers is obtained by collecting all false detections found by running the 
current detector on a set of negative samples which do not contain any instances of 
number plates.
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3.5 Experiments

To test the performance of our proposed algorithm, a total of 460 vehicle images were 

used for the experiments. 300 vehicle images were taken as training images, containing 
305 visible number plates. The other 160 images are used as test images, and contain 
169 visible number plates. Vehicle images used in the experiments were taken in 
various circumstances under various illuminations conditions and view angles.

3.5.1 Selection of Data Set

To train the classifier, a set of pre-classihed image sub-windows labelled manually as 
being number plates (positive samples) or non-number-plates (negative samples) are 
required. Figure 3.17 shows some examples of number plate images. All examples 
are scaled to 120 x 40 pixels before being used for training. From the figure, it can be 
seen that there is a great variety of colours, view angles and styles of number plates.

The first stage classifier in the cascade was trained using 5000 number plates and 
10,000 non-number-plate sub-windows randomly chosen from vehicle images from 
which the number plates were removed manually. The second stage classifier was 
trained on the same 5000 number plates plus 5000 false positives from the first clas
sifier. The process continued with subsequent stages being trained using the false 

positives of the previous layer.
The negative samples (background regions) used to train the classifiers on the first 

two layers were collected by randomly selecting 28, 000 image sub-windows from 50 
vehicle images from which the number plates were removed manually.

For the remaining four classifiers, more negative samples are needed than were 
used to train the first two classifiers. As mentioned in Section 3.1, as the layer num

ber increases, each classifier is more complex than the one on the previous layer. 
Moreover, samples that are used to train the classifier on the current layer are taken 
from the classification outcomes from the previous layers. More concretely, samples 
used to train the classifier on the current layer are those samples that are classified
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Figure 3.17: Examples of the number plates to be tested in our experiments.
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as “positive” by the classifiers on the previous layers. These “positive” samples con
tained both real positive samples and negative samples which were misclassified as 

“positive” (false positives). The number of negative samples input to the current 
training machine is thus decided by both the number of initial negative samples and 
the false positive rate of the previous classifier. Since the false positive rate is usually 
intended to be small and successful training needs a large enough data set, more 
negative samples are needed to train the classifiers on the current layer than the last 
layer. In our experiment, the initial negative samples used in the AdaBoost training 
procedure were randomly extracted from a total of 220 vehicle images that did not 

contain any number plates. The negative samples that are actually input for training 
classifier in each layer are the false positives from the previous classifier.

This labelling operation is performed for the training data set and each text win
dow is divided into several overlapped number plate subregions with a fixed aspect 
ratio of 3:1. This leads to a total of 7,132 test segments which are used as posi
tive samples. The negative samples are obtained by a bootstrap process similar to 
the method used by Drucker et al. in [25]. First, negative samples are selected by 
randomly sampling from windows in the image data set. After training with these 
samples, the cascade classifier is applied to classify all windows in the training images 
(at a range of sizes). Those negative samples that are misclassified as number plates 
(false positives) are then used as negative samples for retraining the classifier on the 

next layer.
Finally, a cascade classifier containing six layers is constructed. The first two 

layers use two global statistical features. In the last four layers, the actual numbers 
of features that were selected by the AdaBoost algorithm to construct the strong 

classifiers are 19, 34, 47 and 58 respectively. Our final cascade classifier thus has six 
layers and uses 160 global and local features in total. Compared with Viola’s classifier 

which has 38 layers and uses 6060 features [114], our classifier is much simpler. The 
major reason is that we considered both global features and local features. Through 

global features, more than 80% of the negative samples can be rejected in the first two
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layers, while all positive samples are kept. This makes the overall classifier simpler 
and faster than previous classifiers.

3.5.2 Selection of Scaling Factors

The detection algorithm works with multiple scales to detect number plates of various 
sizes. For the multi-scale number plate detection, the size of the mask that steps 
through the image space varies with the scaling factor. Selection of the scaling factor 
clearly affects both the detection rate and the processing time.

In this section, the relationship between the scaling factor and the detection rate, 
as well as the average processing time is quantitatively analysed. On the basis of the 
analysis, an optimal scaling factor is selected for the algorithm.

Fhe standard search window is set to be 48 x 16, which is decided by the general 
dimension of the number plates to be tested. The dimensions of successive searching 
windows are enlarged with a scaling factor from the standard dimension up to 300 x 
100, which matches the maximum dimension of the number plates to be detected.

Selection of the scaling factor is related to the overall speed and detection rate 
of the algorithm. In this section, the relationships between the scaling factor and 
detection rate, as well as average processing time, are investigated, as shown in Fig
ure 3.18. The scaling factor varies from 1.01 to 1.5 in this experiment. Note that in 

the experiments, the false positive rate varies a little with the scaling factor, although 
the effect of the scaling factor on the false positive rate is not taken into account.

From Figure 3.18(a) it can be seen that the overall trend is that the detection 

rate gradually decreases as the scaling factor increases, while the average time needed 
for detection becomes shorter. Obviously, there is a trade-off between the processing 

speed and the detection rate. This is particularly true when the scaling factor is less 
than 1.05. It can be seen that when the scaling factor falls in the range of [1.02, 1.05], 
decreases in the scaling factor increase the processing time dramatically, while the 
detection rate remains almost unchanged. As the result of our analysis, we set the 
scaling factor at 1.05, which gave an average processing time of about 0.1 seconds.
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Figure 3.18: The relationships between the scaling factor and the detection rate and 
average processing time respectively.

3.5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental results are shown and analysed in the below two aspects: overall 
performance and robustness.

Overall Performance

In the experiments, of the 169 visible number plates in 160 testing images (in some 
images there is more than one number plate), 163 number plates were detected, 
giving a detection rate of 96.4%. At the same time, only 8 false positive regions were 
detected. Since tens of thousands of background regions were automatically generated 
during the testing procedure, this false positive rate is actually very low (less than 
0.0001). On a PC with a 2.8GHz Pentium CPU, the detector can process a 512 x 384 

image within 0.1 seconds.
Next, some successful and unsuccessful detections are shown respectively to demon

strated the performance of the algorithm against various conditions.
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Robustness

We first select some successful experimental results to demonstrate the robustness of 
our proposed algorithm. In the shown images, the detected number plates are circled 
using white and red boxes.

Figure 3.19 shows several cases with normal conditions. Number plates with 
various colours can be easily detected.

Figure 3.19: Examples of NPD results with normal conditions.

Figure 3.20 shows four cases where the captured images are affected greatly by 
the strong sunlight.

Images shown in Figure 3.21 are examples with a complex background including 

many text areas and interference characters.
Figure 3.22 shows the detections of two number plates in one image.
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Figure 3.20: Examples of NPD results with strong illumination.
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Figure 3.21: Examples of NPD results with interference characters
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Figure 3.22: Examples of NPD results with multiple number plates in one image.
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Figure 3.23 shows that the algorithm can be used to detect very large number 

plates with large view angles or from blurry images.

Figure 3.23: Examples of NPD results with large view angle or blurry images.

These examples show that our algorithm can work under various background, 
illuminating conditions arid view angles, and detect number plates with various sizes, 
positions and colours.

Figure 3.24 shows two unsuccessful cases. Figure 3.24(a) shows a false negative 
where our algorithm fails to detect the number plate of the vehicle in the left part of 
the image, since it is very small and very dark. Figure 3.24(b) shows a false detection, 
where the company name, ‘TSUZU’, in the front of the truck body is also detected 
as a number plate.

We have demonstrated the performance of the proposed NPD algorithm. In this 
algorithm, our effort has been focused on efficiency and robustness of the algorithm
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(b) A false positive(a) A false negative

Figure 3.24: Two unsuccessful detection cases.

against various complex conditions. The high computational efficiency of our pro
posed NPD algorithm enables it to be used in various applications, as mentioned in 
Section 1.1. Furthermore, unlike our first NPD algorithm described in Chapter 2, 
and many other existing algorithms introduced in Section 1.2, this algorithm does 
not limit its application to a certain fixed environment, but can be used in unlimited 
various environments. In our experiments, we have achieved a correct detection rate 
of 96.4% with a very low false positive rate. Although a higher detection rate can 
also be found in the literature, most current algorithms limit their application to a 
fixed scenario so that the size and view angle of number plates can be predetermined, 
or impose some assumptions on their algorithms which constrain their application. 
Being able to detect number plates under various complex environments obviously 

have wider applications.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, a cascade classifier for number plate detection has been constructed. 
The classifier uses both global statistical features and local Haar-like features and
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can extract number plates from various complex backgrounds. The classifiers on 
the first two layers use global statistical features, with which more than 80% of the 
background regions can be excluded from further analysis. This makes the overall 
algorithm extremely fast. The classifiers on the next four layers, trained by AdaBoost 
learning procedure, use local Haar-like features. Moreover, in this algorithm, a new 
vertical edge map is defined, from which local and global features are extracted, which 
makes the detection algorithm very simple and the detection speed very high. In 
experiments, the relationship of the scaling factor to the detection rate and processing 
rate has been analysed. An optimal scaling factor has been selected for the algorithm. 
When the algorithm was tested to detect number plates in various complex conditions, 
96.4% detection rate (with very low false positive rate) was obtained with an average 
processing time less than 0.1 seconds.



Chapter 4

Histogram-Based Classification of 
Number Plate Colours

In Chapters 2 and 3, two number plate detection algorithms were proposed. With 
a third-party OCR software, characters in the detected number plates can be recog
nised. Besides character information, the colour information in number plates also 
plays an important role in identifying them from others as a unique one. As we men
tioned in Introduction of Chapter 1, number plates in some countries use colours to 
show the type of the vehicle. The colours used in number plates tend to bear impor
tant information which should be used together with characters in number plates for 
a unique identification. Moreover, being able to classify the main colours of number 
plates may also prove useful for several successive steps, such as character isolation, 
identification, fast reading, etc. There is no NPD algorithm to date that can de
tect number plates and also identify the major colour schemes of the number plates. 
Hence, in this chapter, our efforts will be applied to number plate classification based 
on their major foreground and background colour schemes. Since we have been try

ing to avoid figuring out what the exact colour is at each image point, we studied 

histogram-based classification methods.
Using a colour histogram as a stable representation over changes in view has been 

widely used for object recognition. It was explored by Swain and Ballard [105] [106], 
who introduced the colour indexing technique to efficiently recognise objects by

105
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matching their colour histograms with a Histogram Intersection (HI) algorithm. This 
algorithm did not address the issue of illumination variation. Towards an illumination- 
insensitive histogram-based image matching algorithm, many alternatives have been 
suggested. These methods can roughly be divided into two groups.

The first group tries to improve the measurement of similarity of histograms to 
make the histogram-based matching algorithms more robust to illumination changes. 
Wong and Cheung [121] proposed a Merged-Palette Histogram Matching (MPHM) 
method. In this method, the histograms to be compared were not the original colour 
histograms but were defined on the common palette of the two images to match 
similar colours rather than exact colours. Perceptually similar colours with human 
visual perception in the two images were first merged to generate a common palette. 
The conventional histogram intersection was then performed on the merged common 
palette. Using their method, two perceptually similar colours, instead of identical 
colours, can be intersected, which improves the robustness of the conventional his
togram intersection algorithm.

The second group aims to generate histograms from other features rather than 
from colour values directly. These technicjiies include the measurement produced by 
Flint and Finlayson [32], which is based on the ratio of colour RGB triples, and the 
histograms of colour reflection ratios proposed by Nayar and Bolle [84]. Gevers [34] 
further developed colour ratios and proposed the Colour Ratio Gradient (CRG) to 
make it insensitive to the geometry and position of ob jects, shadow, illumination, and 
other imaging conditions.

In this chapter, an improved histogram intersection method, which belongs to 
the first group, is proposed in Section 4.1. Note that Wong and Cheung's MPHM 
method [121], treats as equal “similar” colours, which may have varying similarities 
to the given colour. If we introduce the concept of “weight", this can be described as 

assuming identical weights of contribution among colours which have different simi
larities with the given colour. This, however, does not properly reflect the matching 
contributed by different colours. In this section, a Gaussian-Weighted Histogram
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Intersection (GWHI) algorithm is proposed, where a weight function is applied to 
differentiate the contributions from different colours. The proposed GWHI method 
will be shown to be more robust to colour variations mainly caused by illumination 
changes and colour fading effect.

Furthermore, the conventional histograms did not take into account the geometric 
relationships among pixels. Instead, these approaches counted only the number of 
pixels with certain colours. Therefore, they are easy to compute and insensitive to 
small changes in viewing positions. However, they are very likely to produce false 
positives, because they do not include any spatial information and two quite different 
images may have the same colour histograms. Using histograms of the colour ratios 
of neighbouring pixels, as introduced in the papers in the second group above, has 
added some spatial information into the colour histogram representation. However, 
because the position relationship is strictly defined in the absolute horizontal and 
vertical directions, these histogram representations are very sensitive to object rota
tion. In Section 4.2, a novel Colour Edge Cooccurrence Histogram (CECH) method 
is proposed to address this problem. In the proposed method, the histogram only 
counts the number of pairs of pixels which are located on two sides of edge points 
along their gradient direction lines. This design not only employs spatial information, 
but also keeps the flexibility of the histogram description, which will be demonstrated 
to be much less sensitive to rotation and deformation of objects in images.

We limit our goal to developing a general algorithm for classifying images of various 
compound, colour objects, such as vehicle number plates, which have a specific set of 
multiple colours arranged m specific spatial layouts. The appearance of such colour 
object images may vary dramatically from instance to instance and from scene to 

scene. Since the contents (e.g., text) included in images and their exact orientations 
are unknown, the features used for image matching must be invariant to content, 
rotation, and potential deformations. It must also be robust to colour variations 
due to illuminant changes, colour fading effect, and the inherent colour differences 
between one instance of an object and another. Stable matching results for various
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number plate images that contain different characters should be possible using fixed 
model images.

the proposed algorithms are applied to number plate classification. The aim is 
to differentiate number plates which belong to different classes in terms of colours 
and hence to identify their major colours for the benefit of further recognition and 
identification. Two number plate images are considered to belong to the same class 
when they have similar foreground and background colours, but they may have quite 
different content (characters), sizes and even view angles. Due to the varying environ
ments under which the number plate images are captured and the colour fading effect 

on different number plates, there is unavoidably much variation among the colours 
of number plates from the same class. A robust feature and corresponding matching 
method are therefore needed.

4.1 Gaussian-Weighted Histogram Intersection

The conventional histogram intersection (HI) algorithm computes the intersection of 
corresponding histogram bins to measure the matching score between two colour im
ages. Since this algorithm is strictly based on the matching between bins of identical 
colours, the final matching score is affected by colour variation caused by various 
environment changes. In this section, a Gaussian-Weighted Histogram Intersection 
(GWHI) algorithm is proposed to improve the similarity measurement between two 
images by taking into account matching of both identical and similar colours. A 
weight which is a truncated Gaussian function of the colour distance is introduced to 

differentiate the contributions from colours which have different distances to the given 

colour. The algorithm is applied to number plate classification. Experimental results 
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm produces much more robust classification 
results than previous HI algorithms for our tested images which were captured under 
various environments and may have great variance in terms of colours even among 
the same class.
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4.1.1 Conventional Histogram Intersection

Histogram-based image retrieval algorithms try to measure the similarity in contents 
between a model image and images in a database, called target images, via their 
histograms, to properly classify or retrieve images. Histogram intersection, proposed 
by Swain and Ballard [105] [106], is a straightforward method to calculate the matching 
score between two histograms for this purpose.

Assume the histograms of a model image and a target image are Hm and HT 
respectively, each containing n bins, and the value of each bin is denoted by hM{i) 
and /iT(f), where i = 0,1,2, ...,n. Swain and Ballard [106] defined the histogram 
intersection of two histograms, denoted by gHI as follows:

riHi
VCi ininf/WO, M*i)

EIL, Mi) (4.1)

It can be seen that the resultant fractional matching value between 0 and 1 is 
actually the proportion of pixels in the model image that have corresponding pixels 
of the same colour in the target image. A higher histogram matching score indicates 
a better match between the model image and the target image.

An example illustrating the process of comparing two images via histogram inter
section is given in Figure 4.1. Two small 2-bit images are taken as model image and 
target image, with grey values of pixels as shown in the figure. Note that the size of 
the two images does not have to be identical for matching the similarity with respect 
to each other via histograms. Histogram-based image matching method proceeds in 
three major steps. First, the colour histograms of the two images are calculated. In 
this example, there are only four possible “colour" values, so there are only four bins 

in each histogram. The two histograms are then used to calculate the intersected 
sections in corresponding bins, which is equivalent to calculating the minimum value 
of the two histograms at each bin. Last, the final matching score is normalised by 

the total number of pixels in the model image.
To make this matching invariant to the dimensions of the images, the constructed 

histograms are usually normalised by the total number of pixels in the images. When
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Histogram of Model Image, HM

Model Image
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3 3 2 3

Target Image
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Histogram of Target Image, HT

Intersected Histogram

Biiis

min(hM (/'), hT (/)) = 3

rjHI = 3/(4+ 3+ 4 + 1) = 3/12

Figure 4.1: Histogram intersection between a model image and a target image.

both histograms HM and Hr are normalised, i.e., Y2'!=i = 1 and { hr(i) = 1,
the denominator of Equation 4.1 always equals 1. Hence, the above definition can be 
simplified as:

n
Vhi = y^minhT(i)). (4.2)

i=1

We call this definition the conventional ///hereafter in this thesis for convenience.

4.1.2 Problems with Existing HI Algorithms

The conventional HI algorithm has provided a method to measure the similarity or 
matching degree between two images, which is robust to changes in viewing angle. 
Image matching is thus converted to a simple problem: to what extent is the histogram 
of the model image similar to that of the target image?

However, a limitation of this algorithm is that it assumes identical colour match

ing, i.e., only corresponding bins of identical colours can be matched. We call this 
“identical matching”. For instance, in Figure 4.1, the first bin of the model histogram 
/im( 1) which corresponds to the grey value 1, can only be intersected with the first
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bin of the target histogram hr{ 1) which corresponds to exactly the same grey value 1; 
it cannot be intersected with other bins that correspond to other grey levels. In prac
tice, colours of images can be distorted both in the scene itself and during the image 

capturing process. Hence, images with similar visual information but with different 
colour intensities may degrade the similarity level significantly using the conventional 
HI measurement.

In Figure 4.2, two small “yellow” images with sizes 2x4 pixels are taken as an 
extreme example to illustrate the above problem. In this example, the model image 
is a uniform image where all pixels take the colour (7?, G, D) — (230, 215, 50) (see the 
data table next to the image). Perceptually, a target image, as shown in the figure, is 
expected to have a high similarity with this model image, even though there is some 
slight colour variations in some points. In fact, the value in the target histogram 
for the corresponding bin of the sole colour (230, 215, 50) of the model image is zero. 
Consequently, according to the definition of the t)hi in Equation 4.2, a null match is 
returned, which means there is no similarity at all between the two images.

Model
Image

Target
Image

[ R G B]

230 215 50 
230 215 50 
230 215 50 
230 215 50 
230 215 50 
230 215 50 
230 215 50 
230 215 50

Color Histogram of 
Model Image

230
215

Color
------ ►

[ R G B]

[235 218 53] 
234 217 52 i

233 215 531 
231 213 51' 
242 225 60' 1

'239 222 57' 
'235 217 55' R:

G:

232 214 52 B:

Color Histogram of 
Target Image

53 52 53 51

235 232 
217214 

55 52

Color—►

Figure 4.2: An example of the problem with the conventional HI algorithm.

To overcome this problem, Wong and Cheung [121] proposed a Merged-Palette
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Histogram Matching (MPHM) method. The essence of their method is to extend 
the intersection from bins of identical colours to bins of similar colours. In their 
method, as long as the distance between two colours is less than a predefined thresh
old, and therefore the two colours are similar enough to be viewed as “identical”, the 
intersection between the bins of these two colours can be calculated.

Let us go back to the example shown in Figure 4.2. With a proper threshold 
(assigned by the operator), the bin corresponding to colour (230, 215, 50) in the model 
histogram can be intersected not only with its identical colour in the target histogram, 
which is (230, 215, 50), but also with other similar colours, such as (231, 213, 51), 

(232, 214, 52), and (233, 215, 53).
This method has produced more robust image retrieval results than the conven

tional HI method, especially for images captured under different illumination condi
tions [121], However, it treats the “similar” colours, which have different similarities 
to the given colour, as equals. If we introduce the concept of “weight”, this method 
can be described as assuming an identical weight of contribution among colours which 
have different similarities with the given colour. Hence, we call this method “similar 
matching with identical weights”. When applied to number plate image matching, 
the method is very sensitive to colour variations. This will be shown later in Fig
ure 4.6 at the end of this section, where it will be seen that the matching scores of a 
given class of plate images vary greatly with variations in colours.

In our proposed method, as will be presented in the following subsection, a weight 
that is a function of the colour distance is utilised to differentiate the contributions 
of colours which have different distances to the given colour. Since a profile of the 
Gaussian function iV(0, a) is used for this purpose, the proposed method is called as 
Gaussian- Weighted Histogram Intersection, simplified as GWHI.

4.1.3 Gaussian-Weighted Histogram Intersection

Let us return to the definition of the conventional HI method. It can be seen from 
Equation 4.2 that an intersection happens on two identical bins both with the same
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subscript z, which means the two colours to be computed must occupy the same bin. 
In other words, only when the distance between two bins is equal to 0, can their 

values in corresponding bins be intersected.
With Wong et, al.'s MPHM method in [121], the above definition has been ex

tended: as long as the distance between two colours is equal to or less than a preset 
threshold, denoted by T/z, their values in corresponding bins can be intersected. This 
extends the interseetable bins from identical colours to similar colours, and as long 
as the distance between two colours is small enough they can be viewed as similar.

Note that in the MPHM method, no matter what the distance is between two 
colours, as long as it is below the threshold, the contribution of different colours 

to the final matching is treated exactly the same as that of the identical colour. 
Intuitively, however, the matching of any colour to the given colour should be related 
to the similarities with respect to each other.

Based on this consideration, we propose a weight function with values in inverse 
proportion to the colour distance for the matching contributed by different colours. 
The key insight of this method is that the further a colour is from the given colour, 
the more its contribution to the final matching should be discounted. When two 
colours are identical, the overlapped section between those two colours should have 
the maximum weight of contribution to the final matching, i.e., 1. which means all 
intersection between these two colours, no matter how much it is, will contribute to 
the final matching without any discount. For colours a nonzero distance away from 
the given colour, their weights are always less than 1, which makes the actual amount 
of intersection contributed by this colour always a percentage of its overlapped section.

Weight functions that can meet such requirement, are not unique. In our method, 

we use a truncated zero-mean Gaussian function. The mathematical definition of the 
method is as follows.
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Definition of GWHI

Let c represent an arbitrary vector in a colour space, which corresponds to a triple 
of values, such as RGB, HSI or LUV. Let c\ and c2 be the vectors of two colours. 
Denote the distance between two colours c\ and c2 by || c\ — c2 ||. We introduce a 
general weight function as rc(|| c\ — c2 ||), which is a function of the distance between 
the two colours. A generalised histogram intersection for two histograms HM and HT 
can then be written as:

dm = ^2 min(^M(cz),/iT(D)) • w(|| Ci - cj ||). (4.3)
Ci€Cm CjCCt

In this equation, we assume that all pixels in the model image take colours in the 
colour set of Cm, and all pixels in the target image take colours in the colour set of 
CT. The colour set of an image is the set of colours that are used in the image.

With this definition, the weight function used in the conventional HI method and 
Wong et aids MPHM method can be written as:

mi Ci - Cj
1, if || Ci — c3 ||< Th 
0, otherwise

(4.4)

where Th is zero for the conventional HI method and a nonzero constant for Wong 
et aids MPHM method.

In our method, weights that are a function of the colour distance, rather than 
constant, are applied. The weight is defined as:

Ci - c
w( Ci Cj 111 =

0,

if || Ci — Cj || < BW 

otherwise
(4.5)

where BW is the bandwidth of the weight function.
A zero-mean Gaussian function f(x) is employed for this purpose as follows:

A x2
/O) = - OO < X < OO,

V 27T(7 2(7"
(4.6)

where A is a normalising constant, and o is the standard deviation of the Gaussian 
function.
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In practice, for easy computation purpose, we take 99.9% of the energy of the 
Gaussian function to approximate its total energy in infinite space and truncate the 
tails of the Gaussian function based on this to

fin
/(%;), if] a: | < BW 

0, otherwise
(4.7)

Note that for a Gaussian function f(x), when x* = 3.3<r, we have

/
.x* roo

j\x)dx = 99.9% f(x)dx. (4-8)
■x* J —oo

The bandwidth of the Gaussian weight function in Equation 4.5 is therefore set as 
BW = 3.3cr.

Under the generalised definition of the histogram intersection in Equation 4.3, 
the weight functions in the three methods, namely, the conventional HI method, the 
MPHM method, and our GWHI method, are shown in Figure 4.3. From this figure, 
it can be seen clearly that the histogram intersection has been extended from the 
so called conventional HFs “identical matching” to MPHM’s “similar matching with 
identical weights”, and to our GWHI’s “similar matching with Gaussian weights”. 
Next, we discuss how to select the parameters for the Gaussian weight function.

-3.3(7 -Th 0 Th

----- HI
.......  MPHM
----- GWHI

d
3.3cr

Figure 4.3: The weight functions in the three HI algorithms.
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Selecting Parameters for Gaussian Function

The parameter o in Equation 4.6 can be selected empirically to define how close two
colours must be in order to be considered similar in an application. For example, 
in [121], the threshold Th for the MPHM method is set as 15. However, to compare 
experimental results with the MPHM algorithm and demonstrate the improvement 
resulting from introducing a Gaussian weight function, the following restrictions are 
set on selecting the key parameter a of the Gaussian function:

i- f{x)\x=o = f;

2. ( ^ f(x)dx = 2Th, where Th is the threshold set in the MPHM method; and

3. Using 99.9% f xx f(x)dx to approximate f(x)dx.

The first of these conditions sets the contributions of identical colours in the 
two methods to be the same (see Figure 4.3 when d — 0). The second and the 
third condition together make the overall weights between the two different methods 
approximately the same (99.9% of approximation due to the truncation of Gaussian 
function). In other words, the areas covered between the horizontal axis and the 
curves of the weight functions are approximately the same. Hence, the relationship 
between the a and the Th can be deduced from these conditions.

Replacing f(x) using Equation 4.6, Condition 1 and Equation 4.6 require that

= 1. (4.9)

From Conditions 2 and 3, we can show

0.999 A = 2Th. (4.10)

Thus, from Equations 4.9 and 4.10, it can be derived that

(4.11)

(4.12)
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and Equation 4.6 becomes

f(x) = exp( — —-) — 2.633Th < x < 2.633Th.
2 ol

(4.13)

Note that the normalisation parameter A has been cancelled out during computation.
The proposed GWHI can then be written as follows:

2

Ci&Cm CjCCt

for —3.3cr <|| cz — Cj ||< 3.3cr.

Definition of Colour Distance

Whether two colours can be viewed as “similar” depends on the distance between 
them. In this subsection, the distance between two colours is defined using the defi
nition in [121].

The colour distance used in our experiments is measured by perceptual difference 
as follows:

where c.\ = (0, iq, Ui) and c2 = {hw2W2) are two colours represented in the CIE Luv 
colour space, lx takes values in the range of [0,100], uz takes values in the range of 
[—83,175], and vt takes values from [—134.107], for i = 1 or i = 2. Note that these 
values are obtained via the conversion from RGB colour space to CIE Luv colour

The threshold in our experiments is set as Th = 15, which is the same as that 

in [121]. Thus, according to Equations 4.11 and 4.12, we have a = 12 and BW = 39.6.

4.1.4 Experiments

Cl - C2 11= \J(l 1 - h)2 + (U\ - u2)2 + (ill - v2)2, (4.15)

space [70], with the reference white of (R, G, B) = (255, 255, 255).

In our experiments, the proposed GWHI algorithm was tested on vehicle number 
plate images. Our aim is to find a robust and stable classification among different
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classes of number plate images. Two number plate images are deemed to belong to 

the same class if they have similar foreground and background colours, though they 
may have quite different content (characters), sizes and viewing conditions. A model 
image from each class is firstly selected, then the matching score between each target 
image and the model image is computed. Based on their matching scores with each 
of the model images, those target images can be properly classified into the classes 
of the model images with which they have the highest matching scores. Hence, it is 
reasonable to expect that, target images which belong to the same class of a model 
image should have very high matching scores, and target images which do not belong 

to the same class of the model image should have very low matching scores.
Two classes of number plates are frequently used in New South Wales, Australia: 

plates with yellow background (simplified as “yellow plates”) and plates with white 
background (simplified as “white plates”). Both types have black characters. In our 
current experiments, we tested the GWHI algorithm using a yellow model image. 
However, using model images with other colours, such as red or blue colours, can also 
lead to the same conclusion.

A yellow number plate image was selected as the model image for the class of yellow 
plates. The selection is almost random. The selection criterion is that the intensity 
of the model image should not be much stronger or weaker than the intensities of 
other target images in the image database. The model image used in the experiments 

is shown in Figure 4.4. Then, the colour histogram of the model image, in CIELuv 
colour space, was computed and matched with those of a total of 172 various number 
plate images (target images), of which 109 were yellow plates and 63 were white plates. 
Target images that have high enough matching scores with the model image can thus 

be classified as the same class of the model image. Some examples of yellow and 
white target images are shown in Figures 4.5. In this figure, the upper five rows show 
examples of yellow plates, and the lower three rows show examples of white plates. 
All images are 120 x 40 pixels. It can be seen that due to various colour fading effects 
on number plates and variant illumination intensities, images that belong to the same
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class may still have quite different appearance.

Figure 4.4: The yellow model image used in our experiments.

V

ASl-8?rAPP.11M
AGGJ3Y i-0-79V

Figure 4.5: Examples of yellow and white target images used in experiments.

The matching results using the three algorithms are plotted in Figure 4.6, where 
matching data of yellow plates are shown as red dots and white plates as blue dots 
(darker if viewed in a black and white picture).

As can be seen in Figure 4.6(a), using the conventional HI algorithm, it is almost 
impossible to separate the two classes of number plate images via their colour his
tograms. Even though the matching scores for white plates are very low, the matching 
scores of the number plates from same class may also be as low as 0.00%.

Using the MPHM algorithm, it can be seen from Figures 4.6(b) that results are 

greatly improved. If both the model and target image are from the same class,
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80 100 
Target Image (n)

(a) Matching using the HI algorithm

80 100 
Target Image (n)

(b) Matching using the MPHM algorithm

80 100 
Target Image (n)

(c) Matching using the GWHI algorithm

Figure 4.6: Histogram matching results obtained using the three HI algorithms
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we use the term “intraclass” matching, and if they are from the other class, we 
say it is an “interclass” matching. As shown in the figure, the distances between 
the matching scores of interclass and intraclass number plates have been increased 
greatly. However, while using the MPHM method can separate the two classes if the 
threshold is carefully selected, the intraclass matching scores are still very sensitive 
to colour variations. As shown in the figure, the matching data of intraclass plates 
are spread over a wide range.

Using our proposed GWHI algorithm, it can be seen in Figure 4.6(c) that although 
all matching scores have increased to some extent, it is much easier to categorise the 

two classes of number plates. The distance between the intraclass matchings becomes 
smaller and the distance between the interclass matchings becomes larger. Further
more, the matching scores of number plates of the same class are much more stable 
(stably high for intraclass matching and stably low for interclass matching) than 
the results obtained using the HI and MPHM methods. Apparently, the use of a 
wider bandwidth than in the MPHM method explains the general increase in match
ing scores for both classes. However, simply enlarging bandwidth cannot increase 
interclass distances. The proposed GWHI algorithm achieves the target of a lower 
intraclass distance and a higher interclass distance simultaneously, because a weight 
function is employed rather than simply adding up all intersections from different 
colours. This leads to a more confident and easier categorisation.

In conclusion, the matching of colour histogram using the proposed GWHI method 
is less sensitive to colour variation than previous HI methods.

4.2 Colour Edge Cooccurrence Histogram

There are two approaches toward illumination-insensitive image matching methods 
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. The first approach tries to improve 
measurements of the similarity of histograms. The second approach aims to generate 
histograms from other features rather than from colour values directly.
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The techniques introduced in Section 4.1 all use the first approach. No spatial in

formation about colour distributions is used by the conventional HI method [105][106], 
the MPHM method [121], or our proposed GWHI method in their histogram repre
sentations. Histograms in these approaches record only the numbers of pixels with 
certain colours. Therefore, they are easy to compute and insensitive to small changes 
in viewing position. However, they are very likely to produce false positives because 
they do not include any spatial information and two obviously different images may 
have the same colour histograms.

Hence, many variations on the second approach have been proposed. Flint and 

Finlayson [32] proposed constructing histograms of colour ratios, which were based 
on the ratio of RGB colour triples from neighbouring locations. Other improvements 
include illumination-independent colour reflection ratios for each region in an image 
with respect to its background, proposed by Nayar and Bolle [84], Gevers [34] fur
ther developed colour ratios and proposed the colour-constant Colour Ratio Gradient 
(CRG) to make its histogram insensitive to changes in geometry, position of objects 
or illumination variations, and robust under various other imaging conditions or when 
images are partly covered by shadows. These methods introduce a small amount of 
spatial information into the histogram representation and extend the adaptability of 
histogram-based methods.

However, all of these methods use position relationships that are sensitive to the 

deformation of objects. For example, in Gevers' CRG method, the four neighbour
ing locations of the central point are defined as one pixel left, right, up, and down 
respectively to the current point, as shown in Figure 4.7(a). We call this an “abso
lute position relationship", since the neighbouring locations are fixed once the central 

point is decided. However, if the object in the image is deformed, e.g., rotated as 
shown in Figure 4.7(b), the values of the neighbours are accordingly changed, which 
indicates that the CRG histogram after this object deformation is no longer the same 
as before.
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Figure 4.7: Absolute positions in images where the object has been rotated.

Hence, recent efforts have attempted to incorporate spatial information more flex
ibly with colour information. Pass and Zabih [90] defined Colour Coherence Vectors 
(CCV) to compare the number of “coherent” pixels and the number of “noncoherent” 
pixels of the same colours in a model image and a target image. A more attractive 
approach is to use a Colour Cooccurrence Histogram (CCH) [8], also called Colour 
Correlograms in [56]. A CCH was used to record the number of pairs of coloured pix
els that were separated by certain distances in an image space. In [17], Crandall and 
Luo proposed a flexible joint spatial -colour probability function, called a Colour• Edge 
Cooccurrence Histogram (CECH) for object detection. The CECLI was computed for 
points on the boundaries of two neighbouring regions.

These histograms constrain the spatial relationships of the pairs of coloured pixels 

in an object, and allow for some degree of distortion. When these algorithms were 
used for image retrieval [56], partially occluded object recognition [8], and nonrigid 
colour object detection [17], good results were obtained.

We aim to introduce a “relative position relationship” so as to make the histogram 

more flexible while keeping its stability. Intrigued by Crandall and Luo’s CECH algo
rithm, we develop a novel algorithm for image matching purpose, which is also called 
as CECH. However, as it will be detailed in this section, there are three new points 
in our method, which are also three major contributions of the proposed method.

1. Our CECH algorithm only cares about the spatial colour distributions near
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edge points, to improve the computation efficiency and also to prevent solid 
colour regions from dominating the histogram [17]. There is no need to detect 
each region in the image or keep records of these regions’ locations.

2. Our CECH algorithm is concerned only with pairs of pixels located on either 
side of the current edge point along its gradient direction line. We call this 
position a “relative position”, since the actual coordinates of the neighbouring 
points of the given point will be dependent not only on its location, but also its 
edge direction. This makes the histogram invariant to rotation and deformation 
of objects in images.

3. Instead of employing the conventional histogram intersection to measure the 
similarities between CECH histograms, our proposed GWHI algorithm, as shown 
in Section 4.1, which is designed to compare one pair of colours, is extended 
to compare two pairs of colours. The extended GWHI algorithm takes into 
account both the matching between identical colour pairs and the matching 
between similar colour pairs.

The proposed CECH algorithm consists of four steps. First, a general gradient 
detection is performed for the input image to obtain its gradient map, which is then 
used as an edge map. Second, the CECH is constructed in the gradient directions at 

edge pixels. Next, the colour set of each image is converted to the CIE Luv colour 
space to facilitate the succeeding CECH comparison. Last, the matching score is 
obtained by comparing two CECLI histograms using the extended GWHI method. 

More detailed description of these steps are presented in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Colour Edge Cooccurrence Histogram

From Colour Histogram to CECH Histogram

In the approach to histogram-based image matching, each image is firstly represented 
as a colour histogram, and then similarities between images are achieved by comparing
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the resultant histograms.
Using CCHs for image retrieval [56] and object recognition [8], each histogram 

not only collects statistical information on colour, but also includes some spatial 
information about the pairs of coloured pixels. Each element of a CCH, denoted by 

CCH(ci,C2, S), holds the frequencies of occurrences of the pairs of pixels located in 
a predefined spatial structure S and meeting the conditions that the first pixel takes 
the colour value of c\, and the second pixel takes the colour value of c2. In [8], the 
direction of the structure element S was ignored and only the distance magnitude 
measured by Euclidean metrics was tracked, to make the histograms invariant to 
object rotation in image plane.

In our method, both direction and distance information of pixel pairs are taken into 
account. Instead of using absolute directions, we design a structure element with a real 
direction that varies with changes in edge direction, to preserve the rotation-invariant 
characteristic. Concretely, a structure element consists of two pixels which are located 
on two sides of an edge point on its gradient direction line at some distance away. 
The resultant CCH, which examines the colour distribution along the edges in an 
image, is also called a CECH, as defined in [17]. However, for that CECH, connected 
component analysis was first performed to obtain regions and the histogram was 
calculated for two coloured pixels located on the boundaries of neighbouring regions. 
Our CECH directly examines colour distributions at edge points on their gradient 

direction lines. This not only simplifies the algorithm, but also makes the algorithm 
extremely fast.

The general definition of the proposed CECH is essentially the same as the grey- 
level cooccurrence matrix, introduced by Haralick et al. in [39]. In this thesis, how
ever, we follow the naming convention used in [8] and call it a “histogram" rather 
than a “matrix”, since the term “histogram” better conveys the concept that it is 

used to record the frequency of something. Although the term “CECH" itself contains 
a reference to “histogram”, to highlight this concept, we hereafter use “the CECH 
histogram” as the short for “the colour edge cooccurrence histogram".
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Constructing CECH Histogram

Constructing the CECH histogram of a 2-D colour image f(x,y) requires the fol
lowing steps. An example illustrating the process of computing the CECH his

togram from a colour image is given in Figure 4.8, where c\ = (0, 0, 0)rgb and 

c2 = (128, 128, 0)rgb-

bi

5
3

(0,0,0)

Bin value adds one.

CECH with 1=4

Figure 4.8: Computing the CECH histogram at an edge point.

Step 1: Detecting edges

The first step is to obtain the edge map. denoted by e(xyy), of the input image. 
In this method, the points which have relatively strong gradient intensities are used 
as edge points.

Computing the gradient of an image, denoted by f(x,y), is based on obtaining 
the partial derivatives df /dx and df /dy at every pixel location. In this algorithm, 
the classic Sobel operator is used to obtain the first-order partial derivative at each
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point. More details about this can be found in Section 3.2.
Pixels that have a gradient intensity stronger than a predefined threshold, denoted 

by THg, are viewed as “edge" pixels and will be examined. Thus, the edge map is 

defined as:
f 1. ifg(x,y) >THg

e(x1y)=< , (4.16)
I 0, otherwise

where g{xyy) is the magnitude of the gradient at point (x,//), which is defined in 
Equation 3.2 in Section 3.2.

In our experiments, g(x,y) is normalised into [0,255], and THq is empirically set 
to 30.

Step 2: Locating pairs of pixels

For each nonzero edge point p located at (x,?/), two pixels, denoted by p\ and p2 

respectively, are taken. The two points are located on the two sides of the edge point 
p relative to its gradient direction line at a fixed distance, denoted by /, away from 
the reference edge point (see Figure 4.8). Thus, the coordinates of the pixel pair, 

denoted by (xi,yi) and (£2,2/2) respectively, can be computed as:

£1 = x — / x cos 0 

yi = y + l x sin 6
(4.17)

(4.18)

and
£2 = x + / x cos 6 

ij2 = y — l x sin 0

where 6 is the gradient angle, which can be computed according to Equation 3.3 in 
Section 3.2.

Step 3: Summations

Let us denote the colour value at point pi as c\, and the colour value at point p2 

as c2. The corresponding bin of the CECH histogram is counted as:

(Pl,P2)
Pi, P2 € /, and 

||Pl -PII = \\P2 -p\\ = l
1CECH(cuc2J) = Size Ci, C2 E C, (4.19)
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where C is the colour set of the image, and the function size counts the number of 

elements in a set.
All edge points in the whole image plane are scanned. The frequency of occurrence 

of the same colour pairs in the image with the above spatial constraint is recorded 
and summed in the corresponding bin of the CECH histogram.

Step 4: Normalising the CECH
Finally, the CECH histogram is normalised using the total number of edge points.

4.2.2 Reducing the Number of Colours

Reducing the number of colours in images is essential to compute and compare the 
CECH histograms in real time.

Assume the total number of possible colours in the model image is Nc■ There are 
therefore Nc possible colour values each for the first and second pixels. The total 
number of possible different colour pairs is thus Nc x Nc- This is the dimension of 
the resulting CECH histogram when the structure element S is fixed. Without loss 
of generality, assume there are the same number of colours in the target image. If the 
colour sets of the two images are identical, a single bin-to-bin comparison is enough. 
Thus, the minimum number of comparison operations between two CECH histograms 
will be (Nc)2- However, if the colour sets of two images are different, for each bin 
in the model CECH histogram, each bin of the target CECH histogram needs to be 
compared and matched. Thus, there will be up to (Nc)4 comparison operations to 

compute the similarity between two CECH histograms.
The maximum number of colours for a 24-bit true-colour image with arbitrary 

size is Nc = 224. For an image with size of M x N pixels, the maximum number of 
colours is M x N. In any case, without reducing the number of colours, it is unlikely 
that the histogram comparison operation could be executed in real time with such 
huge dimensions.

Note that the objects of interest in this research, i.e., vehicle number plates, take 
a very limited number of colours. It is thus possible to quantise each image into a
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fixed small number of colours while introducing only slight perceptual distortion.
The colour-number reducing operation is also called colour quantisation in refer

ences. In [8], colour quantisation was simply performed in the RGB colour space 
using a k-means nearest-neighbour algorithm. However, the RGB colour space is 
known to be sensitive to colour variation [17], prompting researchers to use more 
desirable colour spaces such as CIE Luv and HSV colour space. Furthermore, the ap
pearance of colours of an object may differ significantly from image to image because 
of illumination variations, perceptual colour surround effects [17], and so forth. In 
consequence, the quantisation must be designed carefully to ensure that perceptually 
similar colours are mapped to the same quantised colour values.

In [17], a perceptual colour naming method was employed to handle colour varia
tion. The standard ISCC-NBS Colour Names Dictionary [64] was employed to quan
tise and name the colour space. Each pixel is assigned a standard name of the closest 
ISCC-NBS centroid colour, according to the Euclidean distance in the CIE Lab colour 
space [35]. This method uses a single colour set for all images and the histogram com
parison can thus be performed on a bin-to-bin base. However, since the colours of 
compound colour objects, such as vehicle number plates, only take a very small part 
of the standard colour set, such quantising methods usually cause large percepti
ble differences in quantised images (see the right column of Figure 4.9). As will be 
explained later, the identical bin-to-bin matching cannot address matching between 

distorted colours.
In our method, Wu’s [126] optimal colour quantisation algorithm, which is based 

on variance minimisation, is employed to reduce the number of colours by introducing 
only slight colour distortion into the quantised images. Figure 4.9 gives some examples 
of colour quantisation results obtained using the two methods. In this figure, images 
in left column are original number plate images represented in true colour; images 
in middle column are quantised counterparts of images in left columns represented 
in eight colours using Wu's [126] optimal colour quantisation method; and images 
in right column are quantised images using the colour naming method introduced
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in [17]. It can be seen apparently that there are perceptible colour differences among 
the quantised images using the colour naming method, while the method we used 

only introduces slight distortion.
Since number plates take a very limited number of colours, each image can be 

quantised into a fixed small number of colours while introducing only slight distortion 
based on the variance minimisation rule. Eight colours and sixteen colours were 
tested to quantise number plate images. Since using sixteen colours did not give 
much improvement in image matching results, each image is quantised into eight 
colours using Wu’s variance minimisation algorithm. Note that exactly which colours 

are used in each quantised image depends on its original colour distribution; the 
resultant colour sets for different quantised images are generally different.

Thus, after colour quantisation, there is a short colour mapping table (also called 
a palette), usually at the head of each image hie, which maintains information about 
the colours used in the current image. The data in the quantised image hie only 
need to record the index of the colour in the colour table, rather than detailed colour 
triples.

By this approach, in our experiments the total number of comparisons between 
two CECH histograms is reduced to 84 = 4096, from the originally possible 224 • 224 = 
281, 474, 976, 710, 656 comparisons. This greatly improves the computation efficiency 
of image matching using CECH histograms, while satisfactory results can still be 

achieved, as the later experimental results will show.

4.2.3 Comparing CECH Histograms Using Extended GWHI

After the CECH histograms have been obtained, the next problem is how to compare 
them.

The normalised C-norm distance and the HI have been proposed in the past 
for comparing histograms. However, both these metrics demand an exact bin-to-bin 
identical colour matching between histograms and thus are very sensitive to the colour 
distortion caused by changing illumination conditions when the images are captured.
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Figure 4.9: Number plate images and their quantised counterparts using the optimal 
colour quantisation method and the colour naming method.
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In Section 4.1 of this thesis, a GWHI method was proposed which overcomes the 

above problems and has proved to be less sensitive to colour variation. However, 
this method only addresses intersections of histogram bins between two colours. In 
comparing two CECH histograms, where there are two pairs of colours involved in 
the intersection, the GWHI method is further extended to facilitate intersection of 
two pairs of colours.

Assume all colours of pixels in the model image are taken from a colour set, 
denoted by Cm, and the colours of pixels in the target image are taken from another 
colour set, denoted by CT. Note that the colour sets of the two images can be identical 

or different, but in most cases they are different. To compare two CECH histograms 
in perceptually similar colour bins, the following operations are performed.

Initialise the matching ratio tjcech as 0. For each element CECHju(ci, Cj, /)|eye ecA/ 
in the CECH histogram of the model image, scan each entry CECHr(ck, q, 0|4,c;<ec7- 
in the CECH histogram of the target image and perform the following operations 1 
through 4 until all entries in the model CECH histogram has been scanned:

1. Compute the colour distances d\ = \\ct — ck\\ between the first pair of colours 
Ci and C, and ob = \\c3 - q|| between the second pair of colours c:] and q as 
defined in Equation 4.15. Take the larger distance as d, where d = max(d1, d2)-

2. If d < BW, where BW is the bandwidth of the Gaussian weight function 

(see Equation 4.5 in Section 4.1 for the definition of bandwidth), decide the 
intersected component between two CECH histograms as:

its = mm(CECHM(ci, Cj, /), CECHT(ck: q, /)), 

where q, c3 G Cm, and q,, ci G Or-

3. Apply the Gaussian weight function of distance to its as:

d2
its its x exp(----- -) — 3.3<r < d < 3.3cr,

2az

where a and the bandwidth are selected as shown in Section 4.1.
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4. Sum all of the weighted intersected sections as:

VCECH VCEC’H + its.

The final t]Cech is exported as the matching score between the two CECH his
tograms. Since both histograms have been normalised to [0,1], the resultant ?Jcech 

takes values in the range of [0,1]. A larger matching score indicates a higher similarity 
between the two images in terms of their CECH histograms.

Note that in this comparison method, the larger distance of d\ and d2 is taken 
to decide the weight. The reason for this is that for any two pairs of colours in 
the two images, as long as there is one pair of colours being viewed as “dissimilar”, 
the CECH histograms between these two pairs of colours should not be matched. 
This guarantees that the intersection between CECH histogram bins only happens 
on similar colour pairs with the condition that both colour pairs must be viewed as 
“similar” before an intersection is computed.

4.2.4 Experiments

The proposed CECH method was tested for matching vehicle number plate images. 
All images, containing various text, were taken under various illumination conditions. 
The structure element of the CECH was fixed as / = 4, since in our current exper

iments all images have been scaled to the same dimension of 120 x 40 pixels. This 
setting is based on the consideration that / should be comparable to the width of 
character strokes.

Our aim is to find stable matching results between images. As in the previous 
section, images from two classes of vehicle number plates were tested: plates with 

yellow background and plates with white background.

Comparing Images from Different Classes

The first set of experiments used the proposed CECH algorithms to compare different 
classes of number plate images.
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We selected a yellow number plate image as the model image, with an intensity 
that was neither too strong nor too weak compared with all images in the image 
database. Then, the CECH histogram of the model image was computed and com
pared with those of various number plate images (target images), which belong to 
either the same class or another class. The model image and some examples of yellow 
and white target images are shown in Figure 4.5 in Section 4.1.

The matching scores between the yellow model image and total 182 target images 
using the proposed CECH algorithm are plotted in Figure 4.10. Matching scores of 
yellow plates are shown as red dots and white plates as blue dots (darker if viewed in 
a black and white picture).

Target Image (n)

Figure 4.10: The histogram matching results using the proposed CECH method.

From Figure 4.10, it can be seen clearly that using the proposed CECH algorithm, 
the two different classes of car number plates can be easily separated from each other.

Experiments also demonstrated that the proposed algorithm is robust to colour 
intensity variations. As seen in Figure 4.10, even though there are huge variations 
in colour intensities in the same class of target images, the algorithm can still give 
high matching scores for images that belong to the same class and very low matching
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scores for images that belong to the different class.
More comparisons with other HI algorithms mentioned in previous section will be 

presented in next section.

Matching Images Using Different Model Images

The purpose of this set of experiments is to demonstrate that the proposed CECH 
histogram, as a measure of image similarity, is very insensitive to edge direction in 
images.

In these experiments, we selected three different model images which contain 
clearly different characters, as shown in Figures 4.11(a), (b) and (c), to compare 
a total of 100 white number plate images. The image matching scores are plotted in 
Figure 4.11(d). In this figure, matching scores using “PRR 111” as the model image 
are plotted with red solid lines and red point markers; matching scores using “PRR” 
as the model image are plotted with green dotted line with green circle markers; and 
matching scores using “111” as the model image are plotted with blue dash-dot line 
with blue square markers.

As seen from Figure 4.11(d), using the three model images, which have clearly 
different stroke distributions, there is little difference in their matching scores. This 
experiment demonstrates that the algorithm is insensitive to the characters contained 

in the selected model images. When model images which contain different characters 
are used, the algorithm still gives stable matching results, independent of the contents 
of the model image.

Matching Tilted Images

In this experiment, two sets of dramatically tilted images were employed to investi
gate their matching to the model images which are almost horizontal, as shown in 

Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
Figure 4.12 shows the case of yellow number plates. The matching scores using our 

algorithm to match the image in Figure 4.12(a) to the images in Figures 4.12(b) and
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(d) Matching results obtained using the three model images respectively

Figure 4.11: Image matching results using three different model images with 100 
white target images.
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(c) are 93.21% and 91.64% respectively. Note that there is slight difference between 
above two matching scores. This is mainly due to the colour variations in the two 

images.

(a) Yellow model image

(b) 93.21% matching with image (a) (c) 91.64% matching with image (a)

Figure 4.12: Image matching results with tilted yellow images.

PRR-111
(a) White model image

(c) 97.98% matching with image (a) 

Figure 4.13: Image matching results with tilted white images.

Figure 4.13 shows the case of white number plates. The matching scores using the 
CECH algorithm to match the image in Figure 4.13(a) to the images in Figures 4.13(b) 

and (c) are 94.62% and 97.98% respectively.
Some general conclusions can now be drawn from our experiments. Firstly, since 

each structure element in our CECH algorithm consists of two pixels that are located 
on the gradient direction line of an edge point, the resultant CECH histogram is

(b) 94.62% matching with image (a)
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theoretically invariant to the deformation of object edges. Thus, it is no wonder 
that we found stable matching results when the characters contained in the target 
images are rotated or deformed. Secondly, due to the weight function introduced for 
the GWHI algorithm, more colour variations can be tolerated when comparing the 
resultant CECH histograms. Our algorithm is therefore robust to colour variations 
when used to separate different classes of ob jects.

Conclusions

In this section, a novel CECH algorithm for matching images has been proposed 

and tested on vehicle number plate images. Unlike the method proposed in [17], 
our CECH algorithm takes into account only pairs of pixels located on two sides 
of edge points in their gradient direction lines. The computational efficiency has 
been greatly improved in this way (the total algorithm is completed in nearly real 
time). Combined with the Euclidean distance metrics, the proposed algorithm makes 
the resultant CECH histogram invariant to rotation and deformation of the objects 
in images. Furthermore, instead of employing the conventional HI to compare two 
CECH histograms, we extended the GWHI method, which takes into account both 
the matching between identical colour pairs and the matching between similar colour- 
pairs. This greatly improves the overall matching performance for images with large 

colour variations due to the different illumination conditions under which they were 
captured. In our experiments, the proposed algorithm has been tested for comparing 
car number plate images which were taken under various illumination conditions. 
The distance is fixed since in our current experiments all car number plate images 

were scaled to the same dimension. The experimental results show that using the 
proposed method, number plate images that have great colour variations can be easily 

separated successfully. The algorithm is robust to illumination changes, rotations and 
deformations of objects.

The proposed algorithm, thanks to its invariance to rotations and deformations
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and its robustness to colour variations, can be applied to match and detect man
made compound colour objects with obvious edges and monotone colours, such as 

objects with characters, in real time. In this section, however, our focus has been 
on computing and comparing the CECH histograms of fixed-sized objects. For this 
algorithm to be applied to detection of objects of various sizes, further research on 
the selection of the distance vector with multiscale analysis is required.

4.3 Comparison of Histogram-Based Image Match

ing Methods

In this chapter, starting from the conventional HI method, we have proposed two new 
methods, and we have demonstrated that they are less sensitive to colour variations. 
In this section, these methods are brought together and their performance in terms 
of speed and matching scores are compared for number plate images.

A yellow number plate image was manually selected as the model image for the 
yellow class, as shown in Figure 4.4. The selection criterion is the same as that shown 
in the previous section. There are 130 various number plate images, including 87 yel
low plates and 43 white plates. All the number plate images used in the experiments 
are 120 x 40 pixels. Some examples of yellow and white target images are shown in 
Figures 4.5. It can be seen that due to colour variations, images that belong to the 

same class may have quite different appearances.
Moreover, for the purpose of comparison, the same Th = 15 (see Figure 4.3) is 

set and used when testing in the MPHM method, the GWHI method and its refined 

version, and the CECH method.
The average times required to compute matching using the four methods are given 

in Table 4.1. All experiments are performed on a PC with Intel Pentium IV 1.8 GHz 

CPU and 380 MB of RAM.
The matching results obtained using the four methods are plotted in Figure 4.14.
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(c) Using the GWHI method (d) Using the CECH method

Figure 4.14: Histogram matching results obtained using the four HI algorithms
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Table 4.1: Time required to compute image matching using the four methods.

Method Time (ms)
HI 935

MPHM 1085
GWHI 1606
CECH 22

As seen in Figure 4.14(a) that, using the conventional HI method, it is almost 
impossible to separate two classes of number plate images via their colour histograms.

Figure 4.14(b) shows that using the MPHM method, the matching scores within 
the same class of number plates (intraclass) have all been increased, while those 
between different classes of number plates (interclass) are still very low. However, as 
seen from the figure, the matching scores for a given class of plates are still spread 
over a wide range. This shows the MPHM method is still very sensitive to colour 
variations.

Using the GWHI method, as shown in Figure 4.14(c), it is easier to separate the 
two classes of number plates, since the interclass distance of the matching scores 
becomes much larger and the intraclass distance becomes much smaller than in the 
previous two methods. The matching scores for number plates from the same class 
are much more stable compared with the results obtained using the HI and MPHM 
methods. This is because a weight function is employed rather than simply adding 
up all intersections of different colours.

Using our CECH method, a performance comparatively better than that of the 

GWHI method can be obtained, as shown in Figure 4.14(d). Note that the average 
processing time is only 22 milliseconds, while the first three methods requires 1 to 2 
seconds on average.
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter, two histogram-based image matching methods have been proposed. 

The major points are listed here.

1. A novel GWHI method has been proposed for image matching, which has been 
demonstrated to be more robust to colour variations caused by various illumi
nation conditions than the previous HI methods;

2. A novel CECH for image matching has been proposed, which takes use of both 
colour information and edge information. The method has been demonstrated 
to be insensitive to colour variations and object rotation.

3. A comparison of the four histogram-based image matching methods has been 
presented in terms of speed and matching robustness.

To test the performance of the proposed methods, these histogram-based methods 
have been tested on number plate image classification. These methods can also be 
used for image matching of general compound colour objects.



Chapter 5

Image Matching on Hexagonal 
Structure

So far, we have concentrated our image processing and analysis techniques on the 
conventional square structure for number plate detection and classification. As an 
important part of the project, in this chapter our research interest turns to image 
processing and analysis on hexagonal structures.

The use of hexagonal grids to represent digital images has been studied for more 
than 40 years. Increased processing capabilities of graphic devices and recent im
provements in CCD technology have made hexagonal sampling attractive for practi
cal applications and brought new interest to this topic. The hexagonal structure is 
considered to be preferable to the rectangular structure due to its higher sampling ef

ficiency, consistent connectivity, higher symmetry and higher angular resolution, and 
it has proved to be superior to the square structure in many applications. Although 
hexagonal image representation and storage are not yet standard, experiments based 

on existing hexagonal coordinate systems have never ceased.
In this chapter, a comprehensive review of the hexagonal image structure is first 

presented in Section 5.1, which describes the advantages of using hexagonal structure 
for image processing, typical hexagonal representation methods, and existing hexag
onal image processing techniques. Then, the idea of Gevers’ Colour Ratio Gradient 
(CRG) is adopted and redefined for hexagonal structures in Section 5.2, where a new

143
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method called Symmetric Colour Ratio Gradient (SCRG) is developed. Thanks to 
the high symmetry and consistent definition of distance between pixels in hexagonal 
structure, a more symmetric CRG operator can be defined. Experimental results 
demonstrate that the SCRG histogram is more robust to object rotation than the 
conventional CRG histogram.

5.1 Hexagonal Structure for Image Processing

Since Golay [36], the possibility of using a hexagonal structure to represent digital 

images and graphics has been studied by many researchers. The hexagonal grid is an 
alternative pixel tessellation scheme to the conventional square grid for sampling and 
representing digitised images. Sampling on a hexagonal lattice is a promising solution 
which has been proved to have better efficiency and less aliasing [76]. The importance 
of the hexagonal representation is that it possesses special computational features that 
are pertinent to the vision process. Its computational power for intelligent vision can 
advance the image processing field. Dozens of reports describing the advantages of 
using such a grid type are found in the literature. In Subsection 5.1.1, we will list the 
major advantages of the hexagonal structure for an intelligent vision system. These 
advantages include higher symmetry, uniform connectivity, greater angular resolution, 

and a reduced storage and computation requirements in image processing operations.
In spite of its numerous advantages, hexagonal grids have so far not been widely 

used in computer vision and graphics fields. The main problem that limits the use 
of hexagonal image structures is the lack of hardware for capturing and displaying 
hexagonal-based images. There have been several attempts to simulate a hexago

nal grid on a regular rectangular grid device. In Subsection 5.1.2, we will introduce 
several typical hexagonal simulation schemes, including those using rectangular pix
els, pseudo hexagonal pixels, mimic hexagonal pixels and virtual hexagonal pixels. 
Although none of these simulation schemes can represent the hexagonal structure 
without compromising the advantages that a real hexagonal structure possesses, the
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use of these techniques provides practical tools for image processing on hexagonal 

grids and makes it possible to carry on a theoretical study of using the hexagonal 
structure in existing computer vision and graphics systems.

The use of hexagonal grids is also fettered by its pixel arrangement. In the hexag
onal structure, the pixels are no longer arranged in rows and columns. To take ad
vantage of the special structure of the hexagonal grid, several addressing schemes and 
coordinate systems have been proposed. In Subsection 5.1.3, three addressing schemes 
on hexagonal structure will be demonstrated: a 2-axis oblique coordinate system, a 
3-axis oblique coordinate system, and a single-dimensional addressing scheme.

Finally, image processing algorithms based on hexagonal structures will be briefly 
discussed in Subsection 5.1.4.

5.1.1 Advantages of Hexagonal Structure in Image Process

ing

Since the introduction of computer graphics, one of the biggest problems has been the 
fact that the physical screen is a discrete set of points, i.e., a countable set of isolated 
points, and the real world is a continuous environment. Moreover, to store, process, 
display and transfer images by digital devices, the image plane must be quantised 
into spatial elements of finite dimension, generally referred to as pixels1.

Digitisation, which converts real images into a discrete set of points, has therefore 
been one of the earliest, subjects of study for computer scientists involved in vision and 
graphics research. Each point in an image on the screen must be properly addressed to 
be indexed. The disposition of the points on the plane, called the digitisation scheme, 

however, can take different approaches. Considering technical implementations, these 
points must be placed as regularly as possible on the plane and they must be disposed 
so that the coverage of the plane is as efficient as possible.

'A pixel, short for picture efement (using the common abbreviation “pix” for “picture”), is one 
of the many tiny dots that make up the representation of a picture in a computer’s memory. The 
intensity of each pixel is variable.
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There exist only three possible regular tessellation schemes to tile a plane without 
overlap among the samples and gaps between them: with hexagons, with squares, 

and with regular triangles [16].

More Efficient Sampling Schemes

No matter which sampling scheme is chosen, an insufficient sampling rate can al
ways introduce unwanted effects in the reconstructed signal, referred to as ahasincf. 
Peterson and Middleton [91] concluded that the most efficient sampling lattice, i.e., 

which uses a minimum number of sampling points to achieve an exact reproduction 
of a function, is the hexagonal, and the sampling efficiency is 90.8%, compared with 
78.5% for the largest possible square lattice.

Recently, Vitulli et al. [116], after investigating the sampling efficiency of hexag
onal sampling, also concluded that with hexagonal sampling about 13% less pixels 

are required to obtain the same performance as that obtained using square sampling 
when sampling the same signal.

Smaller Quantisation Error

As mentioned earlier, to process an image by a digital computer, the continuous image 
in the real world must be quantised into pixels. Due to the limited resolution capa
bilities of image sensors, quantisation error is inevitable. Kamgar-Parsi in [59], [60], 
[61] and [62] developed formal expressions for estimating quantisation error in hexag
onal spatial sampling and found that, for a given resolution of the sensor, hexagonal 
spatial sampling yields smaller quantisation errors than square sampling.

2Aliasing is an effect that causes different continuous signals to become indistinguishable (or 
aliases of one another) when sampled. When this happens, the original signal cannot be uniquely 
reconstructed from the sampled signal. Aliasing can take place either in time, temporal aliasing, or 
in space, spatial aliasing.
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Consistent Connectivity Definition

Connectivity between pixels is a fundamental concept that simplifies the definition of 
numerous digital image concepts, such as regions and boundaries. To decide if two 
pixels are connected, it must be determined if they are neighbours and if they satisfy 
a specified criterion of similarity [37]. On a square grid, there are two possible ways to 
define neighbours of a pixel: either they can have a common edge or they can have at 
least one common corner, as shown in Figure 5.1(a), so that four and eight neighbours 
exist (called a four-neighbourhood and an eight-neighbourhood respectively). Accord

ingly, on a square grid, object connectivity can be defined as four-way to any of the 
four nearest neighbours, or eight-way if connectivity to diagonal neighbours is also 

permitted. This is illustrated in Figures 5.2(a) and (b). Correspondingly, background 
connectivity must be eight-way if object connectivity is four-way, or four-way if object 
connectivity is eight-way [24].

(a) Connectivity on Square grids (b) Connectivity on hexagonal grids

Figure 5.1: Connectivity on square grids and hexagonal grids.

The hexagonal grid, however, offers no connectivity choice. We can only define 
a six-neighbourhood. Neighbouring pixels always have one common edge and two 
common corners (see Figure 5.1(b)). The absence of such choice in hexagonal grid 

results in easier and more efficient algorithms, such as the thinning algorithm pre
sented in [24], [102], [103] and [104], since fewer connectivity situations have to be 
accounted for. Accordingly, connectivity in hexagonal objects is consistent as it is 
six-way to the nearest neighbours for both the object and the background image
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components [82] [83].

(a) Four-neighbour (b) Eight-neighbour (c) Six-neighbour

Figure 5.2: The neighbourhood relationship on square grids and hexagonal grids.

Equidistance

With the introduction of the neighbourhood relation, distance functions can be com
puted easily. In a square grid we have two types of distances, where the distance 
between adjacent pixels in the diagonal direction is \J2 times that in the horizon
tal or vertical direction (see Figure 5.3(a)). The difference in the distance between 
the neighbours introduces inconsistency in weighting functions that depend on the 
distance between a given position and the centre of the pixel [128].

In contrast, each hexagonal pixel has and only has six neighbouring pixels and 
each pixel is equidistantly adjacent to its six neighbours along the six sides of the 
pixels. The centroid of the middle pixel is at the same distance from the centroids of 

the six adjacent pixels (see Figure 5.3(b)).

Greater Angular Resolution

The hexagonal lattice is also found to be advantageous for image processing due to 
its greater angular resolution in representing curved objects. It has been noted that 
hexagons offer greater angular resolution as the nearest neighbours of the same type 
are separated by 60° instead of 90° [36]. There are several reasons for this. The
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(a) Nonequidistance on square grids (b) Equidistance on hexagonal grids

Figure 5.3: The distance between pixels on square grids and hexagonal grids.

first is due to the consistent connectivity in the hexagonal lattice. This means that 
all neighbours are uniform distances away from each other, leading to the smoother 

curvature. Another reason is what is known as the oblique effect in human vision 
(see web link http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ ljm/hip.php). This means that we have a 

visual preference for lines at oblique angles. This also helps to make the hexagonal 
curves look smoother.

Thus, the theory developed and the simulations done on a physical screen in [127] 
showed that hexagonal grids represented a reasonable alternative to conventional 
square grid display techniques, not only for circle drawing, which was predictable, 
but also for straight lines.

Higher Reflection Symmetry

An axis of symmetry of a 2-D figure is a line such that any two points lying on the 

perpendicular at equal distances from the axis of symmetry are identical. Another 
way to think about it is that if the shape were to be folded in half over the axis, 
the two halves would be identical. As shown in Figure 5.4, a square has four axes of 
symmetry, because there are four different ways to fold it and have the edges all match, 
and a hexagon has six axes of symmetry, for the same reason. Thus, the hexagonal 

grid has a higher refection symmetry than the square grid, which usually leads to 
simpler processing algorithms. This symmetric feature also makes image processing
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more accurate. For example, when an image on a hexagonal grid is rotated, more 
image information will be retained than if the same rotation is performed on a square 

grid.

(a) Four reflection axes of a square grid (b) Six reflection axes of a hexagonal grid

Figure 5.4: Reflection symmetries on square grids and hexagonal grids.

5.1.2 Hexagonal Image Representation

In spite of the many advantages of the hexagonal structure, hexagonal-based image 
processing has not been used widely in the intelligent vision area. The main reason is 
that currently there is no hexagonal-based device available to capture and display dig
ital images on hexagonal grids. Simulating hexagonally sampled images on common 
square display equipment has thus become critical and it hampers research on hexag
onal architectures for computer vision and graphics. There have been several ways 
to simulate a hexagonal grid on a regular rectangular grid. We list the three most 
common simulations in the following sections. The use of these techniques allows us 

to take advantage of hexagonal grids for computer vision and computer graphics.

Mimicking Hexagonal Pixels Using Square Pixels

Horn [55] described how practical hexagonal data may be captured by delaying sam
pling by half a pixel width on alternate TV scan lines in the horizontal direction (see
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Figure 5.5). In his scheme, the pixel shape is square, making the sampling intervals in 

the horizontal and vertical directions identical. This scheme simplifies the hardware 
design by setting identical sampling intervals in both the horizontal and vertical di
rections. However, the equidistance property of hexagonal pixels is not preserved. As 
shown in Figure 5.5, if we denote the distance between any two neighbours in the hor
izontal and vertical directions as one unit, the distance between any two neighbouring 
pixels in the diagonal directions will be \/3/2.
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Figure 5.5: Using half-pixel shifted square pixels to represent hexagonal structure.

Later, Staunton [101] described a hexagonal data structure with a rectangular 
shape, where the sampling points of the central pixel's six neighbours all lie on a 
circle with the centre of the circle being at the sampling point of the central pixel, 
as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The major advantages with this structure are that all 
sampling points are equidistant from their nearest neighbours, the angle subtended 
by two nearest neighbouring points is 60°, and the horizontal sampling distance is 
2/v/3- The pixel size is 1 x 2/\/3.

Pseudo Hexagonal Pixel

Wiithrich [127] proposed a pseudo hexagonal pixel (see Figure 5.7) to evaluate the 

visual effect of hexagonal and square pixels, and showed a comparative simulation 
of two screens based on the square and the hexagonal lattices. A hexagonal pixel, 
called a hyperpel, is simulated using a set of many square pixels and the simulated 
square grid was adapted to make its density comparable with the hexagonal grid.
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VI

Figure 5.6: Rectangular pixels on a hexagonal sampling grid.

This results in a great loss in the screen resolution and an inexact simulation of the 
scpiare grid, reducing it to a rectangular grid. The resulting hyperpels, which are 

illustrated in Figure 5.7, were displayed at a resolution of pels.

Figure 5.7: Simulated hyper pixel.

He [41] proposed another mimic hexagonal structure, where one hexagonal pixel 
consists of four traditional square pixels and its value, grey-level intensity for black 
and white images and colour values for colour images, is the average of the four 

component pixels (see Figure 5.8).
These two mimic schemes preserve the important property of hexagonal architec

ture that each pixel has exactly six surrounding neighbours. However, because the 

grey-level value of the mimicked hexagonal pixel is taken from the average of the 
several corresponding square pixels, these two mimic schemes introduce loss of image 
resolution. In addition, it is known that according to hexagonal structure theory the
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Figure 5.8: A cluster of seven mimic hexagons.

distance between each of the six surrounding pixels and the central pixel is the same. 
However, this property is lost in these two mimic schemes.

Virtual Hexagonal Structure

Later, Wu et al. [124] constructed a virtual hexagonal structure, called the Virtual 
Spiral Architecture, which is an important milestone in the theoretical research and 
the practical application exploration of this architecture. Using the Virtual Spiral 
Architecture, images on rectangular structures (also called a square grid as indicated 
in Figure 5.9) can lie smoothly converted to the Spiral Architecture. This Virtual 
Spiral Architecture only exists during image processing. It builds up a virtual hexag
onal grid system in memory space in a computer. Then, processing algorithms can be 
implemented on the virtual spiral space. Finally, the resultant data can be mapped 

back to a rectangular architecture for display (see Figure 5.9). Unlike the mimicking 
methods proposed previously, this mimicking operation introduces only slight loss of 

image resolution, and but it can keep the isotropic property of the hexagonal archi
tecture, which is a most remarkable advantage over other mimicking methods.
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VSA Mapping

Inversely Mapping

Images on virtual 
hexagonal grid

Original images 
on square grid

Processed images 
on square grid

Processing images 
on hexagonal grid

Figure 5.9: Image processing on the virtual Spiral Architecture.

5.1.3 Hexagonal Structure Addressing

Obviously, no matter which kind of simulation scheme is chosen, there exists another 
big problem: that the hexagonal pixels cannot be labeled in simple column row order 
as in rectangular grid. To properly address and store hexagonal image data, different 
coordinate systems have been proposed. In this section, typical coordinate systems 
are reviewed.

Two-Axes Oblique Coordinate Addressing Scheme

Using two oblique axes (see Figure 5.10) to address hexagonal structure was first 
suggested by Luczak and Rosenfeld [73]. This is also called the skewed coordinate 
system in [127], and the h2 system in [100], where the two basis vectors are not 
orthogonal. With such an oblique coordinate system, each hexagonal pixel can be 

addressed by an ordered pair of unit vectors, u and T, as illustrated in Figure 5.10, 
which indicate a horizontal deflection and an upright deflection respectively. The 
system has been shown to have the following properties: 1) Complete - it is sufficient 
to represent any point in a 2-D space; 2) Unique - any ordered pair corresponds to
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exactly one point; 3) Convertible it can be easily converted to and from Cartesian 
coordinate; and 4) Efficient - it is a convenient and efficient representation.

(a) Coordinate system (b) Addressing examples

Figure 5.10: The 2-axis oblique coordinate system for hexagonal structure.

Three-Coordinate Symmetrical Coordinate Frame

In [50] and [52], Her developed a symmetrical hexagonal coordinate frame called */?3 
for hexagonal grids, which uses three coordinates x, y, 2, instead of two, to represent 
each pixel on the grid plane, as shown in Figure 5.11(a). The three coordinates at 
any pixel are related:

x + y + 2 = 1.

Here the distance between two neighbouring grid points is defined as one unit.
The major advantage of this coordinate system is that there is a one-to-one map

ping between *R3 and the three-dimensional (3-D) Cartesian frame 7?3, as illustrated 
in Figure 5.11(b), where x, y and 2 are the three orthogonal axes of /?3. For this rea

son, many geometrical properties of RS are readily transferable to *i?3, and since the 
x and y coordinates of a point of this symmetrical hexagonal coordinate frame *i?3 are 
actually the two coordinates used in the oblique coordinate frame (see Figure 5.10(b)), 
theories and equations previously developed for the oblique coordinate frame can di
rectly be used in *R3. Moreover, in [51], the use of this symmetrical hexagonal
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(a) Coordinate system (b) Mapping between *R3 and R3

Figure 5.11: Symmetrical hexagonal frame *R3.

coordinate frame was demonstrated to support various affine transformations. Due 

to the physical relationships between the symmetrical hexagonal coordinate frame 
and the 3-D Cartesian frame R3, geometric transformations on the hexagonal grid 
are conveniently simplified and the beautiful symmetry property of the hexagonal 
grid is successfully preserved.

Single Indexing System

Sheridan [98] presented a one-dimensional (1-D) indexing scheme, called Spiral Ad

dressing (SA), as shown in Figure 5.12, to address each hexagon on the image. 
This address grows from the centre of image in powers of seven along a spiral like 
curve. This addressing scheme combined with two later proposed mathematical op
erations, Spiral Addition and Spiral Multiplication, is the basis of the Spiral Architec
ture [41] [98]. Middleton and Sivaswamy [78] [80] also proposed a similar single-index 
system for pixel addressing by modifying the generalised balanced ternary system.
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Figure 5.12: The one-dimensional spiral addressing scheme.

5.1.4 Hexagonal Image Processing

Although hexagonal image representation and storage have not yet been standardised, 
theoretical studies on hexagonal image processing have never ceased.

Hexagonal Image Transformation

Mersereau [77] developed a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for use with hexagonally 
sampled data. Nel [85] followed his derivation and derived the 2-D Walsh transfor

mation. Later, Ehrhardt [27] presented a separable fast discrete Fourier transform 
algorithm in which the data space is sampled with hexagonal grids and the transform 
space is sampled with rectangular grids. In [79], Middleton derived an FFT for the 
hexagonal lattice based on the Cooley- Tukey approach [75] and the radix-7 decima
tion in space algorithm. In [122], a hexagonal Discrete Cosine Transform which can 
be used for image coding was described and it was shown that the proposed hexagonal
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Discrete Cosine Transform is more efficient in energy compaction than the hexagonal 
Discrete Fourier Transform.

Edge Detection on Hexagonal Structures

Middleton [78] investigated the performance of using a hexagonally sampled structure 
for implementing classical edge detectors, including Prewitt, Laplacian of Gaussian 
and the Canny edge detector. Images that contain curves and straight lines along 
with a variation in contrast were used in the tests. Cho [13] applied edge relaxation to 

hexagonal grids. His experiments showed that hexagonal edge relaxation can detect 
edges better than conventional edge relaxation. In [42], edge detection using an edge 
focusing technique was proposed. The second edge detection method proposed by 
Zhou et, al. [133] applied a bilateral filter which combines a domain filter with a range 
filter to suppress image noise for edge detection. Another method for edge detection 
on Spiral Architecture, as shown in [123], was based on triple-diagonal gradients.

Results of edge detection on hexagonal images showed that an edge map with 
better fidelity for curved objects was obtained than on square images. With straight- 
edged objects, the edge maps were of similar quality. This is mainly due to the 
connectivity of the individual hexagonal pixels generating more consistent contours. 
Furthermore, using Spiral Architecture for edge detection has computational advan
tages while achieving similar detection results. In particular, convolution operations 
which are routinely used in edge detection can be implemented with great efficiency. 
These two features together make a strong case for hexagonal-based edge detection 
and seem to reinforce the point that hexagonal image processing can be a viable 
alternative to conventional square image processing.

Hexagonal Thinning

Thinning algorithms for use with rectangular, hexagonal, and triangular arrays were 
investigated by Deutsch [24]. He used the same approach to develop each algorithm,
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where unnecessary pixels were iteratively deleted until no more pixels could be re
moved. Experimental results on handwritten character recognition showed that the 
algorithm operating in the hexagonal grid was the most computationally efficient.

Staunton [102] presented an analysis of the thinning operation from hexagonally 

sampled images and compared the algorithm experimentally to a similar parallel 
algorithm designed for a rectangular grid. He defined a set of structuring masks to 
identify whether a pixel could be deleted from the object’s border. The hexagonal 
thinning algorithm requires only six masks containing seven elements each, while 
the rectangular algorithm requires eight masks containing nine elements each. This 

reduced the processing time to 55% of that required to process the rectangular scheme 

skeleton. Experimental results also showed that the hexagonal skeleton exhibited 
more accurate corner representation, and better noise immunity.

5.2 Symmetric Colour Ratio Gradients

In Chapter 4, multiple histogram-based image matching methods were proposed for 
number plate classification. These methods will be investigated for the hexagonal 
structure.

It has been found that when dealing with an object which appears rotated by a 

certain angle in the target image with respect to the model image, Gevers’ colour ratio 
gradient [34] produces unsatisfying matching results. In this section, we adopt the idea 
of Gevers’ colour ratio gradient and develop a new method called Symmetric Colour 

Ratio Gradient (SCRG), which is based on a hexagonal image structure. By taking 
advantage of the higher symmetry of hexagon, as well as the consistent definition of 
distance on hexagon-based image structures [44], a novel symmetric CRG, which is 
more robust to object rotation in images, will be defined.
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5.2.1 Conventional Colour Ratio Gradients

Supposing the sensor response is measured on an infinitesimal surface patch of an 
inhomogeneous dielectric object and the spectral power distribution of illumination 
is unknown, the body reflection term at a location p in dichromatic reflection model 
with narrow-band filtering can be written as [34]:

Ck(p) = Gb(p, n, s) ■ E(p, Afc) • B(p, Xk), (5.1)

where G#(p, n, s') is the geometric term dependent on the surface orientation ft and 
illumination direction s, E(p, Xk) is the illumination intensity at light wavelength Xk: 
and B(p, Xk) is the surface albedo at light wavelength Xk.

Gevers proposed the following colour constant colour ratio [34]:

M(Cf\Cf2,Cf ,Cf) =
QPIQP2 _ (RP2 CPl
QP2 QP\ _|_ QP\ QP2 C, ^ C2, :5.2)

expressing the colour ratio between two adjacent image pixels at location p\ and p2 

under two different light wavelengths. It can be seen from the above equation that 

M G [-1,1].
Note that in an infinitesimal area it may be assumed that Gb(pi, n, s) = Gb{P2-, n, s), 

E(pi,Xc1) = E(p2.\ci)-, and E(pi,Xc2) = E(jp2,Xc2) [34]. By substituting Equa
tion 5.1 into Equation 5.2 and factoring out dependencies on object geometry and 
illumination direction, we have

r^Pi r^P2   yiP2 mPi
A 'UC'd’1 C,p2 CP] CiP2) = ^ ^ 2 -*1Vi i )Cj , V'2 )C2 j CP2CPl -\-CPl Cp2

B{Pi,XCl)B{P2,XC2) ~ B{p2,Xci)B(Pi,Xc2) , ,
B(p2, XCl)B{ph Xc2) + B(pu XCl)B(p2, Xc2) ‘ ’ ‘

It is seen that the colour ratio M is independent of light intensity, colour, view
ing condition, and object geometry. It is determined by the ratio of surface albedo 
only [34],

Gevers also defined the gradient of the colour constant colour ratio as [34]:

VA/ci c2 (5.4)
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where p\ = (x — l,y), p2 — (x + 1. y), p3 — (x,y— 1), and p4 — (x, y + 1) are locations 
of the four adjacent neighbours of p = (x,y), as shown in Figure 5.13.

P 3

Pi P P 2

P4

Figure 5.13: Locations of four neighbours that are involved in the computation of the 
colour ratio gradients at the central point.

In RGB colour space, the three-channel colour ratios between points p\ and p2 

can be written as:

M(RP\ RP2, GPl, GP2)

M(Rp\Rp\Gp\Gp4) = 

M{Rp\Rp\Bp\Bp4) =

RPl Gp2 — RP2GP1
RP2GP1 + Rpl GP2

RP1BP2 _ RP2BP1
RP2BPI + /?P1 BP2

GPl BP2 _ GP2BPl
GP2BPI + GP1BP2

between points p3

RP3GP4 _ RP4GP3
RP4GP3 + RP3GP4

RP3BP4 _ RP4BP3
RP4BP3 + RP3BP4

GP3BPi _ GP4BP3
GP4BP3 + GP3BP4

(5.s:

:s.6)

For simplification, denote RPl as Rt, GPl as GtJ and BPl as Bu where i — 1,2, 3, 4. 
Thus, by substituting Equations 5.5 and 5.6 into Equation 5.4, the three-channel
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colour ratio gradients (CRGs) on RGB space can be easily obtained as:
/

V Mug R,G7 - R7G]
R2C1 + R\Ct2

(R-.iG, - -R.,G;A2
\R4G3 + R3G4)

V MRb (RG.-RoBA'2 1 /MtzMi'12 
\ R2B1 + R1B2) \R4B3 + R3B4)

V Mgb
V

/(;,/?, - Gb/i,
V G2B1 + G1B2

2
+ - G4£,

\G4B3 + G3B4

2

(5.7)

Each of VAIrgi ^Mrr, and VMgb hi Equation 5.7 can be viewed as being 
computed using a quasi-Prewitt operator, as illustrated in Figure 5.13, where p is 
the central (reference) point. It can be seen that respectively two neighbours in two 
directions, i.e., horizontal and vertical directions, are involved in the computation of 
colour ratio gradients in the central point located at p.

5.2.2 Problem with the Conventional CRG

Applying Gevers’ CRG method to evaluate image similarity, it has been found that 
when different model images with similar colour appearance are used to compute 
matching to the target images, there may be large fluctuations. Furthermore, it 
is concluded that this happens particularly on model images that have apparently 
different character strokes, such as “111’’ and aXXX’\

After further carefully investigating the definition of Gevers’ CRGs, it is noted that 
only the colour ratios between two pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions (see 
Figure 5.13) are involved in the computation of the colour ratio gradients at the given 
point. Once the object has rotated by a certain angle in the image, the colour ratio 
gradients of the image will change greatly. This is true especially for nonuniform areas 

in the image, such as areas close to the boundary of an object, which usually have 
some nonzero colour ratio gradients. Hence, for number plate images, the histogram of 
the CRGs is very sensitive to the orientation of the character strokes, where different 
strokes of characters can be viewed as a stroke rotated with different angles, such as 
“1” and “X”. An extreme example is illustrated in Figure 5.14. Figures in (a) and
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(b) represent the RGB values at each point, and figures in (c) and (d) represent, the 

value of VMrg cfi each point, exclusive of the boundary points of images.
In the 5x5 image of this example, there is a red object on a green background, 

as shown in Figure 5.14(a). The R, G: and B values at each point are shown in the 
format of (R, G, B) at each square grid representing an image pixel. The colour ratio 
gradients of each pixel in this image, exclusive of pixels at the image boundary, can 
be computed using Equation 5.7. It is easy to show that the colour ratio gradients 
VMrb and VMgb are all zero for all pixels in the image, since the values of the B 
component in the image are all zeros. The colour ratio gradients between R and G 
components, i.e., VM^g, at each pixel are shown in Figure 5.14(c), where colour ratio 
gradients of the points on image boundary are undefined.

On the other hand, Figure 5.14(b) shows another image where the red object 
in Figure 5.14(a) appears rotated by 45 degrees in this example). Using the same 
method to compute the colour ratio gradients for this image, we have the colour ratio 
gradients at nonboundary image pixels as shown in Figure 5.14(d). It can be seen 
by comparing the values of VAIrg in Figures 5.14(c) and (d) that the colour ratio 
gradients have apparently changed in the image when the object is rotated. When 
using the histogram of CRGs to match the two images, a very low matching score 
will be returned:

t] = Hm G Ht = min(hM{i,j, />'), hT{iJ, k)) = -.
i,j,k

Note that in the CRG method, the three-channel CRGs are defined in horizontal 
and vertical directions only. In our method, a symmetric colour ratio gradient (SCRG) 
is proposed. The new SCRG takes into account colour changes along three diagonal 
directions rather than two directions only, which can describe the colour changes near 
the central point more accurately than two directions.
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(b) Object in (a) with a rotation
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(d) VMrg of image (b) at each point
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(f) CRG histogram of image (b)

Figure 5.14: Examples of the colour ratio gradients of a square image when the object 
is rotated in the image.
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5.2.3 Symmetric Colour Ratio Gradients

In the proposed SCRG algorithm, the colour ratio gradients are computed in a cluster 
of seven hexagonal pixels, as shown in Figure 5.16. The window size should not be 
set too large. Otherwise, it will breach the assumption in Equation 5.1, that the 
calculation must be performed on an infinitesimal surface area. The algorithm is 
introduced in detail as follows.

First, let us rewrite the definition of Gevers’ CRG. Denote the colour ratio between 
two horizontal neighbours, p\ and p2, by MXiqc2, where

Mx,Clc2 = M(Cf,CV ,Cf ,Cf), (5.8)

and denote the colour ratio between two vertical neighbours, p\ and p2) by My)c\c2 5 

where
]\/r _ A/Ttn'm mm cvu /wu\IV1y,CiC2 — , Oj , C2 , C'2 J. (5.9)

The subscript x denotes the horizontal direction and y denotes the vertical direc
tion, as shown in Figure 5.15. Thus, the definition of the colour ratio gradients in 
Equation 5.4 can be simplified as:

VATCi c. M21X1y,C\C2 ’ (5.10)

AMy

p 3

Pi.... ..p Jh...

p 4

M
► .V

Figure 5.15: Mx and My in the conventional CRG.

Following the same naming convention, we use VMscrg to denote the symmetric 
colour ratio gradient of an image at a given reference hexagon point p. Without loss
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of generality, we define Mi, M2, and M3, as shown in Figure 5.16, to denote the 
strength of three colour ratios in three diagonal directions respectively as:

/

<

M^cr.cf.cT.c?4) =

M2(Cf ,Cf.Cf,Cf) = 

h-h{C\\Cf .Cl\Cf) =

r -tP\ r'P4 pWU r^p i 
Cy i Cy 2 Cy i 0^2 
/^P4 z^fPl | /OPl A-YP4
'-'l ^2 "t" W l ^2

AYP2 /^P5 i^P5 S~~iP2 
Cy i C>2 Cy i C2

/^P2 1 r^P2 r^VhL. 1 Cy2 "T" Cy 1 Cy2
r^Pz r^P& mP6 /°'P3v j V' 2 Cy ^ Cy 2
(jP6 (yP3 _|_ qpz qp§

Cl ^ C2, (5.11)

where {pi}z=1,2,--- ,6 are the locations of six neighbouring points of point p, as illustrated 
in Figure 5.16.

AM,

Figure 5.16: Symmetric colour ratios Mi, M2 and M3 at the central hexagonal pixel 
p and the locations of the six directly connected neighbours.

Similarly, simplify the the colour ratios in three diagonal directions as M\c\c2i 

M2ic1c2? and 1 where

' m1iCiC2 = M(c{\c\\cp,cy

< A/2,C,C2 = A/(Cf,Cf,Cf,Cf) • (5.12)

M3,ClC2 = M(Cf,Cf,C2w,Cf)

The symmetric colour ratio gradient (SCRG) can be defined as:

M\,CiC22 + ^2,C\ C2 2 + ^3,CiC22-V Msc rgxj 1 c2 (5.13)
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Note that in RGB colour space we have Ct G {R,G,B}. There are therefore three 
symmetric colour ratio gradients defined, i.e., the colour ratio gradients between R 
and G components, between R and B components, and between G and B components.

The symmetric colour ratio gradient between R and G components, denoted by 

VMscrg.rGi can then be written as:

VMscrg,rg = yj 2Ji.rg2 + Mo jig2 + M^rg2, (5.14)

where
71/f _ R\G4 — 6x4 R\
m^rg - GaRi qp RiGx

M RoG* - G5R2_ -C121J5

M

G5R2 + R2G5

r3g6 - g6r3

(5.15)

l3'RG ~ GgR3 T RRC 
Similarly, the symmetric colour ratio gradient between R and B components, denoted

by VMscrg,rb, can be written as:

V Mscrg,rb — J M\'Rb2 + M2.rb2 + M3%rb2, (5.16)

where
M d o — ~ B-\R\
J h'RB ~ B4RX + RXB4

M R.2B3 — B3R2
2RB - b5r2 + r2b5

Ro,Bb — BgR3

(5.17)

Msrb BqR3 + r3bg
The symmetric colour ratio gradient between G and B components, denoted by 

VMscrg gbi can be written as:

VMscrg,gb — yj Mi gb2 + M2qb + M-3gb2, (5.18)

where
Rb 

M2Rb 

M3 ^gb

GxB4 - B4GX
B4GxRGxB4

G2B5 - b*g7
B-0G2 + G2B5

g3b6 - bpg3
B + G3Bg

(5.19)
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In these formulas, the three components of the colour values at the six points pi, 

denoted by RPi, GPt, and Bpy are simplified as Gu and B% (i = 1,2,...,6) 

respectively.
By recomputing the colour ratio gradients for the images shown in Figures 5.14(a) 

and (b) using Equations 5.14 through 5.18, we have the symmetric colour ratio gradi
ents at each point, as shown in Figures 5.17(c) and (d). Similarly, figures in (a) and 
(b) represent the RGB values at each point, and figures in (c) and (d) represent the 

value of VMscrg.rg at each point, exclusive of the boundary points of images.
With the rotation of the object in the image, the colour ratio gradients at each 

point have also changed. However, when considering the histogram of the SCRGs, 

the two images shown in Figure 5.17 have only slightly different histograms. Hence, a 
better image matching result can be obtained when comparing these two histograms, 

as:
rj = Hm n Hr = ^ min(hM{hj, k), hT{i,j, k)) = -.

In our SCRG definition, colour ratios in three directions are involved in the com
putation of the colour ratio gradients at a given point. Although similar ideas may 
also be applied in square grids, the inconsistent definition of the distance between 
the two neighbour pixels in diagonal directions and horizontal/vertical directions in 
square grids (see Section 5.1) can bring uncertainty about the contribution of each 

component to the combined value. The hexagon-based algorithm, thanks to its sym
metric structure, does not have this problem. In the hexagonal structure, since the 
distance between the central point and any of its six neighbouring points is identical, 
the resulted symmetric colour ratio VMscrg is symmetric in six ways rather than 
four ways (see Section 5.1), and thus is less sensitive to object rotation.

5.2.4 Similarity Measurement

A 3-D SCRG histogram H is created and chosen as the measurement to compute the 
similarity between the SCRG histograms of two images. The three axes of the SCRG
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(a) Image in Figure 5.14 (a) represented in (6) Object in (a) rotated 45 degrees
hexagonal structure

(c) VMscrg.rg of image (a (d) VMSCrg,rg of image (b)

(e) SCRG histogram of image (a) (f) SCRG histogram of image (b)

Figure 5.17: Example of the symmetric colour ratio gradients of a hexagonal image 
when the object is rotated in the image.
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histogram H represent values of SCRG between R and G components, between R and 

B components, and between G and B components, respectively. The value of each 
element in the histogram H. denoted by h(i,j,k), records the total number of fre

quencies at which the three components VMscrg,rg, VMscrg,rb, and VMscrg,gb 

take values of z, 7, and k respectively.
To make this matching invariant to the dimensions of images, the histograms 

are normalised by the total number of pixels in the images (where the SCRGs of 
the points in the image boundary are undefined, it will be normalised using the 
number of nonboundary pixels). It can be seen from Equations 5.14 through 5.18 
that WMscrg E [0, \/3]- In our experiments, for the convenience of computation, we 

take identical bin sizes n = 18, which is roughly ten times \/3, for the three axes, i.e., 
VMscrg are normalised into the range of [0,18] using the following method:

V MqrSCRG
„ w 18
VAlSCRG x (5.20)

The conventional histogram intersection method [105], introduced in Section 4.1, is 
employed to calculate the matching rate between two SCRG histograms. Assume the 
SCRG histograms of the model image and target image are HM and Hr respectively, 
the histogram intersection between the pair of histograms can be defined as:

?/ = H v/ n H7 = min(/zM(z, j, k), hT(iJ, A:)). (5.21)
i,j,k=1

A higher histogram matching score indicates better matching between a model 
image and a target image in terms of SCRG histograms. Higher matching scores are 
expected when the model image and the target images are within the same class, 
or when they have similar foreground and background colours, but may have quite 
different content, size and even view angle.

5.2.5 Experiments

The proposed SCRG was tested for number plate images. Since there is currently 
no mature hardware device to sample and display images based on hexagonal grids
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as mentioned in Section 5.1, researchers on liexagonal-basecl image processing have 

to use square pixels to mimic hexagonal pixels. Wu et al. [124] constructed a novel 
mimic scheme called virtual Spiral Architecture, on which images on square grids 
can be smoothly converted to or from virtual Spiral Architecture in order to test 
algorithms based on hexagon grids. In our experiments, hexagonal number plate 
images are simulated using Wu et aids virtual Spiral Architecture [124]. Also as 
mentioned in Section 5.1, this mimic scheme unavoidably introduces certain loss of 
image resolution. Figure 5.18 gives a pair of vehicle images which are represented on 
normal square structure and virtual Spiral Architecture respectively. Imaging area 
in Spiral Architecture, as shown in Figure 5.18(b), contains 76 = 117649 hexagonal 
grids. In order to avoid the blur effects of approximation on the comparison between 
the experimental results obtained on two different, image structures, experiments on 
square structure are implemented on the virtual SA-processed images to make the 
results comparable. The number of pixels in an image is calculated as the total 
number of valid pixels.

(a) Original vehicle image (b) (a) on virtual Spiral Architecture

Figure 5.18: A vehicle image and its representation on virtual Spiral Architecture.

Our SCRG experiments consisted of three sets. First, the performance of the pro
posed SCRG histogram was evaluated where SCRG was used as a feature to separate 
number plate images that belong to different classes. Second, the independence of
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SCRG on model images which contain quite different characters was proved. Last, 
the SCRG histogram was shown to be insensitive to rotated model images. The 

experiments are described in details in the following sections.

Experiment Set 1: Similarity Measurement

The matching score between a model image and a target image within the same class 
is expected to be relatively high. On the other hand, it should be very low between 
different classes of images.

In this experiment, as what did before in Chapter 4, two classes of vehicle number 
plate images were tested: number plates with yellow background and number plates 
with white background (see Chapter 4 for an explanation of number plate classes). A 
yellow number plate image was manually selected as the model image for the yellow 
class, as shown in Figure 4.4. Then, the SCRG histogram of the model image is 
computed and matched with the SCRG histograms of various number plate images 
(target images) within the same class and from another class. The algorithm was 
tested on 130 various number plate images, including 87 yellow plates and 43 white 
plates, which are same as images used in Section 4.3. All the number plate images 
used in the experiments are 120 x 40 pixels. See Figures 4.5 in Chapter 4 for some 
examples of yellow and white target images. The matching results obtained using 
Gevers’ CRG method and our proposed SCRG method are plotted in Figure 5.19.

As it can be seen in this figure, using the proposed SCRG algorithm for number 
plate image matching, similar results can be obtained as the ones obtained using 
Gevers’ CRG algorithm. The matching data obtained using the SCRG method tends 
to be a little bit more dense than matching data obtained using the CRG method.

Moreover, comparing the matching results shown in Figure 5.19 and the matching 

results shown in Figure 4.14 which were obtained using various histogram intersection 
methods, it can be found that, the interclass (i.e., between yellow model and white 
targets) matching scores obtained using the two colour ratio gradient methods are 
larger than the interclass matching scores obtained using the histogram intersection
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Target Image (n)

(a) Matching using Gevers’ CRG algorithm
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Figure 5.19: Histogram matching results obtained using the CRG and our SCRG 
algorithms.
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methods introduced in Chapter 4. The reason is briefly explained here. Using the 

histogram of colour ratio gradients, either CRG or SCRG, the histogram collects 
the statistical data of the difference of colours in a small local neighbourhood. For 
our interested objects, i.e., number plates, most small neighbourhoods in the image 
exhibit “uniform” colours that have no or only a slight colour changes. This uniformity 
leads to a high probability of zero colour gradient, which means there is no colour 
changes as far as each small local area is concerned. Due to the dominantly high 
probability of zero gradients, for plates irrespectively if they are from the same class 
or a different class, a large value at bin (0, 0, 0) can always leads to a matching score 
much larger than zero.

Experiment Set 2: Insensitiveness to Contents of Model Images

The purpose of this set of experiments is to demonstrate the insensitiveness of the 
proposed SCRG method to the contents of model images. Unlike the experiments 
in Set 1, in this set of experiments, the model images were chosen by cutting at 
least one complete character from a number plate image. Different sub-numberplate 
images containing different characters were cut as model images to test the matching 
score between each of them and the target images in terms of SCRG histograms. 
The different characters chosen for this set of experiments have large difference in 

their appearance, such as the letter “Q”, containing curved edges, and letter “L”, 
containing vertical and horizontal edges, as shown in Figures 5.20(b) and (c).

(a) A number plate image (b) Model “Q” (c) Model “L”

Figure 5.20: An example of cutting a small part of a number plate image to form 
model images.
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Number plates in Australia may contain characters including the 26 capital letters 

A ~ Z and the ten Arabic digits 0^9. As mentioned previously, the model image 
should be selected quasi-randomly. This is to say, no matter which character is 
included in a model image, the similarity between the model image and target images 
which belong to the same class of the model image, should be stably high.

Experiments show stable matching scores for most character structures. For ex
ample, the matching scores of SCRG histogram for the image shown in Figure 5.20(a) 
with model images shown in (b) and (c) which contain “Q” and “L" are 89.5% and 
89.3% respectively. This shows that the matching result using SCRG histogram is 

insensitive to the content inside the images.

Experiment Set 3: Insensitiveness to Object Rotation

In automatic number plate recognition practice, the vehicle images may be tilted to 
some extent due to uneven or curving road surface. As a result, a number plate on 
a vehicle may appear to be rotated at some angle to the background, resulting in 
changes to the vertical and horizontal gradient information along edges of characters. 
However, when SCRG is used, the histogram matching rate should be stable due to 

the symmetric feature of the algorithm.
In this experiment, we kept the target images unchanged, but rotated the model 

image relative to the target image, as shown in Figures 5.21(a) through (cl), then 
computed the SCRG histogram matching score respectively and compared them. In 
Figure 5.21, image in (b) was directly cut from image (a) without any rotation relative 
to (a), image in (c,) was rotated 45° anticlockwise relative to (b), and image in (d) 
was rotated 45° clockwise relative to (b).

The matching score between the target image in Figure 5.21(a) and each of the 

model images in Figures 5.21(b), (c) and (d) are 92.9%, 92.8% and 93.1% respectively 
when using the SCRG histogram for histogram matching. While using the CRG his
togram for matching, these matching scores are 89.2%, 76.2% and 76.2% respectively. 

This demonstrates that the SCRG histogram is less sensitive to the rotation of objects
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Figure 5.21: Similarity measurement with rotated model images.

and further proves the robustness of the proposed SCRG histogram.

Fhe matching scores of SCRG histograms between the rotated model images and 
the target image from the same class remain significantly higher than the match
ing scores obtained for images from different classes. Moreover, for some character 

structures, the SCRG histogram defined on hexagonal structure gives more stable 
matching scores than the CRG histogram defined on square structure.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, a histogram-based image matching method has been defined for a 
hexagonal structure. The major points are listed here.

1. A full review of hexagonal image processing has been performed. It covers the 

advantages of using hexagonal structure for image processing, typical hexagonal 
representation methods, and existing hexagonal image processing techniques.

2. A novel Symmetric Colour Ratio Gradient (SCRG) in the Spiral Architecture 

has been defined. This method takes advantage of the high symmetry and con
sistent definition of distance between pixels in hexagonal structure. The SCRG 
histograms of images were tested for number plate classification based on their 
matching scores with model images in terms of SCRG histogram Experimental 
results have demonstrated that, using the SCRG method for image matching,
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similar matching results can be achieved as the conventional CRG method which 
is defined on square structure. When it comes to rotated objects in images, the 

proposed SCRG histogram has demonstrated better less sensitive than the CRG 
method.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented algorithms for detecting number plates and classifying their colours. 
Our algorithms can not only mark the positions of number plates in vehicle images 
but also identify the major colours of the detected number plates. In this chapter, 
we draw some conclusions from our work, and indicate directions for future work. 
Our discussion is mainly on three aspects: other work needed for a successful ANPR 
system; applications of the proposed image matching methods; and applications of 
the hexagonal structure.

6.1 Conclusions

We first offer conclusions on the work included in this thesis. They are offered in 
three parts, each covering major work clone on one aspect: on number plate detec
tion, on histogram-based image matching, and on applications of image matching on 

hexagonal structure.

6.1.1 Number Plate Detection

In this thesis, we first developed two algorithms for number plate detection.
The first algorithm focuses on regions. Our experimental results have shown that

178
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this algorithm can accurately locate number plates in vehicle images where the back

ground colours of number plates are different from those of the vehicle bodies where 
the number plates are fixed. Furthermore, when there are interference characters, 
i.e., other characters that are not in a number plate, on vehicle bodies or next to a 
number plate, this algorithm has no difficulty in dealing with these situations. More 
importantly, since this algorithm focuses on regions, and all region candidates are 
obtained directly from image segmentation results, the detected regions of number 
plates using this algorithm are always much closer to the real regions covered by 
number plates than many other methods.

The second algorithm is notable for its processing speed and robustness under var
ious complex conditions. We have constructed a six-layer classifier in which the first 
two classifiers are based on global features of number plates, and the other four clas
sifiers are based on local Haar-like features. Experimental results have demonstrated 
that this algorithm can successfully detect number plates with various appearances 
and sizes, from images with complex backgrounds taken under various illuminating 
conditions and view angles. Such flexibility has never been reported before. The 
overall detection rate is 96.4% with a very low false positive rate, and the processing 
time is less than 0.1 seconds.

6.1.2 Histogram-Based Methods for Classifying Number Plate 

Colours

As well as the two algorithms for number plate detection, we have also developed 
two novel methods for classifying number plates according to their major colours. 
Although currently they have been tested for number plate classification, they can 
easily be applied for other object detection and image retrieval tasks, as will be 
discussed in the next section.

The first method is an improved histogram intersection method, which is called 
the Gaussian-Weighted Histogram Intersection (GWHI) method. It has been found
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that, when using previous HI methods to compare number plates which have similar 
colours, the matching rates are badly affected by colour variations, mainly resulted 
from inherent colour difference among different plates, variant colour fading effects 
on different plates, and different illumination intensities under which the images were 
taken. This makes them unable or hard to correctly classify number plate colours 
based on colour histograms. Hence, w^e proposed a more robust method. We creatively 
introduced a weight function, which is a function of colour distance, to facilitate and 
differentiate the contributions from different colours to the final matching rate. Our 
experimental results have demonstrated that image matching using the proposed 
GWHI method is much more robust to colour variations than previous methods (see 

Figure 4.6).
Moreover, since conventional histograms do not take into account the geometric 

relationships among pixels, they are very likely to produce false positives. Other 
methods that add a small amount of spatial information into the colour histogram 
representation apply a position relationship of absolute horizontal or vertical direc
tions, and hence are very sensitive to object rotation. We therefore propose a novel 
Colour Edge Cooccurrence Histogram (CECH) method. In this method, the his
togram only counts the number of pairs of pixels which are located on two sides of 
edge points along their gradient direction lines. This design not only employs the spa
tial information, but also keeps the flexibility of the histogram description, which has 

been demonstrated to be invariant to rotation and deformation of objects in images, 
and robust to colour variations. Using the proposed CECH method, image matching 
can be done in the speed of 50 times faster than previous methods, and much better 
matching results have been obtained (see Section 4.3).
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6.1.3 Application of Image Matching on Hexagonal Struc

ture

Finally, we studied the hexagonal image structure. A complete review of computer 
vision on hexagonal structures was performed. What is more, a new Symmetric 
Colour Ratio Gradient (SCRG) defined on hexagonal structure is included in this 
thesis. Thanks to the high symmetry and consistent definition of distance between 
pixels in hexagonal structure, a more symmetric CRG operator has been defined. 
Experimental results have shown that the SCRG histogram is more robust to object 
rotation than the conventional CRG histogram, when used for image matching.

6.2 Future Work

Although we have achieved some success in some aspects of number plate detection 
and classification, there are more problems, which will be included in my future work.

6.2.1 Towards a Successful ANPR

As we introduced in Chapter 1, before the characters in number plates can be recog

nised using general-purpose OCR software, there is still one more task to be performed 
on the detected number plates, which is character isolation. Although this step is not 

always required for ANPR systems, detected number plates must usually be adjusted 
for better recognition, in particular, skew must be corrected.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, in a real ANPR system, the number plate images may 

appear perspective-distorted or tilted, as was shown in the experiments of Section 3.5. 
It is difficult for a general-purpose OCR system to correctly recognise characters when 
the number plates are distorted, so the skew should be corrected before the characters 
can be isolated and recognised.
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If the number plates are detected using the Hough Transform (HT)-based line 

detection methods, then the skew angle can be detected at the same time, since the 
skew angle is just the angle of the detected line or can be easily deduced from it. 
This angle can be used to correct the skewed number plate and characters [40]. For 
symmetry-based methods, as the four corners bounding a plate have already been 
located, perspective transformation can be easily used to implement image warping 
to map an arbitrary quadrilateral onto a rectangle. Also the skew can be geometrically 
corrected using the appropriate transformation [19]. Wang [117] proposed to use the 
major axis to normalise the characters to a fixed orientation.

For either of our proposed NPD algorithms, however, this is not straightforward. 
Hence, some research work needs to be performed on transforming the detected num
ber plates.

6.2.2 Other Applications of the Proposed Image Matching 

Methods

As explained in Chapter 4, the histogram-based image matching method, first devel
oped by Swain and Ballard in [105] and [106], with many improved versions, such as 
[32], [34], [84] and [121], has been widely used for image retrieval and object recog
nition. In this thesis, we have developed two novel histogram-based image matching 
methods, and we used them for number plate classification. However, using a colour 

histogram as a stable representation of objects can be and has been used for other ap
plications since Swain and Ballard first explored them. Hence, further research needs 
to be done on potential applications of the proposed methods, as also mentioned 
in [71],

One potential application can be image retrieval, which was studied in [58]. An
other potential application is object detection, which is very much related to our 

current problem of number plate detection. Note that in our current method, such as 
the CECH defined in Section 4.2, the histograms are not invariant to scale changes of
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objects. Improvements making the CECHs scale-invariant are needed before they can 

be applied to object detection. Moreover, colour histograms, CRG histograms and 
CECHs all have a performance problem if they are to be used for object detection, 
since computing colour histograms for arbitrary image subregion usually takes a long 
time. Recently, similar to the idea of integral image (see Section 3.3 for its definition), 
a fast way to extract histograms in Cartesian space, called the integral histogram, has 
been proposed in [92] and [120]. Moreover, other new histogram representations have 
recently been reported, such as the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) presented 
in [21] and [134] and used for detection of people. Hence, further research needs to be 

carried out on combining these ideas and our proposed methods and applying them 

to object detection.

6.2.3 Applications of Hexagonal Structure

In this research we have developed algorithms for accurate and efficient number plate 
detection. We have achieved this target by developing algorithms on conventional 
square structures. As described in Section 5.1 and demonstrated in Section 5.2, using 
hexagonal structures for image processing and computer vision has many advantages. 
However, our current research on hexagonal structure is far from sufficient for de
veloping a system which is fully dependent on hexagonal structure. Recently, we 

have developed a new virtual hexagonal structure [43], and basic image transforma
tions [47] [48] and image analysis operations [45], such as edge detection [46], have 

been developed based on this structure. Details about this structure can be found in 
Appendix A, and a bilateral approach to edge detection can be found in Appendix B. 
More pixel-based image processing, such as image segmentation and region genera

tion, must be carried out on this new structure to discover more benefits of hexagonal 
structure, and finally develop a practical application based on this structure.
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Appendix A

A New Virtual Hexagonal 
Structure

Since currently there is no mature hardware available for hexagonal-based image cap
ture and display, all research on Hexagonal-base Image Processing (HIP) is performed 
on mimicked structures. Current available mimicking structures have been reviewed 
in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, a SCRG measurement for image matching has been 
defined in hexagonal structure. Due to the fact that no hexagonal-based hardware 
is available, our previous hexagon-related experiments are all implemented on Wu’s 
virtual Spiral Architecture [124],

The virtual hexagonal structure constructed by Wu et al. in [124] is an important 
milestone for theoretical research and practical application using hexagonal image 
structure. Images on rectangular structure can be smoothly converted to the virtual 
hexagonal structure, and vice versa. Unlike the previously proposed mimicking meth
ods, this mimicking operation introduces only slight loss of image resolution, while 

strictly keeping the isotropic property of the hexagonal architecture. However, one 
disadvantage of using this approach is that the computation cost is high when con

verting between the square-based images and hexagon-based images because of the 
complex computation in determining the locations (or the areas) of hexagonal pixels.

In order to increase the computation speed for image processing based on hexag
onal structures and to reduce the computation complexity, a new virtual hexagonal
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structure is proposed in this thesis. In this new structure, the locations of virtual 

hexagons can be easily found through simple computations. It avoids the necessity 
of building a large table to record the information of pixel locations. Like the virtual 
structure shown in [124], this new virtual structure hardly changes the image reso
lution and almost does not introduce image distortion either. In Section A.l of this 
appendix, the computations to easily and quickly convert between the square pixels 
and hexagonal pixels is performed in detail on the virtual structure. Basic image 
transformations, including translation and rotation on this new virtual structure, are 
presented in Section A.2. Experiments are presented in Section A.3. This appendix 
is concluded in Section A.4.

A.l The Virtual Hexagonal Structure

In this section, the construction of this new virtual hexagonal structure is presented; 
the algorithms that convert between the pixels on the traditional square structure 
and the virtual hexagonal structure are performed.

A. 1.1 Square Grids and Hexagonal Grids

As is introduced in Section 5.1, there exist only three ways to cover a 2-D plane using 
regular polygons of equal size without overlapping, namely the tessellation using 

hexagons, squares and triangles. Tessellation using squares and hexagons are the 
two most popular tessellation schemes. Mathematical backgrounds and definitions of 
these two tessellation schemes can be found in [127], which are reviewed as follows.

Let R indicate the set of real numbers, and Z indicate the set of integers. Let v0 
and V] be two linearly independent vectors of the two-dimensional real number space 
R2. The set

A = A(v0, vd = {A ij}ij€z
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of all vectors a in R2 with the form

a = 7TiV0 + n2V!,

where rii, n2 E Z, is called a lattice of points in R2, and the vectors v0 and Vi are 
called generators of A.

In a lattice A, every vector a of the grid can be nnivocally identified by the ordered 
pair of its integer coordinates (ni, n2). The two most common lattice dispositions 
are A4 = A4((r, 0), (0, r)), the so-called square lattice or square grids, and Ag = 
A6((rv/3/2, r/2), (0, r)), the hexagonal lattice or hexagonal grids (see Figure A.l).

i k. y
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i

>
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• •

A a

Vo
w
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(a) The square lattice A4 (b) The hexagonal lattice A6

Figure A.l: The square lattice and the hexagonal lattice.

A.1.2 Construction of Hexagonal Pixels

As there is no way, unless special hardware is built, to display exactly the point 
(V/3/2, 1/2) on the square grids, Wuthrich [127] used the slope 4/7 = 0.571428 to 

approximate the slope l/\/3 = 0.577350, leading to an error of less than 1% in the di
rection of a line parallel to the direction of the lattice generator v0. Hence, the lattices 
that have been actually drawn on the Wiithrich’s simulator are A((7/8, 1/2), (0, 1)). 
Wuthrich used a set of many square pixels to simulate a hexagonal pixel. Since the 
minimum integer that produces integer positions for A((7/8, 1/2), (0, 1)) is 8, the
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hexagonal lattice cab be expressed as A((7, 4), (0, 8)) square pixels. So, the resulting 
hyperpel, which have been illustrated in Figure 5.7 in Section 5.1, includes 56 square 

pixels. This leads to a great loss in the image resolution.
Inspired by the idea of pseudo hexagonal pixel proposed by both Wiithrich [127] 

and He [41] (see Section 5.1 for more details), we also use a set of many small square 
pixels to simulate a hexagonal pixel. However, unlike the previous mimicking schemes, 
in order to avoid the loss of image resolution, each square pixel is first separated into 
a set of smaller square-shape pixels, which are called sub-pixels. More details on 
construction of hexagonal pixels are given as follows.

In our method, to construct hexagonal pixels, each square pixel is first separated 

into 7x7 sub-pixels. To be simple, the light intensity for each of these sub-pixels is 
set to be the same as that of the pixel from which the sub-pixels are separated. Each 
virtual hexagonal pixel is formed by 56 sub-pixels arranged as shown in Figure A.2. 
To be simple, the light intensity of each constructed hexagonal pixel is computed as 
the average of the intensities of the 56 sub-pixels forming the hexagonal pixel.

Figure A.2: A single hexagonal pixel in the virtual hexagonal structure.

The reason to separate a square pixel into 7x7 sub-pixel grid is because the total 

number of sub-pixels that is 49 (the next higher one is 8 x 8 = 64) for each square 
pixel separated in this way is closest to the total number of sub-pixels that is 56 for 
each hexagonal pixel. Furthermore, this separation can retain the image resolution 
as to be shown as follows.
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Figure A.3: A cluster of seven constructed virtual hexagonal pixels.

Note that the size of each constructed pixel is

56 - 49 
56 12.5%

bigger than each square pixel. Hence, the number of hexagonal pixels is 12.5% less 
than the number of square pixels to cover the same image. From the observation 
result obtained in [76], it is claimed that 13.4% fewer sampling points (or pixels) are 

required with a hexagonal structure to maintain equal amount of image information 
(or the same image resolution) with the traditional square structure. Because 12.5% 
is less than 13.4%, the image represented using the hexagonal pixels constructed in 
the way above will not lose image resolution if proper light intensities of hexagonal 

pixels are assigned or interpolated.
Figure A.3 shows a cluster of seven virtual hexagonal pixels constructed in this 

way. It can be seen that the whole plane can be tiled without spaces and overlaps.
From Figure A.3, it can be easily computed that the distance from pixel 0 to pixel 

1 or pixel 4 is 8. The distance from pixel 0 to pixel 2, pixel 3, pixel 5 or pixel 6 is

C72 + 42 = 8.06,
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which is very close to 8. Hence, the feature of equal distance is almost retained and 
this construction does not introduce loss of image resolution and image distortion.

A.1.3 Locating Hexagonal Pixels

To locate a pixel or to know how to move from the central pixel to any pixel with a 
given spiral address, we only need to derive the way to locate the pixel with spiral 
address in the form of

a x 10', a — 1, 2,..., 6 and i — 1, 2,..., n.

Let us use vector [0, 0] to denote the location of the hexagonal pixel with spiral 

address 0, and vector [j, k] (j and k are integers) to denote the location of a pixel 
that is obtained by moving from [0, 0] down (or up if j is negative) for | j| sub-pixels 
and towards right (or left if k is negative) for \k\ sub-pixels. If we also use L(a) to 
denote the relative location of the hexagonal pixel with spiral address a to the central 
pixel, then we have L(0) = [0, 0]. From Figure A.3, it is easy to see that

i(l) = [0, 8], L(2) = [-7,4], L(Z) = [-7. -4],
L(4) = [0. -8], L(5) = [7, -4], 1(6) = [7, 4], '

These vectors used to describe the relative locations of pixels compared with the 
central pixel should not be confused with the coordinates used to describe the pixel 
locations. The origin of the coordinate system is sitting at the top left corner of an 
image at row 0 and column 0. Note that relative location of hexagonal pixel with 
address 10 is obtained by moving from pixel 1 in the direction from pixel 6 towards 
pixel 1 for two pixels distance [99] (see Figure 5.12). Similarly, we can determine 

the relative locations of pixels 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60. From Figure 5.12, the relative 
locations of these pixels can be computed as:

L(10) = L(l) + 2L(2), L(20) - L(2) + 2L(3),
L(30) = L(3) + 2 L(4), L(40) = L(4) + 2 L(5),
L(50) = T(5) + 2 L(6), L(60) = L(6) + 2 L(l).

(A.2)
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Following this track, it is easy to derive that

L(a x 1(F) = L(a x KC1) + 2 L((a + 1) x 1CT1), 

L(6 x 1(F) = L(6 x KF"1) + 2L(1 x KF-1),
(A.3)

for a = 1, 2,..., 6 and i = 1,2,... ,n.
Therefore, the relative location of the pixel with a given spiral address

anan_i •••&!, a = 0,1, 2,..., 6 for i = 1, 2,..., n (A.4)

can be computed by
n

L(an an_i • • • cli) = L{az x KC1). (A.5)

For example,
L(43) = L(40) + I(3)

= [i(4) + 21(5)] + L(3)
= [0, -8] + 2 [7, -4] + [—7, -4]

= [7, —20]

Therefore, the new simulation of Spiral Architecture avoids the complex compu
tation of pixel regions as shown in [124] and it is no longer necessary to create a large 
table (saved in the PC memory) to record the locations of hexagonal pixels. This 
greatly increases the speed of image processing based on SA.

A. 1.4 Conversion Between Image Structures

Assume original images are represented on a square structure arranged as 2M rows 
and 2N columns, where M and N are two positive integers, and m — 0 corresponds 

to the first row and n — 0 corresponds to the first column. Let the centre of the 
virtual hexagonal structure be located at the middle of rows m and m + 1, and at 
column n. Figure A.4 shows an image of 6 x 6-pixel resolution, which tiled by the 
virtual hexagonal pixels constructed in this way. In this figure, each number within 
the constructed virtual hexagonal pixels represents the spiral address of the pixel.
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Image Size:
2Mx2N = (2x3) x (2x3) = 6x6 pixels,
Or
14Mxl4N = (14x3) x (14x3) = 42x42 sub-pixels

Figure A.4: An image of size 6x6 pixels tiled by the virtual hexagonal pixels.
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Note that there are 14M rows and 14N columns in the (virtual square) structure 

consisting of virtual sub-pixels obtained from the original square pixels.
Construct the first hexagonal pixel using the 56 sub-pixels with centre located in 

the middle of rows 7m and 7m + 1 and the column 7n of the virtual square structure. 
After the 56 sub-pixels for the first hexagonal pixel are allocated, the correspond
ing sub-pixels for its six neighbouring hexagonal pixels can be easily allocated from 
Equation A.l. Then all sub-pixels for all hexagonal pixels can be assigned from Equa
tion A.5. For our translation and rotation algorithms in this thesis, the assignment 
of sub-pixels to corresponding hexagonal pixels is not required. We do not need to 

compute the intensities for the virtual hexagonal pixels either.

A.2 Basic Image Transformations on the Virtual 

Hexagonal Structure

In this section, two basic image transformations on the virtual hexagonal structure 
are performed, including image translation and image rotation. These two transfor
mations are critical for image processing on hexagonal structure.

A. 2.1 Translation

Image translation is performed in any direction based on movement of hexagonal 

pixels.
Assume that we wish to translate an image such that the central hexagonal pixel 

O is moved to the hexagonal pixel with spiral address A represented in the form of 
Equation A.4. Then, from Equation A.5, the numbers of rows and columns in the 
virtual structure to move can be computed, as well as the direction of the movement in 
order to move the central pixel from O to A. If, for example, the computed numbers of 
rows and columns for the movement are R and C, the translation transformation can
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be performed by moving all sub-pixels \R\ rows downwards (upwards if R is negative) 
and \C\ columns rightwards (leftwards if C is negative).

A. 2.2 Rotation

Here, we consider the rotation with angles of 60° and 30° only. The rotations with 
angles 120°, 180°, 240° and 300° can be achieved in the similar way.

As shown in Figure A.5, let us draw six lines from the central hexagonal pixel along 
the directions to hexagonal pixels with spiral addresses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. 
In our virtual hexagonal structure, according to the results shown in Equation A.4, 
the six directions can be described by the six vectors in Equation A.l. Again, as 
shown in Figure 5.12, hexagonal pixels in any region, formed by two adjacent lines 
of the six lines obtained above, are arranged as multiple layers from the central pixel 
onwards. The first layer of each region is formed by a single pixel that is closest to 
the central pixel (but not the central pixel). The second layer consists of two pixels 
next to the first layer. Every upper layer has one more pixel included. All pixels at 
the same layer are on the same line.

For example, the region formed by L( 1) and L(2) has pixel with address 1 at its 
hist layer, and pixels with addresses 63 and 15 at its second layer and so forth.

Now, in order to perform image rotation, for any sub-pixel location, it is needed 

to know the region it belongs to. It is also needed to know which layer it is on, its 
position at the layer, and its relative location to the center of the hexagonal pixel 
that it lies on. After the region, layer, position and relative location of any given 
sub-pixel are computed, the algorithm for rotation by 60° in clockwise direction can 
be followed. The idea is to replace any sub-pixel in a region r at layer s located at 
position t with relative location l by the sub-pixel in the previous region r — 1 at the 
same layer s located at the same position t with the same relative location /.

The algorithm for rotation of 30° counterclockwise is detailed as follow. As the 
original image is represented on a square structure, we can easily perform a rotation 
of 90° counterclockwise through quickly swapping the sub-pixels in rows with those
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fO, -81

Layer 3

Figure A.5: Regions, layers and positions of hexagonal pixels
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in columns without losing any image information and resolution. Then, rotate the 
rotated image obtained in the previous step by 60° clockwise as described above. The 
original image is thus rotated by 30° counterclockwise.

A.3 Experimental Results

The above two transformations on the newly designed virtual hexagonal structure 
are implemented using C++ programming language and tested on a computer with 

Intel Pentium IV 2.8GHz CPU and 480MB of RAM. Experimental results of the two 
image transformations on grey-level images are presented here.

For any given destination spiral address, the image can be translated fast to the 
target address. Figure A.6 shows an image translation that moves the central pixel 
O to a hexagonal pixel A with address 334036. A sample image, called “car” with 
size of 512 x 384 is translated to a new location while the central hexagonal pixel 
is moved to the location at the spiral address of 334036. It is easily computed that 
transformation shifts the image by 1000 sub-pixels downwards and 1120 sub-pixels 
rightwards, which is approximately equivalent to 143 square pixels downwards and 160 
square pixels rightwards. In this figure, if a sub-pixel is moved out the original image 
area, its intensity information is not retained, and if a sub-pixel cannot be obtained 
by moving any sub-pixel in the given direction and for the given distance, its intensity 
is replaced bv 255 (assuming we are working on a 256-level grey image). As seen in 
Figure A.6(b), the translated image does not change any resolution. Furthermore, 
the operation can be completed very fast. The total time to complete the translation 
of an image with size of 512 x 384 is 0.47 seconds.

The advantages of this newly constructed virtual hexagonal structure can also 
been demonstrated by image rotations. Figure A.7 shows the rotation of the image 
“building” by 30 degrees in anticlockwise and 60 degrees in clockwise respectively.

Again, there is almost no loss of image resolution in the rotated image, and no
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(a) The original car image

(b) The translated car image (the central hexagonal pixel O of (a) is moved to the pixel A with 
Spiral Address 334036)

Figure A.6: An example of image translation on the virtual hexagonal structure.
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(a) Original building image

(b) Rotated image (30° anticlockwise) (c) Rotated image (60° clockwise)

Figure A.7: An example of image rotation on the virtual hexagonal structure.
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distortion introduced. Also, the processing speed is much faster than previous mim
icking scheme [124]. The total time to complete the rotation computation for an 

image with size of 384 x 384 is 1.1 seconds, and an image with size of 256 x 256 
is 0.5 seconds. Compared with the method introduced in [124] that takes minutes 
to complete a rotation, a great improvement has been achieved using this virtual 

structure.

A.4 Conclusions

In this appendix, we proposed a new virtual hexagonal structure. Algorithms for 

converting between the traditional square structure and a newly developed virtual 
hexagonal structure have been developed. Based on the virtual hexagonal structure, 
algorithms for image translation and rotation have been presented. As there is no need 
to compute the light intensities for virtual hexagons, image resolution is maintained 
during the transformations, and the processing time and memory storage can be saved 
with this structure.

In our implementation, the ideas of two operations defined on Spiral Architecture, 
namely spiral addition and spiral multiplication are used for translation and rotation 
on our new virtual hexagonal structure. However, we do not perform these two 

operations to avoid a large amount of time requested for the complex computations 
on the virtual structure. This is very different from previous approaches, and has 
significantly improved the performance in terms of speed and complexity. Images can 
be smoothly and easily transferred between the traditional square structure and the 
hexagonal structure without any change in image shape.

The two transformations shown in this thesis provide a more flexible tool for image 
translation arid rotation. Using our virtual structure, we can not only translate images 
from pixels to pixels as in square structure, but also translate images from sub-pixels 
to sub-pixels showing potential for more accurate image matching. Furthermore, 
in addition to the ability to perform image rotation with 90 degrees as in square
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structure, we have shown efficient ways to rotate images by 30 degrees and 60 degrees.
This virtual hexagonal structure barely changes the image resolution and intro

duces minimal image distortion. It retains the advantages of the real hexagonal 
system such as higher degree of symmetry, uniformly connected and closed-packed 
form. As there are simple non-overlapping mappings between the sub-pixels and the 
square pixels, and the mappings between the sub-pixels and the hexagonal pixels, the 
results of image processing on the hexagonal structure can be easily mapped back to 
the square structure for display.

Unlike the VSA shown in [124], our virtual structure does not require complex 

computation for determining the regions of hexagonal pixels, and does not request 
to build a large table stored in the computer memory to record the pixel locations. 
The location of each pixel can be easily and quickly determined and computed using 
mathematical formulae.



Appendix B

Edge Detection on Virtual 
Hexagonal Architecture

Computer vision involves compositions of picture elements (pixels) into edges, edges 
into object contours, and object contours into scenes. The determination of edges 
depends on detection of edge points (pixels) of a 3-D physical object in a 2-D image. 
This first step in the process is critical to the functioning of machine vision. As 
the success of subsequent steps are sensitive to the quality of results at this step, the 
performance of higher level processes such as extraction of object contours and object 
recognition relies heavily on the complete and correct determination of edges. Edges 
contain major image information and need only a small amount of memory storage 
space compared to the original image. Hence, edge detection simplifies images and 

thus facilitates image analysis and interpretation.
Edge detection is based on the relationship a pixel has with its neighbours. It 

extracts and localises points (pixels) around which a large change in image brightness 
has occurred. A pixel is unsuitable to be recorded as an edge if the brightness around 

a pixel is similar (or close). Otherwise, the pixel may represent an edge.
During the last three decades, many algorithms have been developed for edge de

tection, e.g., Roberts edge detector, Sobel edge detector, Marr-Hildreth edge detector, 

etc. All these edge detectors resolve some problems but still have their disadvantages. 
In 1986, Canny [5] developed an optimal edge detection scheme using linear filtering

201
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with a Gaussian kernel to suppress noise and reduce the sharpness of transition in 

intensity values. In order to recover missing weak edge points and eliminate false edge 
points, two edge strength thresholds are set to examine all the candidate edge points. 
Those below the lower threshold are marked as non-edge. Those which are above the 
lower threshold and can be connected to points whose edge strengths are above the 
higher threshold through a chain of edge points are marked as edge points [125].

However, the performance of Canny edge detection relies on Gaussian filtering. 
Gaussian filtering not only removes image noise and suppresses image details but also 
weakens the edge information [125]. In this appendix, an additional filter called range 

filter [4] is combined with the conventional Gaussian filter to get a bilateral filter in 
order to reduce the blur effect introduced by using the Gaussian filter only.

Moreover, the success of Canny edge detection is often limited when it comes to 
curved features. This is primarily due to the algorithm’s effectiveness being affected 
by the quality of input image based on square structure. Although using high resolu
tion square grids enables the representation of the data with sufficient fidelity, it also 
increases the computational complexity [125]. In this appendix, a new edge detection 
algorithm is implemented on our proposed virtual hexagonal structure, as described 
in Appendix A. The hexagonal lattice promises better efficiency and less aliasing [76]. 
In addition, it also makes humans less sensitive to edges in the diagonal rather than 
horizontal or vertical direction [38].

With our new virtual hexagonal structure proposed in Appendix A, we perform 
edge detection on this virtual hexagonal structure.

This appendix presents an edge detection method based on bilateral filtering which 
achieves better performance than single Gaussian filtering. In this form of filtering, 

both spatial closeness and intensity similarity of pixels are considered in order to pre
serve important visual cues provided by edges and reduce the sharpness of transitions 
in intensity values as well. In addition, the edge detection method proposed in this 
appendix is achieved on sampled images represented on a newly developed virtual
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hexagonal structure. Due to the compact and circular nature of the hexagonal lat
tice, a better quality edge map is obtained on the hexagonal structure than common 

edge detection on square structure. Experimental results using proposed methods 
exhibit encouraging performance.

B.l Edge Detection

In this section, the proposed edge detection algorithm will be presented through 
three steps: image smoothing using a bilateral filter, gradient detection using Sobel 

operator and edge refining using thresholds.

B.1.1 Image Smoothing

Before the edge map of an image is found, it is common that the image is smoothed 
by applying a filter that blurs or smoothes the image.

One commonly used filter is implemented by convolution of the original image 
function with a Gaussian kernel, as defined in Equation B.2 below. In order to achieve 
a more desirable level of smoothing in applications, a bilateral fitter has recently been 
introduced as shown in [112], Bilateral filtering replaces the intensity value of a 
pixel with a weighted average intensity value of those pixels that either have similar 
intensity values as that of the given pixel or are close to the given pixel. In this form 
of filtering, a range filter is combined with a domain filter. A domain filter enforces 
spatial closeness by weighing pixel intensity values with coefficients that fall off as 

distance of the neighbouring pixel increases [112], A range filter, on the other hand, 
assigns greater coefficients to those neighbouring pixel values that are more similar 
to the given reference pixel value. Hence, the original intensity value at a given pixel 
will be better preserved after the value replacement, thanks to range filtering. Range 
filtering by itself is of little use because values of the pixels that are far away from a 
given pixel should not contribute to the new value. In one word, the kernel coefficients
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of a bilateral filter are determined by the combined closeness and similarity function. 

We explain how a bilateral filter works using mathematical terms as follows [112].
Let K indicate the set of real numbers, and M2 be the 2-D real number space. Let 

/ : M2 —> M be the original brightness function of an image which maps the coordinates 
of a pixel, (x,y), to a value in light, intensity. Let a0 be the reference pixel. Then, for 
any given pixel a at location (x,y), the coefficient assigned to intensity value f(a) at 
a for the range filter is r(a) computed by the similarity function s as:

(/(q)-/(an))2

r(a) = s(f{a), f{a0)) = e 2^ , (B.l)

where ar is the bandwidth of the range filter.
Similarly, the coefficient assigned for the domain filter is g(a) computed by the 

closeness function c. as:
(a-a )2

g{a) = c(a, a0) = e , (B.2)

where as is the bandwidth of the spatial filter.
Therefore, for the reference pixel a0, its new intensity value, denoted by h(ao), is

n— 1

h(a0) = k~l ^2 f(ai) x sKa*) x r(cii), (B.3)
i=0

where A: is the normalisation constant and is defined as
71-1

k = yX r(aj). (B.4)
7 = 0

Equation B.3 above is called a convolution of the image brightness function / with 
domain filter g and range filter r. It, will take a long time to carry on the convolution 

processing as shown in Equation B.3 if n is large. Considering about 99.5% of energy 
is found in the central area of “Mexico cap” (the curve of Gaussian function with 
parameter a) within the radius of 3cr, in order to increase the computation speed, 

Equation B.3 in this appendix is computed only over a small area (called convolution 
window) surrounding each reference pixel and covering the disk with centre at the 
reference pixel and radius of 3crs. In this appendix, as is set to be 1. Therefore, the
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convolution window is set to be a 7 x 7-pixel block (assuming the distance between two 

adjacent square pixels is 1) on square structure. Similarly, when an image represented 
on the virtual hexagonal structure is filtered using either a Gaussian filter or bilateral 
filter, its window size is set to be 49 too, for the weighted average computation using 
Equations B.3 and B.4, and the convolution window consists of the 49 hexagonal 
pixels centred at the reference pixel. Hence, n — 49 in this appendix. Furthermore, 
ay, the parameter for the range filtering, is computed as the standard deviation of 
grey values in input image.

The computation to include the 49 hexagonal pixels for convolution using Equa
tions B.3 and B.4 on the hexagonal structure is achieved sub-pixel by sub-pixel with
out the need of conversion from square pixels to hexagonal pixels. The computation 
is as follows.

For each sub-pixel located in a reference hexagonal pixel (e.g., the central pixel 
with address 0 in Figure A.3), find the 48 corresponding sub-pixels that are in the 48 
hexagonal pixels sounding and centred at the reference pixel. These 48 sub-pixels and 
the given sub-pixel have the same location in their hexagonal pixels. They are on the 
same row and column in the sets of 56 sub-pixels each constituting the corresponding 
hexagonal pixel. For example, if the given (reference) sub-pixel is at the 1st row and 
the 2nd column at hexagonal pixel 0 as shown in Figure A.3, then the sub-pixel at 
the 1st row and the 2nd column at hexagonal pixel 1 is the corresponding sub-pixel 

at hexagonal pixel 1. The computation to find all these 48 corresponding sub-pixels 
is easy. For example, the sub-pixel at hexagonal 1 is at the location by counting 8 

sub-pixels downwards from the reference sub-pixel, and the sub-pixel at hexagonal 
2 is by counting 4 sub-pixels downwards and 7 sub-pixels leftwards. After all 6 

corresponding sub-pixels in the 6 neighbouring hexagonal pixels are obtained, the 6 

corresponding sub-pixels in the hexagonal pixels at spiral addresses 10, 20, ..., 60 
can be computed in a similar way. For example, the sub-pixel at address 10 is at the 
location by counting 8 sub-pixels upwards and 14 sub-pixels leftwards from the sub
pixel at address 6. After the sub-pixels at 1, 2, . .., 6, 10, 20, ..., 60 are all obtained,
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the remaining sub-pixels can be computed from Equation A.5 in Section A.l.

After all the 49 sub-pixels are found (some sub-pixels may not be found because 
they are outside the image area), the new intensity for the reference sub-pixel can 
then be computed using Equations B.l through B.3 above for bilateral filtering, and 
using Equations B.2 and B.3 only without including the range values r(a).

B.1.2 Gradient Detection

As introduced in Section 3.2, in conventional square structure, the gradient of an 
input image f{x,y) at location (x,y) can be approximated by convoluting images 
with two Sobel operators in two directions respectively. Conventional Sobel edge 
detector is used widely in image processing area [22]. In order to implement edge 
detection on the virtual hexagonal structure, a modified Sobel operator, as presented 
in [125] and shown in Figure B.2, is applied. Using the modified Sobel operator, edge 
strength and direction at each sub-pixel can be calculated in the similar way as on 

the square structure. Again, these are computed sub-pixel by sub-pixel.
Implementation of gradient detection in hexagonal images involves computing 

equivalent masks for hexagonal case, as shown in Figure B.l. In this algorithm, the 
idea of a triple-diagonal gradient-based edge detection method [123] is adopted to 
construct Sobel operators in hexagonal structure. Three gradient components on 
three diagonal directions are computed at each point (pixel).

Figure B.l: A 7-pixel neighbourhood in hexagonal structure.

Let G be the gradient of the intensity function / at a given reference point (see the
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shadowed points in Figures B.l), G2, and G3 be the three gradient components in
three directions respectively for the reference point (see Figures B.2 (a) through (c)). 

The three gradient components are referred as triple-diagonal gradient components.

(a) Sobel mask 1 (b) Sobel mask 2 (c) Sobel mask 3

Figure B.2: The Sobel masks in three directions on hexagonal structure.

In real hexagonal structure, the distance between the reference point and any of 
its six neighbouring points is the same (see Section 5.1). This property has been 
approximately kept in our proposed VHS as shown in Appendix A. Without loss 
of generality, assume the distance is 1. Three unit vectors corresponding to three 
diagonal directions are shown in Figure B.3. By the way of vector decomposition 
and combination, the gradient G at the reference point can be obtained from vector 
combining its three diagonal components as:

G = Gi- (0, 1) + G2 • ( —, -) + G3 • ( —, —-), (B-5)

where G\, G2l and G3 are the magnitudes of three gradient components respectively.
The magnitude of this vector, denoted by magVf can be easily derived from 

Equation B.5 as:

mag(V f)
N

\/3 (g2 + g3;
+

2G\ + G2 — G3 (B.6)

Similarly as the computation method in square grids, the three gradient compo

nents G1, G2, and G3, can be approximated with three separate discrete convolution
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(a) Unit vector 1 (b) Unit vector 2 (c) Unit vector 3

Figure B.3: The three unit vectors indicated as the bold angled lines, 

operations, as shown in Figures B.3 (a) through (c), where,

Ci — (03 T 2 x a,4: T <25) — (02 + 2 x Oi + o6), (B.7)

G‘2 — (tt‘2 + 2X0-3; + G4) (05 + 2 X Oft + <2i), (B.8)

C;3 — (fl-i +2 X O9: + +3) — (04 + 2 x 05 + clq). (B.9)

B.1.3 Edge Refining

After the gradient detection step, all sub-pixels have been assigned new intensity 
values that show the edge sub-pixels and their strengths. An edge map on the original 
square structure can hence be obtained by simply computing the intensity value of 

every square pixel as the average of the intensities of the sub-pixels constituting the 
square pixel. This edge map shows the square edge pixels and their strengths. We 
can then follow the remaining steps of Canny’s idea [5] to obtain the final edge map 
by using one lower threshold and one higher threshold.
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B.2 Experimental Results

To study the effect of new edge detection method on the virtual hexagonal structure 
and compare with the results obtained on square structure, 8-bit grey level Lena 
image of size 256 x 256 is chosen as our sample image to be processed, because it 
is one of most widely accepted testing image to evaluate the performance of edge 
detection algorithm (see Figure B.4).

Figure B.4: The original Lena image tested in our experiments.

Four different edge maps are produced in order to demonstrate the performance 
improved by new edge detection method. The first edge map is produced by common 
Canny edge detection through Gaussian filtering on square structure. The second 
and the fourth edge maps are obtained based on the virtual hexagonal structure. 
The second edge map is created after the Gaussian filtering and the fourth edge map 
is produced after the bilateral filtering as shown in Section B.l. The third edge map 
is obtained after the bilateral filtering but based on square structure.

All the above edge maps are generated based on the consistent environment pa
rameters, where crr = 65 and as = 1 for Gaussian filtering and bilateral filtering. 
Recall that the size of window for carrying out the Gaussian convolution and bilat
eral processes is 49. In addition, the same lower and higher thresholds are used to
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locate the exact edge points for all edge maps. The higher threshold is 0.125 and the 
lower threshold is 0.05.

Figure B.5 shows four images obtained from the original image shown in Figure B.4 
using different filtering operations on different image structure. It is shown that 
changing image structure from square to hexagonal structure does not affect much on 
the results of Gaussian filtering. However, like the results obtained in [125], bilateral 
filtering not only smoothes the original image as Gaussian filtering but also enhances 
the major (or important) edge information.

Figure B.6 demonstrates four edge maps which are obtained after different filtering 
processes. It is obvious that after Gaussian filtering edge map (Figure B.6(b)) ob
tained on the hexagonal structure has almost the same but slightly clearer background 
and edges than the one (Figure B.6 (a)) obtained on square structure without losing 
major edge points. This is mainly due to the uniformly connected and close-packed 
structure of hexagonal lattice. One more mask defined for the Sobel operator (see 
Figure B.2) than the conventional operator having two masks on square structure 
also improves accuracy of edge detection results. Figure B.6(c) and Figure B.6(d) 
show that bilateral filtering further improves the quality of edge map because it en
hances edge area information while suppressing image noise and trivial edge pixels. 
It can be clearly seen in Figures B.6(c) and (d) that the fine details of eyes have been 
well extracted. It is also found that Figure B.6(d) shows a better performance than 
Figure B.6(c) for detecting edges in diagonal directions. This can be seen from the 
lip edges in Figure B.6(d) that are closer to real lip boundaries.

B.3 Conclusions

In this appendix, a new edge detection method is presented. The use of bilateral 
filtering combined with the advantages of hexagonal image architecture has achieved 
encouraging edge detection performance under the same experimental conditions. 

Unlike the work done in [125], our edge detection algorithm is based on a new
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(a) Gaussian filtering on square structure (b) Gaussian filtering on hexagonal struc
ture

(c) Bilateral filtering on square structure (d) Bilateral filtering on hexagonal struc
ture

Figure B.5: Images processed by different filters on different image structures.
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(a) Edge map after Gaussian filtering on 
square structure

(b) Edge map after Gaussian filtering on 
hexagonal structure

(c) Edge map after bilateral filtering on 
square structure

(d) Edge map after bilateral filtering on 
hexagonal structure

Figure B.6: Edge maps of the filtered images shown in Figure B.5.
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virtual hexagonal structure and avoids the complicated and time-consuming conver
sion between the square and hexagonal structure. We take advantage of the higher 
degree of symmetry and equality of distances to neighbouring pixels that are special 
to hexagonal structure for better performance of image filtering and more accurate 
computation of gradients including edges and their strength.

Note that in this appendix, in order to simplify the computation, the value of 
parameter ar used for bilateral edge detection on the virtual hexagonal structure has 
been set to be the same as the one computed on the square structure. This value, 
however, should be different on the hexagonal structure and must be adjusted in the 
future to improve the performance. What is more, further investigation needs to be 
done on hexagonal image edge detection.
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